
Pyengyang, Korea February, 1920 Samuel A. Moffett

KOREAN CHRISTIANS FAITHFUL IN ADVERSITY.

People at home often ask, and oftener wonder, whether the converts to Christianity in the

mission fields are true Christians. Since this question usually arises from a feeling that people so

lately ignorant of the Christian doctrine surely cannot appreciate and follow its teaching, it is

especially aptly asked concerning Korean Christians. The phenomenally rapid spread and

development of Christianity in Korea might easily suggest a “mushroom” growth that was neither

solid nor permanent. Mass movements are always liable to suspicion, a suspicion, by the way,

which is no monopoly of the people in the Home Lands. Indeed, it is this suspicion that has

made our missionaries exercise the greatest caution in regard to the baptizing of professing

believers. I am sure that it is this precaution on the part of the missionaries that makes it possible

for us to answer a very emphatic affirmative to the question, “Are Korean Christians ‘all wool

and a yard wide?’” They are. We need not be ashamed of the product of our thirty-five years’

work of Christian Missions in Korea in quality and more than in numbers. Never was there a

time when we were so sure of this fact as during the past few months.

The Korean Church has always been composed of Bible-reading and praying Christians,

but the real test of allegiance and fidelity is shown only by the amount one will suffer and

sacrifice for a person or cause, and the difficulties one will overcome to practice a principle or

belief After a Joseph has been faithful in Egypt, a Daniel has gone into the lion’s den for

conscience sake, or a Paul witnessed before Agrippa, we no longer entertain doubts as to the

soundness of their faith or character.

Among the political prisoners [since the 1919 protest against Japanese rule] now confined

in various places in Korea are many Christians. Although some of these Christians are officers

ranking all the way from ordained pastors down to a leader of a small group, yet there are enough

ordinary Christians among them to justify the statement that they constitute a fairly representative

body of Christians as they are found in the thirteen provinces of the peninsula. These imprisoned

men, far from falling away and denying their Lord, seem rather to have their spiritual lives

deepened and their zeal quickened with every trial and difficulty borne. They have sung and

prayed in prison, individually or in groups, silently or audibly, with or without hymn-books and

Bibles according to the will of the officers in charge of the particular prisons. Prayer, however

conducted, is a great comfort and strength to the men. The “Communion of Saints” is a reality to

these men in prison; the spiritual communion in prayer with Christ uniting them in spiritual

bonds with all Christians in Korea and throughout the world.

In some of the prisons regular organized Bible-study classes are conducted, having a

leader (often a pastor or elder well fitted to instruct), an outlined course of study, and a scheduled

time for study and prayer. Though the men cannot assemble for this class, they leam much and
derive much good from knowing that they are all doing the same thing at the same time. How do
they get information to each other? Don’t ask me. I ask you, how did the prisoners in the

Leavenworth prison communicate with one another before the strike there last year? There
seems to be a way where there is a will.
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In one prison, by permission of the Japanese officers, over one hundred men have Bible

study and prayer each day under the leadership of a pastor. In another prison, some two hundred

prisoners have prayer together, even the non-Christians joining reverently with the others at the

hour of daily prayer. Reports of conversions from such meetings are frequent, too.

Perhaps, the most remarkable periods of worship are the inaudible praise services held in

prisons where any other kind are impossible. In these a hymn is selected and all sing in unison,

hut not a sound goes forth, only the ear of the Lord hears the praise as it ascends from reverent

hearts in the prison cells.

The significance of this praying of the Christians is not alone in the fact that they pray -

the way they pray is of still greater importance. Theirs is no mere saying of prayers. It is real

wrestling with God; importunate pleading that works effectually in God’s universe. It is reported

that when the men are holding silent prayer, on several occasions the intercessors have been so

far carried away by their zeal and earnestness as actually to forget where they were and the

necessity for praying silently, and burst forth into audible petition and praise. They were not long

in discovering their mistake, hut the fact that they can forget, when the consequences are likely to

be anything but pleasant, shows how these men really commune in heavenly places in the spirit,

if not in the flesh. The personal testimony of one of these men describes his experience during

devotion in one of the prisons where groups were permitted to have audible prayer thus: “They

seem as if they had been with God. The prayer of one of them during an early morning hour took

us into the very presence of God and kept us there. All day long we experienced no hunger for

food of any sort, save that which was fiamished us through prayer.”

When one hears and knows of the sacrifice these men have to make for the privilege of

prayer and fellowship with God, he is ashamed of his own religious ‘ease in Zion.’ He no longer

asks whether others are Christians, but wonders whether if he were in prison, he too like Paul and

Silas would be singing psalms unto God at the dreary midnight hour. He also wonders whether

the day of God’s earthquakes is past forever.

(from The Korea Mission Field, Vol. XVI, Fehruary, 1920, pp. 26, 27)



BOARD OF DIRECTORS
of the

PRESBYTERIAN THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY OF CHOSEN

Pyengyang, Korea February 1, 1920

To the members of the Presbyterian Council:

Dear Brethren

At the last meeting of the Council, you assigned a few matters to us upon which you asked for a

report. In reporting upon those matters, we should like to take the opportunity of giving you full

information concerning the Seminary, its actual condition, this year’s reorganization, its curriculum and

the plans that have been made for its future.

PAST PROGRESS.

At the end of this year, the Seminary will be twenty years old. From the time when it was

founded in 1901, scarcely a year has passed without some vital improvement in it. In 1905, the first

teachers from outside Pyengyang taught in it. In 1907, each Mission was represented for the first time on

its teaching Staff. In 1908, the old Main Recitation Building was erected. In 1909, 1911, 1913, 1914,

and 1918, Dormitories were added. In 1916, the course was lengthened to three and one half months. In

1909, the one month of post-graduate work was initiated. In 1907, the first class was graduated. To date

229 have been graduated, ofwhom 169 were in active service in February, 1919. In 1918 residential

quarters for Professors from other Stations were furnished b y the alteration of the former Hospital

Building. Year b y year, additions have been made to the curriculum and to the Faculty, and subjects for

specialization have been more or less permanently assigned. In 1916, six Chairs were definitely

designated, and Professors appointed to them, the other teachers being made Associate Professors and

giving less time.

In 1918, the Theological Review was founded to supplement the teaching of the Seminary.

In 1919, Mr. Engel [Australian] was transferred by his Mission to reside in Pyengyang. Dr.

Reynolds’ Mission [Southern Presbyterian] has been asked to take similar action for him, and it is hoped

that Mr. Roberts will also be transferred by his Mission [Northern Presbyterian] so that with the

President we shall have on the ground four of the Department Heads as a nucleus of a resident

responsible Faculty. From the above, it will be seen that there has been steady progress from the day that

the Seminary was opened.

This last year, we have made the greatest advance of any single year so far. In addition to

securing resident members of the Faculty, our new building carefully planned and adequate for all of the

work of the Seminary is expected to be in process of construction in the Spring of 1920. In 1919, for the

first time, the Seminary conducted a Fall term inaugurating the plan of Spring and Fall terms which the

Council has approved. A Statement of the Purpose and Doctrinal Basis of the Seminary has been

formulated and is appended herewith for your approval. The whole curriculum has been revised and very

much improved and is appended hereto. The whole property of the institution has been roughly surveyed

and a general plan for its future development, the location of roads, future dwellings, etc. has been

tentatively approved.
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We appreciate the help and sympathy accorded by the members of the Coimcil in the difficult

work of developing the Seminary under conditions which necessitated dependence upon teachers who

had heavy responsibilities for other work in their Stations and Missions and when the students in large

part came with insufficient preliminary preparation.

We have sought to profit by the criticisms and suggestions offered from year to year and we feel

that all things considered commendable progress has been made toward the attainment of what we all

have desired, a Seminary measurably fulfilling the purposes as outlined in the accompanying Statement.

We have felt the lack of adequate text books but with the Faculty so occupied with other work

preparation of text books has necessarily been a slow process. A Bible Dictionary and other books of

Reference and for Devotional use are in preparation.

All have felt the necessity of raising the standard of qualifications for admission to the Seminary.

This has been done several times and some of the Presbyteries have been much more careful in their

recommendation of men. The Faculty made suggestions to the Presbyteries on this subject but it should

be noted that primarily the responsibility for the selection of properly qualified men must rest upon the

Presbyteries. The Board invites the co-operation of the members of the Council with the Faculty in

securing through the Presbyteries candidates for the ministry who will meet the suggested conditions

which were approved in 1916.

The faculty furnishes to the Presbyteries each year information concerning those students who

prove unsatisfactory or unequal to the work and looks to the Presbyteries not to return such men unless

for very special reasons. While the Faculty reserves the right to refuse admission to any applicant yet it

does not wish to refuse any who are recommended by the Presbyteries. Many students have dropped out

either upon the direct advice of the Faculty to the student or by action of the Presbytery upon information

from the Faculty. A higher standard has been reached and most of the students now come with far better

preliminary education. The last normal Junior Class admitted in 1918 had 21 Academy and 6 College

graduates among the 44 members. Admission should not be restricted to such graduates for from them

we could not as yet meet the needs of the churches for pastors and some of the most efficient and

acceptable men we have come from among those who have not had opportunity to attend Academy or

College. However we seek your co-operation in securing a still larger number of candidates for the

ministry from among those who do attend Academy and College.

Some have thought that these men were kept from the Seminary because we had but one term a

year necessitating too long a period before graduation. If that is true the new plan of a three years’

course of two terms each will meet that situation.

The question as to what place Hebrew and Greek and instruction in English should occupy in a

Seminary in the Orient has received much consideration in other mission fields as well as here. Since

1917 we have taught Greek to those prepared to take it and have given instruction in one text book in

English to those who had sufficient knowledge to profit by it. This will be continued and Hebrew has

now been added as an elective. Other subjects suggested have been added to the curriculum.

We desire to see a Korean on the Faculty and the sending of men to Japan or elsewhere for Post-

Graduate work has the preparation of men for such a position as one of the ends in view. Three men

have studied in Japan, two are in San Francisco Seminary and it is planned to have Pastor Lim remain in
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America for study after attendance upon the Presbyterian Alliance there next year.

In the meantime, Pastor Kil Sun Chu was asked to give a course of lectures on Pastoral Theology

which he did with great profit to the students, and the Faculty and Board have under consideration a plan

for selecting one or two of the older pastors as Associate Professors, these to secure a temporary release

only for a term in the Seminary. As yet no financial arrangements have been made for the employment

of Korean teachers but for this a proper endowment scheme should be worked out and approved.

CURRICULUM.

Just a word of explanation of the curriculum herewith appended. Heretofore our courses have

not been on the best plan pedagogically because even the heaviest subjects have been taught

consecutively five hours a week, and the teaching has come so fast that the men could not assimilate it

all. This has been necessary when practically all of the teachers came in for short periods from outside.

With the more regular faculty, the subjects wherever possible have been set for but 1, 2, 3, or 4

hours per week running through the whole three month semesters making 12, 24, 36 or 48 teaching hours

respectively. The time given to each subject is the same but it is better arranged. Each class is given 16

hours of regular instruction per week, and students may elect about four hours more.

Please note that the Hebrew and Greek and the courses taught in English are electives. They are

intended primarily for College and Academy graduates. Note that a new course in Apologetics is added,

and an additional one in Old Testament Introduction; also a course in Personal Evangelism, and

improved Psychology-Pedagogy course, twelve more hours given to Pastoral Theology and a twelve

hours course on Sociology to take up questions as to factory work, temperance, the social evils, young

men problems, the “bad boy” problems, etc. Please note, however, that not counting a Personal

Evangelism course which will be largely Bible, or the Theology courses, there is over 34% of straight

Bible teaching in the course.

Possibly as much as 25% in Seminaries abroad is the usual proportion.

LENGTH OF THE COURSE.

The Curriculum now calls for a three years’ course - - Seniors, Middlers and Juniors, with six

three-month semesters required for graduation. It has been the conviction of many in the Council that the

old method of 3'/2 month terms with S'/i months between for practical work is the best way to prepare

young men for the ministry. However in order to secure the young men coming from the colleges, the

very men that we want most of all in the Seminary, men who often think they cannot take five years to go

through the Seminary and who for this reason are turned aside into other lines of work or have gone

abroad for study, we think it best to adopt the three year course of two semesters each. This does not

necessitate a student finishing in three years for though we teach Spring and Fall, there is no idea that

every student is to go straight through in six consecutive terms to graduation. We take it for granted that

the Presbyteries and the churches which send the men will prevent certain men from going too fast.

However, even though they do not, the matter should automatically correct itself after graduation in that

the young men should serve their apprenticeship as licentiates in case they have not had experience

before.
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IRREGULAR STUDENTS.

For the helper who caimot come more than one semester per year, the new plan offers little

hardship. For example, a man entering in the Spring of 1920 and being unable to attend that Fall will

come in the Fall of 1921, then in the Spring of 1923, the Fall of 1924, the Spring of 1926 and he will

graduate in the Fall of 1927. In other words, the most handicapped men can graduate in seven years as

against the previous five, and ifjust once in the period he can arrange to attend two terms in one year, as

for example the last two when a church is waiting to call him, he can graduate in six.

The new curriculum includes practically every study that is taught by Seminaries in America. It

is expected that elective and alternate studies will be offered after a time as the Faculty becomes more

and more a permanent one. The improved post-graduate course is herewith appended. Prizes are to be

offered to the men for excellence of work in the inter-semester reading courses, and in other ways. There

were 62 Pastors in the last Post-Graduate Class. We trust the Council will approve this curriculum.

Further suggestions for improvement will be welcomed at any time.

The Fall term for 1919 enrolled 46 students in the P‘, 4'*’ and S'** Classes only and on Dec. 18'*' 8

men were graduated.

The Spring term opens March 1 1'*’, 1920 and will close on June 10**'.

The numbers after the items on the schedule below represent the number of teaching hours per

semester. JUNIOR CLASS
SPRING SEMESTER FALL SEMESTER

N.T. Synoptic Gospels (36) N.T. Acts (24)

O.T. Genesis (34) O.T. Exodus (24)

O.T. Introduction (24) Theology Proper (36)

(General) History-Apostolie and

Theol. Shorter Catechism (36) to the Nicene Period (36)

Apologetics and Christian Christian Ethics (24)

Evidences (24) Homiletics (24)

History Old Testament (34) Personal Work (24)

Homiletics (24)

TOTAL REQUIRED HRS. PER WEEK 16 TOTAL REQUIRED HRS. PER WEEK 16.

MIDDLE CLASS
SPRING SEMESTER FALL SEMESTER

N.T. 1 Corinthians (24) N.T. John (30)

Ephesians (12) N.T. Geography (12)

N.T. Introduction (24) O.T. Isaiah (36)

O.T. Psalms (12) Theol. Soteriology (48)

O.T. Geography (12) History Pre-Reformation (36)

Anthropology (24) Church Government (24)

History Nicene and Post-Nicene (36) Sunday School Work (12)

Homiletics (24) TOTAL REQUIRED HRS. PER WEEK 16‘A

Psychology-Pedagogy (24)

TOTAL REQUIRED HRS. PER WEEK 16
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SENIOR CLASS
SPRING SEMESTER FALL SEMESTER

N.T. Hebrews-Leviticus (30) N.T. Romans (24)

O.T. Introduction (By books) (24) Revelation (24)

Daniel (12) O.T. Jeremiah (24)

Eschatology (24) Pneumatology and the Work

Sacraments (12) of the Holy Spirit (36)

History-Reformation (24) History - Post Reformation (36)

Discipline (24) Modem Missions (12)

Directory (12) Pastoral Theology (24)

Pastoral Theology (24) Sociology (12)

TOTAL REQUIRED HRS PER WEEK 15!4 TOTAL REQUIRED HRS PER WEEK 16

ELECTIVES.

Greek, Hebrew or a subject taught in English, each two hours a week, in one, two or three grades

as circumstances demand.

Japanese four hours a week for those who have not already acquired a sufficient knowledge of it.

Attendance upon the Singing Class is required of all who are not excused, also daily chapel

exercises, and Monday night prayer meeting. On Fridays, an hour is given for preaching by the Seniors

for criticism, and all of the students and Faculty attend the same, members of the Faculty taking part in

the criticism.

Assigned preaching appointments on Sunday among the city churches are made for the Seniors,

and all classes have Sunday School teaching or other assigned practical work under the direction of the

Faculty. GENERAL READING.

Junior Year.

Summer,

Fundamental Evidences of Christianity, Dubose.

Universal History Vol. II, Sheffield - - trans. by Mrs. Baird.

Theological Review.

Winter,

Stalker’s Life of Christ.

Universal History Vol. Ill

Theological Review.

Middle Year.

Summer,

How to Lead Men to Christ, Torrey - - trans. by F.S. Miller.

Stalker’s Life of John - - trans. by Dr. Lampe.

Universal History Vol. IV.

Theological review.

Winter,

Mosaic Institutions, Moorehead - - trans. by Dr. Underwood.

Life of Luther, trans. by Dr. Gale.
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Digest of the Presbyterian Church of Korea, Dr. Clark.

Theological Review.

Senior Year.

Summer,

Romanism and Protestantism.

Life of Knox.

Moody’s Sermons.

Theological Review.

Examination on these books at opening of each term.

POST-GRADUATE COURSE OF STUDY.

(16 hours a week each class) (3 hours a week for 4 weeks for each subject)

(All 6 Depts. in each year.)

I YEAR.

1 . I and II Thessalonians ( 1 2 hrs.)

2. Wisdom Literature (Job, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes) (12 hrs.)

3. History of the Presbyterian Churches of the U.S.A., Canada, Australia and Ireland

(Scotland is covered in the undergraduate course) ( 1 2 hrs.)

4. Teachings of the Apostle Paul (12 hrs.)

5. Constitution and History of the Presbyterian Church of China (4 hrs.)

6. Pastoral Theology (Sociology) (12 hrs.)

II YEAR.

1 . Life and Writings of the Apostle Peter ( 1 2hrs.)

2. Old Testament Prophecy (12 hrs.)

3. History of the Greek and Russian Church after the Great Schism (12 hrs.)

4. Doctrine of Immortality (Eternal Life) (12 hrs.)

5. The Pan Presbyterian Alliance (4 hrs.)

6. Pastoral Theology (The Church and Young People’s Work.) (12 hrs.)

III Year.

1. Ethical Teachings of the New Testament, or Epistles of James and Jude (12 hrs.)

2. Old Testament Worship, Leviticus and Psalms (12 hrs.)

3. Biography of Great Leaders of the Church (12 hrs.)

4. Modem Religious and Intellectual Movements (12 hrs.)

5. The Protestant Churches and their Polity (4 hrs.)

6. Pastoral Theology (Evangelism)

IV. Year.

1. Parables of our Lord (12 hrs.)

2. Miracles of the Old Testament (12 hrs.)

3. History Between the Testaments (12 hrs.)

4. Doctrine of the Supernatural (12 hrs.)
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5. Constitution and History of the Presbyterian Church in Japan (4 hrs.)

6. Pastoral Theology. (Practical Problems of the Modem Church): (12 hrs.)

ARRANGEMENT FOR TRANSITION FROM OLD TO NEW COURSE.

(1) All men who have at any time in the past finished the fourth year shall have the right to take

next spring the fall semester of the Year as a special class and be graduated in June.

(2) Those who have finished the third year may, if they desire, take the Senior Year of the new

course both semesters this year and graduate in December, special provision being made that the Gospel

of John and PreReformation History be taught some time in 1920 if possible.

(3) Any who have finished the first, second and fourth years (but not the third) take in 1920 the

spring semester of the Middle Year of the new course and the fall semester of the Senior Year in order to

complete the course.

(4) Those who have finished the second year become regular students of the Middle Year.

(5) Those who have finished the first year of the old course enter the fall semester of the Junior

Year in 1920 and thereafter become regulars in the Middle Year.

LATE MATRICULATION.

Any student desiring to enter later than the day set for matriculation in any class shall do so only

upon obtaining special permission from the Faculty.

CONDITIONS OF ENTRANCE.

Every student must bring with him a recommendation from his Presbytery when he matriculates,

and also each succeeding year.

Unless for special reasons, no student recommended by his Presbytery is refused matriculation,

but the Faculty strongly urges upon the Presbyteries that they observe the following rules in the

examination of applicants

RULES.

1 . All applicants under 25 years of age should be College graduates.

2. All applicants under 27 years of age should be Academy graduates, or be recommended to

study in an Academy until they have reached that age.

3. Only in exceptional circumstances should applicants over 40 years of age be recommended

for admission.

4. Applicants between the ages of 25 and 40, other than College or Academy graduates, should

meet the following requirements:-

(1) In addition to the ability to read the native script, or the Mixed Chinese and Korean

script, applicants should be able to read and compose in either English, Japanese or Chinese.

(2) Applicants must pass an entrance examination upon a general knowledge of

Geography and Arithmetic

(3) Applicants must have read the whole Bible through carefully.

(4) Applicants shall have had an aggregate of at least four months of study in a Bible

Institute or in a Central Bible Training Class.

(5) Applicants should have a certificate of having studied Genesis, Exodus, a Gospel and
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Acts, or be able to pass an examination upon these books.

(6) Applicants should have read Pilgrim’s Progress, O.T. History, and the Confession of

Faith and Form of Government of the Korean Church and Shorter Catechism.

(7) Applicants should have had three years experience as Church officers.

(8) Students who have finished the second year in the Seminary, as a rule should not be

returned for the Senior year unless the approval of the Church has been evidenced by the selection of

them as either Helper or Elder.

A STATEMENT OF THE PURPOSE AND DOCTRINAL BASIS OF THE

PRESBYTERIAN THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY OF KOREA.

Sincerely accepting the Bible as the inspired Word of God and therefore the foundation of all

spiritual knowledge and the God-given rule of life and conduct, it is the purpose of this Seminary to train

men for the Gospel ministry who shall truly believe, adequately understand, cordially love and clearly

expound the Holy Scriptures and earnestly endeavor to propagate in its fulness and simplicity the Gospel

of Redemption therein set forth.

It is its purpose to devote so large a proportion of time to the direct intensive study of the

Scriptures as will secure to the Church an adequate supply and succession of able and faithful ministers

qualified rightly to divide the word of Truth. In furtherance of this end for properly prepared students

instruction will be furnished in the original languages of the sacred text.

It is its purpose to train men for the duties of the pastorate, men who will be deeply conscious of

their spiritual, moral, intellectual and social responsibilities as true ambassadors of Christ, watchful

under-shepherds feeding and leading the flock, wise winners of souls for Christ, and skillful builders of

the holy temple in the Lord.

Believing that the historic standards of the Presbyterian Church, namely, the Confession of Faith,

the Catechisms, the Form of Government and the Book of Discipline, and the Directory for Worship

contain in clearness and simplicity a sufficient statement of the fundamentals of our faith this Seminary

adopts them as its standard of instruction in all essentials of doctrine and polity but in order that there

may be no ambiguity in regard to its position it explicitly declares that it stands for the following

doctrines :-

1. We believe in the supernatural inspiration and infallibility of the Old and New Testaments in

their original writings and accept them as the supreme and final authority in all matters of faith and life.

2. We believe in one living and true God eternally existing in three persons as Father, Son and

Holy Spirit.

3. We believe in the eternal Deity and true humanity of the Lord Jesus Christ, in His Incarnation

through the Virgin Birth, in His perfect sinlessness, in His Substitutionary Atonement by His death on

the Cross, in His bodily Resurrection and Ascension, in His present High-Priestly ministry for us, in His

personal return to this earth at God’s appointed time in great power and glory, in His righteous

Judgement of all nations, in His Complete Victory over all His enemies and in His final delivering up of

the Kingdom unto His Father.

4. We believe in the absolute Deity and true personality of the Holy Spirit and in His Agency in

Creation, Providence and Redemption, especially in the regeneration, sanctification and glorification of

believers.
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5. We believe that all men are sinners in the sight of God and that the wages of sin is death

involving everlasting separation from God in the case of the finally impenitent.

6. We believe that all who receive the Lord Jesus Christ by faith as their Lord and Savior have

been bom again through the power of the Holy Spirit and thereby become the children of God and that

there is no other way of Salvation.

7. We believe in the actual resurrection of the bodies both of the just and of the unjust and in the

life everlasting for those who are in Christ Jesus.

APPROVED NEEDS OF THE INSTITUTION.

1. Four Dwellings Yen 10,000 each-Yen 40,000

2. For grading and laying out of the grounds Yen 5,000

3. For fiimace and other equipment 10,000

4. For library 5,000

5. For a fund for student aid (5 years) 15,000

6. For a fund for postgraduate study abroad (5 years) 5,000

7. For Running Expenses over and above present receipts per year 4,000

8. Salary for Korean Associate Professor per year 900

9. Residence for Korean Associate Professor 1,500

10.

Endowment 200,000

FACULTY.

Rev. Samuel A. Moffett, D.D. President P. North.

Professor of Ecclesiology and Christian Missions.

Rev. William D. Reynolds, D.D. P. South

Professor of Systematic Theology.

Rev. G. Engel, A.M P. Austral.

Professor of Church History.

Rev. Charles Allen Clark, D.D P. North

Professor of Homiletics and Pastoral Theology.

Rev. Walter C. Erdman, A.M P. North

Professor of Old Testament Literature and Exegesis

Rev. Stacy L. Roberts, A.M P. North

Professor ofNew Testament Literature and Exegesis.

ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS.

Rev. James S. Gale, D.D. P, North

Old Testament Exegesis.

Rev. Eugene Bell, D.D p. South

Systematic Theology.

Rev. Charles E. Sharp, D.D p. North

Pastoral Theology.
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Rev. William M. Baird, Ph.D., D.D P. North

Biblical Theology.

Rev. L.O. McCutchen, A.M P. South

New Testament Exegesis

Rev. A.F. Robb, B.A P. Canada

INSTRUCTORS.

Rev. G. Kasaka The Japanese Language

Mr. Pak In Soon The Japanese Language

Mr. Kim Tong Yup
\ . .

Mr. Choi Heui Choon ' Singing

Note:- Full Professorships are based upon the permanent assignment by their Missions of

the men concerned for the whole session of each year, and Associate Professorships

upon the permanent assignment for half of each session.

We hope that the above information will be useful for all members of the Council to have on

hand, and that it will help all to understand more clearly the work that the Seminary is doing, what it aims

to accomplish, and the ways in which the members of the Council may assist in making it of still greater

usefulness to the Korean Church and people. Criticisms and suggestions for improvements will always

be welcomed.

Yours Sincerely,

The Board of Directors.

Rev. G. Engel, A.M. (Sec) P. Austral.

Rev. F.S. Miller P. North

Rev. Cha Chai Myung Seoul

Rev. Samuel A. Moffett, D.D. (Chrm) P. North

Rev. W.D. Reynolds, D.D. P. South

Rev. Kim Suk Chang Syunchun

Rev. J.Y. Crothers P. North

Rev. D.M. McRae P. Canada

Rev. Pyun Nin Sye Pyongyang

Rev. L.B. Tate P. South

Rev. G.S. McCune, D.D. P. North

P.S. The necessary expenses for students for board, etc. at this Spring term are estimated at ¥ 12

per month as the least figure, and it is very desirable that each student have from ¥ 13 to ¥ 15 per month

available in addition to the expense of travel.

P.S. Letters have gone out to every student telling him his place in the new schedule, but, as

mails are so uncertain nowadays, will you please announce in your Presbyteries and to all of your

students the date of opening - March 1 1 , and explain to them their position in the course as shown above

on page 6.

(from the Samuel Hugh Moffett collection of Samuel Austin Moffett papers)



FEDERAL COUNCIL OF THE CHURCHES
OF CHRIST IN AMERICA

JASPER T. MOSES, DIRECTOR
105 EAST 22® STREET, NEW YORK, N.Y.

New York, New York February 21,1 920 Jasper T. Moses

KOREAN MISSIONARIES REPORT ON JAPANESE REFORMS.

Two letters just received by the Rev. Sidney L. Gulick, Secretary of the Commission on

Relations with the Orient, of the Federal Council of the Churches of Christ in America, show

marked differences of opinion. One writer feels that the Japanese Government is doing all that

can be expected under the circumstances, while the other is by no means convinced that much

has yet been accomplished.

In the matter of reforms actually put in operation by the Japanese Government one

correspondent writes that a touch of irony has been injected into the situation by the fact that the

first reform granted was that of the cemetery law which had abolished private burying grounds

and directed all to bury in public cemeteries provided by the government. The reform gives back

the right to those who already have private burying grounds to use them after securing permission

from the police. In addition to this the government ordered the discontinuance of the practice of

wearing uniforms and swords by civil officials, such as judges, civil servants, schoolmasters.

The appeal of the missionaries and other leading foreigners on behalf of the thirty-three

men who signed the original Declaration of Independence and have been lying in prison since

last March has apparently made no affect on the Japanese Colonial Government, according to

this writer, who says: “It has been announced that the flogging of prisoners is to be abolished

after April 1, 1920, which would show that the authorities had awakened to its inhumanity for

prisoners of this type. But if it will be inhumane then, why is it not so at the present time? Yet it

is still being inflicted, as shown by the fact that five men came to Severance Hospital the day

before Christmas, members of a group of sixteen who had been flogged and discharged from a

prison on Kangwha Island.”

Important reforms in the school curricula have been announced as has the abolition of

discrimination between Japanese and Korean government officials in pay and status. This last,

however, is more apparent than real as the Japanese officials continue to draw extra allowances

for colonial service, house rent, etc. Under this new reform eighteen Koreans have received

appointments as principals of schools, a post formerly limited to Japanese.

The letter concludes: “I would not wish you to get the impression from anything in this

letter that the missionary body are inimical to the new administration or anxious to discredit it.

We would be only goo glad to see it make good. I and other members of the missionary

community have had a number of interviews with the Governor-General and other officials and

are ready to cooperate in any way we can. But the measures we consider essential - amongst
which are amnesty, immediate abolition of flogging and torture, repeal of regulation abolishing

Korean as the medium of instruction in schools and prohibiting religious teaching in private

schools, free speech, free press, setting of a definite date when local self-government shall go
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into effect - do not seem to catch the imagination of the officials and it is very difficult to get

together under such circumstances.”

DEFENDS THE JAPANESE

The other American missionary writes with high appreciation both for the reforms

inaugurated by the Japanese and of the officials who are in charge of the Korean situation

representing the Imperial Government.

He feels that the Korean revolution was a mistake and that the people of the once “Hermit

Kingdom” are in no wise ready or fit for self-government. He admits that the Japanese were

entirely too harsh in their suppression of the movement but feels that the recall of General

Hasegawa shows that the Government of Japan did not approve of these severe measures. This

missionary has been assured by Premier Hara of his determination to give Korea an enlightened

administration. This correspondent reports from official figures that of the more than 9,000

political prisoners in Chosen, only 3,573 belonged to religious bodies; of these, only a little over

1,500 are Christian, 1,441 of them being from the Presbyterian Church, 53 Roman Catholics, 10

of the Salvation Army and 7 Congregationalists. No mention is made of Methodists, who are

numerous in Korea.

It is stated that the Japanese Government did considerable relief work among the burned

villages and made substantial contributions toward their re-building, even contributing toward

the re-erection of some churches, while Japanese Christians raised considerable sums for this

purpose. A number of the new colonial officers are Christians from Japan and Baron Saito is

apparently sincere in his endeavors to give the Koreans a fair and just administration in all

respects. The putting of the police under civil administration is regarded by the writer as a

tremendous reform. The ridiculing of the graveyard regulation is declared unfair, as it actually

was first on the list of reforms asked by the high-class Koreans.

[This report was compiled from two letters from unnamed and unidentified Korea missionaries

addressed to the director of the Federal Council of the Churches of Christ in America. The

director then forwarded his report to the Board of Foreign Missions of the Presbyterian Church,

U.S.A. and perhaps to other Mission agency officers, as well.]

(from a photo-copy in the Samuel Hugh Moffett collection of Samuel Austin Moffett papers.

Original in the files of the Presbyterian Historical Society, Philadelphia, PA)



Pyengyang, Korea February 27, 1920 Presbyterian missionary in Chosen

The missionaries all over Korea, and the whole native church, have all been praying very

earnestly for a revival in Korea that will shake the whole church and cause a great in-gathering

from among the non-Christians. It is beginning to look as though these prayers are being

answered. Reports are beginning to come in from many directions of such an awakening in the

Church and of the in-gathering ofnew believers. This last week Dr. Swallen received word that

in three villages where the Christians have been trying for a long time to effect an entrance, there

are quite a number who have decided to believe and have asked for a teacher. In the Central

Church here in Pyengyang last Sunday there were about a dozen who came forward at the close

of the meeting to be enrolled as new believers. Mr. Holdcroft received word last week from his

territory that in a village which he has never visited, twelve men have decided to believe, and

they wrote to him asking him to send a teacher to stay in the village two months that they might

have an opportunity to learn more about the faith. He has had two other similar requests from his

territory during the last week. Mr. Blair has just received word from his territory that in one

place where the Christians had been holding a class, there were 150 new believers. It does

indeed begin to look as though God is answering our prayers.

Along with these encouraging reports have come others that have made our hearts sad

with a mixture of righteous indignation. From the East coast a telegram came yesterday to Dr.

Blair saying that the government officials in that district are persecuting the Christians, and

interfering with the forward movement. Another telegram came the day before yesterday

announcing that several Christian women in a church in Dr. Blair’s territory had been arrested

and charged with praying for the sick. The pastor of their church came into Pyengyang yesterday

and reported that the police there had called him in and ordered him to sign a paper promising

not to pray for the sick again! He refused, and told the police that he had been praying for the

sick all his life and that he intended to continue to do so! Thousands of natives are in prison,

charged with complicity in the Independence Movement. Those who have come out of prison

have reported conditions in the prison that are almost unbelievable, yet they all tell the same

story, and sufficient proof has been collected to make it absolutely certain that what they say is

true. These conditions exist today, months after the so-called reforms have gone into effect! We
have had a very cold winter, with the thermometer registering as low as 15 degrees below zero F.

Yet in the very coldest weather there have been almost no fires in the prisons. I say “almost”,

because in a few prisons there have been a stove or two in the halls, which kept the temperature

up to a few degrees helow freezing. In the majority of the prisons, by the admission of the

Japanese officials themselves, there have been no fires. Many men and women in prison have

actually frozen to death! I will be specific. Last week we had several days of zero weather. A
man who came out of prison a day or two ago reported to Dr. Moffett that the man who was

sleeping beside him was frozen to death. No one knows how many others have shared a similar

fate. We know that many have had their hands and feet frozen because we have seen their hands

and feet after they came out of prison. But you may say that this does not show any particular

animus or cruelty on the part of the Japanese. True, but it is an interesting commentary on their

civilization and boasted claims of reform. But let me cite you a few more facts. Last Wednesday
was a zero weather day, and to make it worse there was a bitter wind blowing that made it almost

impossible to walk outdoors. I know because I tried it. Yet that night the Japanese made a
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woman whose term in prison expired that day, walk a half of a mile through the snow, in h^ bare

feet, from one prison to another, just for the purpose of going through the red tape of setting her

free! And this after her sentence had expired! ! ! In the prisons both the men and the women are

forced each night to remove all their clothes in one building and then run across a court for about

a hundred feet through the open air, naked, to their sleeping quarters, where they put on their cold

night-clothing and sleep imder insufficient cover, in unheated rooms. In the morning they

remove their night-clothing in their sleeping quarters, run naked across the court again, under the

open air, and then put on their day clothes which have been in an unheated room all night!

Please bear in mind that the women as well as the men are forced to do this, and that it has been

the regular routine no matter how cold the weather is! ! At meals, the prisoners are divided into

eight groups according to the work they do. The first group are given the most food, and this is

only enough for an ordinary meal such as they are accustomed to. The next class receives less

food, the third still less, and so on down to the eighth group which receives the least amount of

food of all. The women are in the seventh class. A boy who was in the fourth class told me that

he was hungry all the time, and that if it had not been for food which his mother sent him, he

would have gone still hungrier. You can imagine how the poor people in the eighth class suffer

for the lack of food!

One of the most refined bits of torture to which the prisoners are subjected is by a prison

rule which compels them to sit on the ground in Japanese fashion instead of according to the

Korean custom. The Korean custom is to sit down, cross their feet, and tuck them under the

body. The Japanese custom is to kneel and then sit back on their heels. If you think this is

anything less than torture for a person not accustomed to it, try it for a half-hour. The Koreans,

who are no more accustomed to it than we are, are forced to sit that way for hours at a time.

According to the Japanese law, a man is considered guilty until he is proved innocent.

Anyone may make any charge against any person in the country with only flimsy evidence or no

evidence at all to support the charge. The person under suspicion is then arrested, taken to the

police court, allowed to communicate with no one outside, and then placed under what is called

“preliminary examination”. The accused is not allowed counsel, nor is he allowed to present

evidence in his own favor. He may be kept under this preliminary examination for weeks or even

months without being allowed to get in touch with the outside world, regardless of his guilt or

innocence. The result of this preliminary examination in the police court is put in writing, the

accused is then taken to the magistrate, and on the evidence which the police court presents in

writing, the accused is then condemned by the magistrate out of hand without being allowed to

present any evidence in his own favor. Let me show you how the system works. A month ago

one of the helpers of one of the missionaries was arrested and taken to the police court. He has

been under “preliminary examination” ever since. No one has been allowed to communicate

with him, not even his father, who is an influencial man. What has happened to him in prison, no

one knows. In the past confessions have been extorted under torture. The Japanese claim to

have abolished torture. But no one is allowed to investigate and find out for themselves whether

they have or not. We must take their word for it. The same men are conducting the “preliminary

examinations” now who were torturing the prisoners a few months ago.
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But what is the result on the Koreans? The men and women who have been subjected to

this treatment in prison come out more determined than ever to fight for independence to the

bitter end.

Since writing the above, new facts have come to my attention which I feel I must

mention. I said above that the Japanese claim to have abolished torture since the new regime

went into power. Since writing this sentence the following facts have come to my attention.

A man who was sick and delirious in the hospital was arrested while in that condition,

taken from the hospital while in that condition, taken to a political office, put in a cold room,

then removed to a warm room until he became conscious, then taken to court for examination.

Upon refusing to tell what he was asked to tell about others engaged in the Independence

Movement, he was sent back to the cold room for ten days and then, when about to die, was put

out of prison, and died the next day. But before his death he told his own and the following

stories. He said that the day before he was turned out to die, another man, a theological student,

was put into the room with him in an almost dying condition. This theological student had been

subjected to all kinds of torture. Among other things he had had three kettles of water poured

into his nostrils, his head being held back by the police! ! ! Please bear in mind that this

happened, not last year, but within the last two weeks, since the first day of February, 19201!

And the Japanese claim to have abolished torture! Another man recently released from prison

reports that four men were frozen to death. A Korean friend told me today that all the men in

prison now have frozen feet. One of our best and most spiritually-minded pastors. Moderator of

Presbytery, had his feet frozen in prison and is suffering so that he is likely to die in prison. This

man is under a sentence of two years imprisonment because the people at a funeral service which

he was conducting over a man who had been shot by the Japanese gendarmes, shouted “Mansei!”

(Hurrah) [It means “may Korea live for ten thousand years!”]

I am telling you these things because the Japanese are carrying on a persistent propaganda

in the American newspapers to convince the American public that they have reformed conditions

in Korea. I hope you will use your influence to publish these facts as widely as possible both in

the newspapers and in public gatherings. Use my name in confidence, if you wish, but see that it

is withheld from publication.

Sincerely yours,

Presbyterian Missionary in Chosen.

(photo-copy in the Samuel Hugh Moffett collection of Samuel Austin Moffett papers. Original

may be in the collection of the Presbyterian Historical Society, Philadelphia)



Mt. Pleasant, Iowa late February, 1920 [?] Harry C. Whiting, M.D.

Dear Friends: -

On my return to America last September after seven years absence, I found much to my

surprise that the Americans whom I met were as ignorant of conditions in Korea as they were at

the time ofmy first furlough. I had felt that the Great War would have opened their eyes to a

tom and bleeding world, but although Belgium and Armenia were on every tongue, none seemed

to know of Korea’s brave stand for liberty and the outrages Japan had been and still is

perpetrating against that people. In trying to obtain the reason for this, I found that a Japanese

propaganda had been carried on with great cunning and persistency with the object of keeping the

American public in ignorance. Through the press, in newspapers and magazines and in the

pulpits of our land men have lent their brains and voice to help Japan in this campaign.

In The Independent of January 3 P* you will find a sample of this: Baron Saito, the

Governor General of Korea, makes some misleading and untrae statements. He states that

“Annexation was by mutual consent” - an absolute falsehood which needs no refuting but the cry

for liberty now ascending to heaven from a stricken people. He states that since annexation,

“Korea ceased to be a storm center.” Today the eyes of the world are upon Korea in its effort by

passive resistance to resist the crunch of the military fist that is cmshing 20,000 people. Then he

states that Korea has “rapidly advanced in civilization.” What civilization? Railroads and public

highways built by taxation and forced labor at the Koreans’ expense, a few model schools and

hospitals on one hand and an unlimited supply of rice whiskey and beer and thousands of geisha

girls - public prostitutes - sent over to civilize the Koreans, on the other. No, Korea has not made

rapid progress in civilization since Japan usurped authority, but she has made wonderful progress

since 1885 when Christianity began to enlighten the people. Today twenty per cent of the

Korean people are under the influence of the gospel.

Baron Makoto Saito writes that “He would not go into the genesis of this unfortunate

affair,” writing of the uprising of March F‘. It’s well he did not for the genesis lay in Japanese

misrule, hostility and broken promises. He says the uprising was “a local affair.” We
missionaries are scattered from one end of Korea to another and I have personally heard from

most every large city or village in the whole country and the uprising was general. All classes in

all parts joining in a common cause.

Then the Baron states that the activities of the Japanese soldiers and police were

“exaggerated.” I can see the American Consul, the British Consul, the wife of the French

Consul, Mrs. Robinson Scott ofNew York, Dr. Gale, Dr. Noble and others gazing with tear

dimmed eyes at the ruins of a church in which thirty-six Koreans had been shot and buried. I can

hear the British Consul with flushed face and clenched fists blurt out, “they are nothing but

damned beasts.” I can see young school girls hauled through the streets by the hair to be kicked

and slapped and thrown into the jail and made to stand naked before a crowd of Japanese men.

Exaggerated? Let no one throw that up to me. No medical missionary in Korea but has seen so

much that words fail to express what we have seen and endured.
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The Baron goes on to say that Japan “must hold themselves as principally responsible.”

That’s fine - They are responsible and all the world will know and hold them responsible.

Then comes the usual Japanese promises. In August, reforms were inaugurated:

P*, “Governor General no longer an army or navy officer”. What is Baron Saito? What was his

record as Governor General of Formosa?

2"**, “Abolition of Gendarmes”. What does that mean? Simply a change of clothes and

implements of torture. The khaki becomes blue, the guns and bayonets become revolvers and

swords. Shakespeare’s trite saying, “You may call a rose by another name, but the scent of the

rose hangs about it still” fits this case.

Turn now to the religious press. The Continent, Presbyterian weekly ofNew York, issue

of February 19*, under caption, “Can the Japanese Keep a Promise” and you will find that the

reform steps of August did not step very far, but that to this day the Koreans, and especially the

Christian Koreans, are being cruelly and unjustly treated. The mailed fist is still at its old tricks.

The jails are full, still 30, 60 or 90 stripes with bamboo rods tied by string descend upon bound

bodies. The swaggering soldiers roam over the country terrorizing the people.

“Cannot Japanese Keep a Promise?” February 19*. “News of armed revolt in Korea,

centering around an invading force of Korean Exiles who mobilized across the border in

Manchuria and who pretty certainly have been equipped by Russian bolsheviks is profoundly

alarming. Such a development has been plainly foreseeable for a year, and from the first there

has been but one hope of preventing terrific consequences from this eruption. That hope lay in

Japanese promise of colonial liberty. If with the quickness and decisiveness which the situation

demanded, Japan had gone about giving the Korean masses real freedom, it might have created in

its own favor a reaction that would have left the invading exiles little sympathy among a

contented population at home. And when Admiral Saito, the new Governor General of “Chosen”

set out from Tokyo from Seoul, saying that the Koreans had not been treated right, but that he

intended to see that there was no more oppression inflicted on them, the world trusted that Japan

had really appreciated this logic of conditions and would at once make great and enlightened

reform. But sober and discriminating reports from all reliable sources in Korea continue most

discouraging.

The testimony of the missionaries is that under the Saito administration, the terrorism

exercised by the Japanese police on the native population is just as heartless and brutal as ever.

Over his signature in the Japanese Advertiser at Tokyo, Dr. Frank W. Schofield of Seoul, relates

the cases of two youthful Korean patriots who, for being implicated in the Independence

Movement, which they did not deny, were subjected to exquisite tortures. One was suspended by

his hands from the prison ceiling, the other being burned with red hot irons and then being beaten

into insensibility. Both these cases have occurred since Admiral Saito has been in supreme

control of Korea, and are said to be typical. In short, those who have always asserted that

Japanese professions of humane purposes are never sincere, now claim Saito as a new and

clinching proof At any rate, it is plain that the spirit of Korea is all for the rebels and not at all
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for Japan in this crisis now precipitated. Japan has lost its chance. A bloody conflict looks

inevitable. Yet it cannot be believed that the world will permit Japan to suppress this revolt with

ruthless frightfulness which appears to be the only disciplinary policy which its leaders, like

Prussia’s late leaders know anything about. What is to be the result, how far the vortex of

consequences will extend, no man can even guess.

Why cannot Japan with all their wonderful keenness of intellect, understand that a good

repute for sincerity is as indispensable and invaluable an asset for a government as an individual

man? They know what modem civilization expects; their promises make that manifest. Why
can they not see that deeds also ofjustice are equally requisite for a power which desires the

good will of the world?”

Contrast these statements in the religious press with those of Baron Saito in The

Independent. The pity of it all is that The Independent is read by the American public in public

libraries, etc., whereas The Continent goes to patriotic Presbyterians. The Continent makes one

mistake and that is to expect Japan to be touched by public opinion. Her Prussanised policy will

not change until the military clique are shorn of their power; until then, promises to the world

and bitter treatment to the Koreans will continue.

To those of you who have heard my address, I appeal. Insist on knowing the truth.

Question every statement from Japanese sources - The American Japanese Peace society and

such public speakers as would whitewash and make beautiful all things Japanese. Write for

Senator Norris’ address on Korea. Congressional Record, June 18, 1919. Also, get in touch with

the League of the Friends of Korea, 825 Wrightman Building, 1534 Chestnut Street,

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Yours in bonds of sympathy,

HARRY C. WHITING, M.D., Mt. Pleasant, Iowa

(from the Samuel Hugh Moffett collection of Samuel Austin Moffett papers)



Seoul, Korea March 2, 1 920 Oliver R. Avison

Rev. George T. Scott,

Secretary, Cooperating Board for Christian Education in Chosen

New York

Dear Mr. Scott:

I am taking advantage of an outgoing mail to drop you word that I have just had a call

from a representative of the Religious Bureau of the Government General, who tells me that a

regulation was passed yesterday permitting the use hereafter of religious services in the

curriculum of private schools, and of the study of the Bible. He also informed me that

permission was being granted to Severance and the Chosen Christian College to use either

Korean, Japanese or English as a medium of instruction. I enquired whether this concession

applied also to Higher Common (Middle) schools, but he replied that the regulations still

required that Japanese be the medium of instruction in these schools.

I am writing unofficially now, but when the regulation is in print and translated I shall

send you further word.

I might add that yesterday was the anniversary of the outbreak of the Independence

agitations. The authorities for weeks back have been expecting trouble, and last week the

principals of Mission and other schools were haled before the provincial Governor and instructed

what steps they were to take in the event of students absenting themselves from study. Military

parades were very frequent and on Sunday, February 29‘^ and yesterday the streets were patrolled

by gendarmes armed with rifles, and military parades were frequently met, sometimes on foot

and sometimes mounted. Autos filled with men in uniform dashed hither and thither. The

principal street intersections were guarded by armed gendarmes.

Whether or not this display of force averted trouble, we carmot say, but the Koreans in

Seoul did not “go off’ to any extent. The shopkeepers on Chongno (the Y.M.C.A. street) did not

take down their shutters and were forcibly opened up, and the prisoners in one of the jails yelled

“Mansei” for several minutes. Outside of these we have not heard of any trouble. Inspectors

from the Educational Department and secret service men were sent to all schools and they

remained all day. There are also two men assigned to duty in Severance today and I presume
there are also men at the Chosen Christian College. The students are attending as usual. Two
medical students were released on February 28* before the expiration of their terms.

Please let Dr. Brown and Dr. Gulick know of this.

Very sincerely,

O.R. Avison

(from the microfilm records of the Board of Foreign Missions, Presbyterian Church U.S.A.,
Presbyterian Historical Society, Philadelphia, PA, Series H, Reel #6, Record Group 140-4-28)



Philadelphia, PA May 20, 1920 S. A. Moffett

Dear Dr. Brown:

Yours of the 17* re appointment of Rev. and Mrs. Welbon to the Korea Mission reaches

me here upon my arrival this morning. I have been quite sure that the Welbons would regret

their having resigned and would apply for re-appointment and I am greatly pleased that this has

come so soon - - sooner than I had anticipated.

I have no hesitation in saying that I very heartily approve their re-appointment and, while

I am aware of the fact that they have stated they would expect to be assigned to South Korea

rather than to return to Pyongyang, personally I should be glad to have them returned to

Pyongyang if Mr. Welbon feels reconciled to working in the North rather than in the South.

However, a man is so greatly needed in either Taiku or Chungju that the Mission I think will

have no difficulty in locating Mr. Welbon in the South.

I do not think there is any question about the Mission approving his re-appointment.

Certainly there is no question in my own mind.

Hoping to see you at General Assembly -

Very Sincerely,

Samuel A. Moffett

I have had no word with Dr. Adams or Dr. Avison concerning this and am not delaying my reply

for such a conference.

(from a reproduction in the Samuel Hugh Moffett file of Samuel Austin Moffett papers. Original

in the files of the Presbyterian Historical Society, Philadelphia, PA.)



Los Angeles, California

1335 S. Hoover St.

May 25th, 1920 Aunt Mattie Berkeley

Dr. Moffett

Dear Nephew;

I have looked over many old papers to gain the information you asked. I can give you much

more when I see you.

Rev. William Johnston (my great-grandfather) was bom in Dublin, Ireland, 1713 - died in 1783.

He married an English lady (who had at one time been at Court as Lady in Waiting to the Queen), Anne

Cummins - a refined educated gentlewoman. Their children - Witter, Hugh, another son & 4 daughters.

Witter Johnston, my grandfather, was 19 years of age when he came from Cherry Valley with his

father, (Rev. William) to Sidney [N.Y.]. He married Jean Campbell who was the daughter of Hugh

Argyle Campbell (of the Campbells of Argyle) & Mary Smith. Col. Witter Johnston died Oct. 1839 aged

86 years. His children were Hugh Campbell Johnston (my father), bom July 19, 1793 at Sidney, N.Y.,

died Oct. 30, 1 876 at Cedar Rapids, Iowa (at my home). James Hervey Johnston who was many years a

Presbyterian minister - a graduate of Princeton, I think, and a classmate of Albert Barnes - He peached in

Madison, Indiana and many years in Crawfordsville, Indiana.

Wilton Johnston

V Mary & Ann, Frances, Lois

V and Martha -

Hugh Campbell Johnston (bom July 19, 1793 & died Oct., 1876 at Cedar Rapids, Iowa married, Jan.

21st, 1819, Hester Mersereau at East Guilford, N.Y. who was bom Sept. 9th, 1797, died Oct. 16, 1874.

(a daughter of Joshua Mersereau & Dinah Garretson ofwhom I can give you much information and the

family genealogy when you come here).

The children of Hugh Campbell Johnston and Hester Mersereau were

Theodore Johnston bom June 3rd, 1 820, died May 9th, 1 869 - married Eliza Patrick.

James Hervey Johnston bom April 28, 1822, died Oct. 26, 1866.

Lafayette Johnston bom May 27, 1824, died Feb. 1, 1830.

Margaret Alida Johnston bom July 1st, 1826. died in infancy.

Susan Amelia Johnston bom Dec. 25, 1830, died Jan. 8, 1848.

Hester Aim Johnston (Fish) bom May 21st, 1833, died Nov. 19, 1884.

Margaret Alida Johnston (Woolfolk) bom Sept. 1st, 1838, died March 29, 1869.

Martha Frances Johnston (Berkeley) bom July 3rd, 1842 - [still living when she wrote this letter

in 1920. Lucia Fish Moffett was her niece.]

I am not sure ifmy grandfather’s middle name was Daniel. I do not know if this information is

what you want - but when you are here you can investigate further. You failed to give me an address at

Madison, but possibly you may get this. Hoping to see you in the winter.

I am, with all good wishes.

Your “Aunt Mattie Berkeley” [Martha Frances Johnston Berkeley]

(from the Samuel Hugh Moffett collection of Samuel Austin Moffett papers)



Pyengyang, Korea June 10, 1920 Ralph Oliver Reiner

Rev. A.J. Brown, D.D., New York City, N.Y.

Dear Dr. Brovra:-

I was recently elected on the Board of Control of the Pyengyang Women’s Academy and have

become very much interested in it. Because of this fact, I suppose, I was appointed by this Board to write to

you about the situation which prevails there and to ascertain whether some speedy solution for a most critical

condition can not be worked out. I am enclosing a copy of our Station’s quarterly letter which touches upon

the situation briefly, but I wish in this letter to go into the matter a little more accurately and in detail.

In the first place, you know that the Women’s Academy has no Recitation Building. Not only so, but

there is no possibility of purchasing the Methodist Building now even though we had the money. The building

was for sale last winter at one time but cash payment was demanded of us and as we could not promise that the

matter had to be dropped. Dr. [J.Z.] Moore of the M.E. Mission at that time sent us word that they would be

willing to sell for cash on the following condition: - That we appoint one appraiser, they appoint one, and these

two select a third party, the three to act as a Board of Appraisers to ascertain the market value of their property.

Then we could have it for that price for cash. In case we did not care to take it at that price or could not pay

the cash, they would feel under no further obligations to us, but would sell to the highest bidder. We declined

the proposition first because we did not consider the building worth more than Yen 30,000 to us although we

knew that as a property it was worth more. Its location reduced its value to us at least one-third, and its

construction was very faulty. In the second place, we could not produce the cash at whatever price it might be

offered. We made a counter proposition, therefore, agreeing to recommend a price ofYen 30,000 to our Home
Board and to request a cabled reply. But this they declined. They are now using their building for a school

which they are conducting and will not vacate until they have a new building to enter. They would sell but

would not vacate until their new building is erected. And so this impasse makes that proposition a hopeless

one. We have no alternative but to erect a building of our own.

In the second place, you also know that the only building in which the Women’s Academy can meet is

the Dormitory Building. It has not even one out-building which can be used for class room. As a consequence

the girls must eat, sleep, study, recite, and work in this one building. Last year during the disturbances this was

all right for we had but 50 or 60 girls and the classes were small. We now have 160 and the great majority of

them must be crowded into the same quarters then occupied by 60. The Dormitory was built for 56 girls .

Today over 100 girls are boarding and sleeping in the school building and 140 of them are studying in it. The
situation is one fraught with great danger. The three ladies in charge of the school. Miss Snook, Miss

Anderson, and Mrs. Holdcroft are being subjected to a strain which no ladies ought to be asked to bear. They
simply cannot stand up under it. With girls in front of them, girls behind, girls beside them and girls all around

for the twenty four hours in each day, week in and week out, they can not stand it. I am greatly distressed. I

would urge them to turn some of the girls away but how dare we turn them away at this critical time when the

young womanhood of Korea is just beginning to awaken to its opportunity and responsibility? It is

inconceivable. We must continue as we are, but we need immediate and ample relief

In the third place, in reading over the Board’s New Era Docket, I am greatly disturbed to see on p. 10,

No. 2. Pyengyang, Women’s Academy Recitation Building, Yen 30,000. In the Minutes of our Annual
Meeting for 1919 it was definitely decided that if the Methodist Recitation Building could be secured, we
should ask for Yen 30,000, but in case this building could not be purchased that the amount should be raised

to Yen 40,000. You have placed in the Docket the smaller amount asked for the price of the Methodist

Building, although long before the Docket was printed Miss Snook had written you that the Methodist
Building could not be purchased. I doubt not but that this entry was an oversight. But even granting that the

larger amount of 40,000 had been inserted, the difficult situation we are in here would not have been wholly
remedied even so as you will see from the next item.
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Fourth, the price of building has advanced fully 50% during the past year and a half. What we

expected to build a year ago for Yen 40,000 can not be duplicated today for less than Yen 60,000 to Yen

70,000. We would therefore find ourselves in a most embarrassing position if the money on the Docket were

actually appropriated. It would build less than half the building we need and on the other hand we would find

it difficult to ask for another large gift immediately for the same item. As a consequence we are asking the

Mission to change the request to 75,000 for the building complete with furnace instead of the Yen 40,000

asked a year ago. This figure is based on bona fide bids on similar work received during the past two months.

Our desire is that you change the amount of this item in your Docket. I shall cable to you after our Annual

Meeting what our decision is according to the code on an accompanying sheet.

Fifth, we cannot erect the building this year, however, even though the full Yen 75,000 were

appropriated immediately upon receipt of this letter. Neither can we contemplate continuing the school

through the coming winter under present circumstances. It simply is impossible. Miss Snook cannot do it.

She ought not to be asked to do it. We are presenting to the Mission an emergency item, therefore, ofYen

12,000 for the erection of a special building which shall temporarily provide at least four good classrooms for

recitation purposes, and which shall later, after the erection of Main Recitation Building become the Domestic

Science and Self Help Department quarters. This building would be built ofwood and could be rushed up in a

short time, but would be made substantial throughout, nevertheless, and would become a permanent building,

we are asking the Mission to approve this item too, and I shall include the Mission action in my cable to you

according to the code herewith attached. Unless this building is provided speedily, our Girls’ School must

close for the winter, and scores of the girls will be permanently lost to us.

In closing this letter, I cannot refrain from urging that the Board deal as generously with this request

as is possible. This school occupies a most commanding position in our educational work in Korea. It is the

largest and best known girls’ school in our Mission. It is looked to by all the Presbyterian girls’ Academies in

Korea for teachers. It has the confidence of both Koreans and foreigners. We cannot afford to weaken the

hold we now have upon the people. But unless the emergency item goes through and funds are speedily

provided for us, I do not see how we can avoid the unfortunate results which would follow a prolonged

dismissal of more than half the classes of the school.

I am sending a copy of this letter to Dr. Moffett. I am asking him to communicate with you

immediately, and I am anxious that you send him a copy ofmy cable to you regarding the actions the Mission

will take. He, I am sure, will do all in his power to get the money we need for both the Emergency item and

for the Recitation Building.

One more word, the Mission’s request for Yen 30,000 for the Women’s Academy Recitation Building

was the estimated cost of the Methodist Building. It was recognized then that a new building would cost more
than that amount. We hope, then, that if that Yen 30,000 be secured soon, it be understood that the fund is

wholly insufficient and that the urgency of the need for the balance is as great as the original request. I am
sorry to trouble you with this serious matter, but I am sure you will give it prayerful and sympathetic

consideration.

With kindest regards, I am.

Cordially yours,

Ralph O. Reiner

(from the Samuel Hugh Moffett collection of Samuel Austin Moffett papers. The copy of this letter

which was sent to Dr. Samuel Austin Moffett while he was visiting the U.S.A. is the one which is in the

Moffett Collection, archives, Princeton Theological Seminary, Prineeton, New Jersey)



Pyengyang, Korea Mid-June, 1920 Charles F. Bemheisel

(On behalf of the Station)

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE PYENGYANG STATION OF THE KOREA MISSION. 1919-1920

Our report on the progress of the work in that portion of the Lord’s vineyard which he has

entrusted to Pyengyang Station is made with mingled feelings of pleasure and pain. There have been

many things in the work of the past year to call forth sufficient of either kind of these feelings. As the

face of the clouds turned toward the sea is always bright and luminous and the earth-face is dark, so when

we look at the heaven-tumed face of the Korean church all is bright and cheerful, but when we look at

the other side there are many things that cast a shadow. We can in the space allotted to us do no more

than sketch some of these lights and shadows and hope that the combination of colors will but make the

picture more admirable.

Last year we reported that the whole country was a seething cauldron of political unrest. The

church naturally partook of the same character. Many of the leading pastors and other Christian workers

had been thrown into prison and many of them condemned to terms of servitude. The church had,

therefore, to get along as best it could without its usual leaders. Owing to a reduction in the terms of

imprisonment the larger portion of these men have been released and are back in the work again.

Wonderful are the tales that they tell of the opportunities in prison for witnessing to the Lord and the

eagerness with which the Gospel was both proclaimed and received. Many converts have thus come out

of prison with the joy of the Lord in their hearts and have gone back to their homes to bear witness to the

Gospel. They tell of catechumens received and baptisms administered behind prison walls. One of our

pastors reports having received many letters since his return asking for letters of transfer from the prison

church to the one in their home towns. This same pastor was moved about seven times from prison to

prison during his fourteen months. Each time he found himself with a larger company of men. He
finally concluded that his removals were ordained of the Lord that he might be able to present the Gospel

message to a repeatedly new and larger company of men. Verily, the spirit that animated Paul while in

prison also moved upon the hearts of these Korean pastors and other Christians and we will never be able

in this world to know how many souls have been saved and how many new churches have been started as

a result of these imprisonments. The above mentioned pastor used as a text for his first sermon after his

return Paul’s words in II Tim. 2:9 - “Wherein I suffer hardship unto bonds as a malefactor, but the word
of God is not bound”. Instead of coming out of prison discouraged and evil affected toward the world

they have come with rejoicing and with an ever greater desire to lay themselves upon the altar of the

Lord for his service.

Korea is no longer a dormant nation. She had faced backward for many generations but now she

has turned about and is facing forward. She is striving hard to keep pace with modem progress along all

lines. Great, therefore, are the changes that have come over the country in the last few years. While
conservatism still lingers on the heads of many of the old generation it is not true of the youthful

generation. No top-knots or long fingernails are seen on them. They have not only caught up with

modem progress but in many respects are trying to pass it. The results are sometimes rather shocking to

us conservative westerners. The curtains dividing the sexes have come down in many of our churches;

boys and girls are studying together in the same room with a common teacher; young women are feeling

compelled to organize themselves into reform societies and stump the country speaking to mixed
congregations of large size. Graduates and students of our Women’s Academy have been doing this

work. Everywhere they have met with great ovations except in the police offices. Once they were seen
invited to visit the police office in the city where they were speaking. There was some thought of asking
them to remain as guests for some time but this being considered improper they were allowed to continue
their itinerary. Having visited many of the large church centers in the north they came back and gave an
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enthusiastic report. Other trips are now in contemplation, they planning to go to the southern part of the

country. Whatever we may think of their methods they are earnestly trying to put into practical

application the principles of the Gospel and thus urge on the purification of society of the ancient

inherited abuses as well as the social and moral evils that have come so abundantly in the wake of

modem civilization. It is not for us to judge and criticize. This people is waking to a new life. The birth

process will be attended with pains but the tendency is upward and the results will doubtless be for the

betterment of society in general. There is “salvation” and “things that accompany salvation”. The

introduction of the former is our business as missionaries. The introduction of the latter we can well

leave to the enlightened Christian conscience.

Material progress is very marked. Koreans have more money than they ever had before. Pastors’

and helpers’ salaries have been increased very largely. Appeals of all sorts meet with generous response.

When the above mentioned young women’s band was giving their first performance in Central Church

[Pyengyang], stating their desires to carry on their campaign throughout the country, the hat was passed

around and $250 were collected for the purpose of helping them on their way. The next night the college

evangelistic band which had already made a successful trip through the north during the winter holidays

held a meeting in the same church and announced their desire to make a trip through the southern part of

the country during the spring vacation. Subscriptions were called for and about $1500 were subscribed

for the purpose. A member of the Fourth Church in Pyengyang City brought in a gift of $250 as a

memorial to his deceased wife. These instances might be multiplied indefinitely did space permit but

they are sufficient to show not only that the Koreans have more money than before but that they are

generous in the use of it.

EVANGELISTIC WORK.

The evangelistic work of the station has labored under many difficulties during the year. Many of these

came as the result of the political troubles of the year before. Many of the pastors were either in prison

or flight and thus the churches had to get along the most of the year without their usual leaders. But it

has been most gratifying to see the way that other Christian men have stepped in and looked after the

work of the church, conducting the Sabbath services and, in fact, doing the work of the ministry but

without the title or appointment to office. In no case, so far as we know, was there any disposition to

give up the regular services of the church because of the lack of leadership. Where necessary, new and

inexperienced men have stepped in and filled up the gap and thus have been developed into leaders. This

is one source of the strength of the Korean church. Lay leadership has always been characteristic of it

and never more so than in the past year.

Mr. Bemheisel pays this tribute to the eldership of the Fourth Church of Pyengyang City, -

“Pastor Kang, my associate in the Fourth Church, spent most of the year in prison and only returned in

April. My duties have therefore been pretty heavy as sole pastor of the church. I want to pay a tribute to

the worth of the five splendid men who form the eldership of the church. Fortunately they all escaped
being arrested and gave themselves unreservedly to the work of the church although often at great

sacrifice to their personal business. Each one took a week about at being responsible with me for the

work of the church and the conduct of the public services. Without their very efficient help I do not

know what we would have done. Two of them are theological students but the other three, also, might
well be, considering their ability to preach and do the work necessary to be done. They performed all the

funeral services and there were not a few of them either. It was a big drain upon their time and energies
for the Koreans think that it is necessary for a number of people to sit up all night in the house of
mourning as a means of comfort and mark of respect to the sorrowing family. The funeral services and
burial generally take the most of the next day for the cemetery is some miles away and the elders must
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see it through to the end.”

In addition to his work in the college Mr. Bemheisel has charge of the Whangju County work

with its thirty-three churches. There are five pastors and two helpers on whom the burden of the work

rests necessarily. Mr. Bemheisel visits the churches over Sundays and during the school vacations. Only

the paucity of evangelistic laborers in the station compels this unsatisfactory method of looking after the

country work of the station.

As an illustration of the way that the country churches recovered from the paralytic shock of last

year we quote the following from Dr. Swallen:- “The churches soon began to recover and before long

manifested a renewed interest in the Lord’s work. In the autumn I found the conditions almost normal in

most places. A few churches that were badly damaged by the Japanese soldiers were sufficiently

repaired to enable the congregations to meet for worship, although in some instances this was done at

great sacrifice. There seems to be a spirit of devotion and readiness to enter into plans for effective

service such as I have rarely seen before. With few exceptions the churches have increased in attendance

at the Sabbath and mid-week services, and four new churches have been established in a district where

for many years we have tried in vain to organize the work. In three of these new groups there are now
from forty to fifty meeting on Sundays.”

Dr. Blair reports,-“In addition to my own circuit of fifty churches I have this year had charge of

Dr. Moffett’s circuit of twenty-three churches. Of the ten ordained pastors of these two circuits six were

in prison or hiding last fall. Many of the churches were seriously crippled by the arrest of officers and

the attendance had fallen off in many of the churches. Six church buildings had been wrecked by the

Japanese soldiers. It is therefore with devout gratitude to God that I make report that most of the

churches have recovered not only their former strength but that fully two thirds of them have made a one-

fourth advance in attendance since last October. The most outstanding instance of such advance is to be

found in the Namsan Mom Church. When I visited the church last fall only about one hundred people

attended the service but with new inspiration plans were made to reorganize the work. This spring when
I visited the church again three hundred and seventy-six believers joined in the service. This number has

since increased to more than four hundred.”

In Whangju County the Kinkol church increased its attendance from 279 to 850 and its

contributions for salaries of its staff from $145 to $217.60. The Mongsukol church increased its

attendance from 130 to 235 and its contributions for salaries from $120 to $355. The small group at

Kyung-chuni increased from 20 to 85 and its salary account from $10 to $25. These are specimens of the

many instances that might be given of the splendid advance made in most of the churches in the territory

of this station.

The total contributions for the year amount to $55,917.95, the largest amount ever reported from
this station. There are 1 1 1 organized churches, 158 unorganized churches and 456 prayer meeting
places. There are 15,3 12 communicant members, ofwhom 952 were received by baptism this year. 1529
catechumens were received during the year.

Last fall Mr. Phillips, who is one of our country itinerators, spent six days out of each week in

the country for a period of three months. He says that after the forced discontinuance of itineration in the

spring it was a pleasure to get out among the people again. He was warmly welcomed by the Christians.

For twenty-three days he was presented with one chicken per day and some churches sacrificed two
fowls for him. The chief significance of this story is that all the churches of that mountain region came
out of the disturbance of last year very much alive and full of zeal and ready to welcome the pastor again.
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In January Mr. Phillips went to Manchuria to join Mr. Cook in holding a Bible class and

conference with the Korean brethren in that isolated part of the world. The migration of Korean

Christians to Manchuria still continues and in some places almost whole groups have had to be

transferred there.

It is interesting to notice that the most distant of our churches is at Sachang up near the head

waters of the Taidong river, 510 li or about 170 miles away. Arrangements have just been made for the

transfer of this church to the Canadian Mission on the east coast as it is much nearer them. There are no

railways or automobiles or rickshaws in that part of the country so that travel is by the old methods in

vogue years ago.

Mr. Holdcroft met a traveller on top of a high mountain pass in far away Koksan. He spoke to

him about Jesus. He was not a Christian although members of his family living at a distance from him

were. Before separating the man agreed to believe and the agreement was ratified by prayer together.

The incident is indicative of the possibilities of advance in that region. Mr. Holdcroft is convinced that

spiritually the field is white to the harvest. While here at home, he received a letter signed by twelve

men stating that they had decided to become Christians and that many more in that distant mountain

region were desirous of studying Christianity and requesting that a teacher be sent to them.

The famine condition prevailing in that district during the year, the poverty of the people, the

migration to Manchuria and the hard economic conditions combine to make the work in the Koksan

district very discouraging so that on the whole the church there seems to have retrograded for some years

past.

Rev. and Mrs. Harry J. Hill came to us last summer after a couple of years in Seoul. Mr. Hill has

had a busy year itinerating in a large parish. He says, - “Mr. Phillips accompanied me the first week of

itinerating to introduce me to the field and the work. At first I was afraid to do more than introduce

myself to the people, but toward the end of the week I ventured to conduct some examinations for

baptism and the catechumenate. On the next trip I administered the sacraments but still allowed the

Koreans to do the preaehing. On my third trip I eoncluded that it was time for me to try to preach”. I

found great joy in preaching the Gospel both in the churches and by the roadside. It was his privilege in

this his first year with us to baptize 101 adults and receive 213 catechumens.

One of the painful things in the work of the year was the famine that prevailed in many parts of

our territory owing to the lack of rain in the spring and summer of last year. Those districts were worse

affected where the people depend for their living upon rice fields, as the rice crop was a total failure in

many places. At the time of the winter class for men here in Pyengyang when many hundreds were

gathered together from all parts of our work an appeal was made for an offering to relieve the necessities

of the Christians in the Anju district who had nothing to live on but roots. The appeal struck home and

more than $700 were pledged there in a few minutes for this purpose. This is another illustration of the

generosity of the Koreans to give of their means for the relief of the distressed.

THE CITY CHURCHES.

Each one of our seven city churches has been much encouraged this year by a revived interest in

the work by the members and the consequent large increase in the size of the congregations. Special

evangelistic services were held in all the churches during the Korean New Year and many hundreds of
persons made public profession of their faith in Christ and a goodly proportion of them have continued
faithful to their decision and are in regular attendance on the services. Our congregations are larger than
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One cannot but inquire as to the reason of this interest in Christianity on the part of so many
people. Is it political or otherwise? Doubtless the minds of some have been moved by political

considerations but we believe that the great majority of those coming in to the church now are moved by

other and better motives. The conduct of the Christians during the trials of the past year has commended

Christianity to many who before were its bitter enemies. Persecutions and trials ofmany sorts have but

worked out their inevitable effects on the life of the church. That life has borne its witness, and thus the

church has grown both in depths of spiritual life and in numbers. We do not crave a repetition of the

events of the past year but we do rejoice that instead of being crushed out of existence it has arisen to a

newness of life and vigor that is going to mean great things both for the church itself and for the general

populace. The opportunities for evangelistic work are great in the extreme. The Lord God is moving

upon the hearts of this people and it is for us to dedicate ourselves more and more to his service that we
may be fellow-laborers with Him in the harvest ahead.

The General Assembly last fall made plans for a forward movement of the church throughout

Korea and Dr. Blair, as the head of that committee, has given much time and energy to planning this

work. The churches everywhere in our territory have taken hold of these plans in earnest and we believe

that great things are going to happen beginning next fall. But God has not waited for these man-made

plans to be put into operation but has already been mightily at work in the hearts of the people. We give

Him thanks and pray that we missionaries and the native Christians may all be true and faithful to his

leading.

WOMAN’S WORK.

The work among the Korean women has always been an important part of our work and the past

year has been no exception. 190 women attended the Sunday School Teachers’ Class in September. Dr.

Atkinson of Los Angeles Bible Institute gave a very helpful address at one of the chapel hours. This

class was followed by the Workers’ Class with an attendance of 87. The purpose of this class is to

prepare women to go and teach classes in the country. In March came the class for country women with

an attendance of 516. The total attendance on womens’ classes both in the city and country is 7874 for

the year or 1446 more than last year.

The Bible Institute closed June 9'*' after a session of two and a half months. 80 were enrolled and
nine were graduated. In addition 1

1 post-graduates studied for a month. The women organized a

missionary society and subscribed $122.75 to send a woman evangelist to southern Korea. Mrs. Cook,
Miss Helstrom and Miss McCune have helped in these various classes and we are grateful for their help.

Miss Best gave three weeks and Miss Butts two and a half months to the Bible Institute in Syenchun
while Miss Doriss gave six weeks to helping in the work at Kangkei.

MEN’S BIBLE INSTITUTE AND CLASSES.

The Men’s Bible Institute had a successful term of study this year. There was an enrollment of
90. The men’s class during the month of January was very successful, being attended by 600 men from
all parts of our territory. It is always a time of intensive study of the Word of God with night meetings
for the deepening of the Christian life. This year was no exception to the rule. The Summer Class for

church officers has just closed as we write these lines. There was an attendance of 250. Special

emphasis was given to the subject of revivals in order to better prepare the men for the proposed
evangelistic meetings to be held next fall. The correspondence course in Bible study, conducted by Dr.
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Swallen has continued to prosper and now enrolls about 1500 members scattered all over Korea.

EDUCATIONAL WORK.

THE COLLEGE.

The school year ending with the last of March was the most unsatisfactory one that we have ever

had, owing to the political disturbances which began the first of March, 1919. The minds of all students

were upset very much during the whole of the year and it was rather a matter of surprise to us that we
were able to continue the school at all. The spring term of the college and academy was omitted.

Beginning with the fall term we managed to finish the year. The character of the work done was not

satisfactory. Some vacations were taken with the permission of the faculty and some without such

permission. 32 students were enrolled for the year ending March 1920. Six were graduated. Three of

them are teaching, one is in the Seminary and two in prison. The police discovered that one of them

shouted “mansei” [long live Korea] sometime last summer. The other while preaching used some terms

that were misunderstood and misapplied by the spies present and is now being tried.

Two weeks ago we decided to spend two afternoons out at Kija’s grove in a combination picnic

and spiritual conference. The second day’s meeting was forbidden. We wanted to hold a field day this

spring but the chief of police forbade it. Not even a Sunday School picnic can be held without police

permission. This is all calculated, of course, to make the student body of the country patriotic citizens,

and it is succeeding, but in a way different from what the authorities plan. We opened the new school

term in April. 87 students were enrolled for the term, 82 ofwhom stayed to the end. The freshman class

numbers 53. This is the largest enrollment in the history of the college. Probably the most interesting

events of the year’s work were the two trips made by our preaching band accompanied by the school

orchestra. During the winter holidays they visited a number of important church centers holding two

days’ meetings in each place. Everywhere they were enthusiastically received and hundreds of people

professed their faith in Christ. The success of that trip led us to plan to send the band to the southern part

of Korea to link up that part of the country with the college. The trip lasted nearly a month. Wonderful

reports have been received of the work done. Besides the evangelistic results the trips served as good

advertising for the College and Academy and many of the new students received this year came as a

result of those trips.

THE BOYS’ ACADEMY.

This school had much the same experience as the college. The enrollment last year was the

smallest for many years, but since April it has been the largest, the total enrollment being 470. On
account of the difficulty of getting teachers and of keeping the ones we have from being arrested the

teaching force has been much upset, and often there was no teacher to teach some of the classes.

However, things went along with a fair degree of success till the first week in June when there was a

blowout on the part of the student body. We thought best to dismiss the whole school and close up for

the term. The leaders of the trouble have been expelled. The whole student body can be led by a few
hot-headed leaders. They have not yet acquired sufficient moral back-bone to stand up for what they

know to be right. Until Korean students do acquire this quality of character we may expect periodical

recurrences of trouble. Korean students are too much inclined to want to manage the schools themselves.

The Anna Davis Industrial shops, in connection with the Academy, have had a busy year. Many students

have found employment there and thus been assisted to earn their way through school.
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In common with the other schools the Girls’ Academy also has had a checkered career this year.

Only one month of school was held during the spring of last year [1919]. During the fall the attendance

ran into 80. In October the boiler of the heating plant gave out and the school had to remove from its

comfortable quarters to the Womans’ Bible Institute where it continued all winter. The patriotism of the

girls landed various ones of them in prison at different times during the year and some of them are still

there. On the night after Christmas the students gave a Christmas program that was a revelation to some
of the Koreans who saw and heard it. They had not realized that Korean girls could do such things. A
much appreciated dinner also was given to the Worley party, the dinner being prepared by the girls

themselves. Those who have been privileged to partake of these school dinners are willing to testify that

the girls are learning to be expert in the culinary art. This gives good promise for the future homes into

which they may go. We had expected an increased attendance with the beginning of the new school year

in April but were wholly unprepared for the number who came. The new building that is being asked for

is an absolute necessity. More teachers also are imperative. We are asking for an industrial worker and

another teacher. Organs are badly needed for practice for the many girls who are wanting to study music.

An appeal is being made to the Korean churches for money for this purpose.

The Industrial department under Miss [Helen] Anderson’s care has had a successful year. 38

girls have been employed in this department. Mrs. Holdcroft has taught regularly throughout the year

and has therefore not been able to participate in the evangelistic work of the station as heretofore. Mrs.

Baird gave much appreciated assistance in teaching drawing to the students.

LULA WELLS INSTITUTE.

This Institute, named in honor of Mrs. J. Hunter Wells, who founded it, is designed to help young
women who have not enjoyed educational opportunities. An industrial department has been added to

help poor young women. Miss Doriss, who is in charge, has large plans for making it the center of work
for the unfortunate young women of our territory. The present plant, the old Marquis chapel, is too small

for the work and we are glad that several thousand yen have been appropriated for the enlargement of the

plant. The number of young women who are constantly being betrayed into lives of shame is appalling

and plans are on foot to make this institution a house of hope and refuge for such. There is a large field

for Christ-like service here and Miss Doriss feels a call to this work.

KINDERGARTENS.

Kindergarten work has been stressed this year as never before. Mrs. Bemheisel and Mrs. Reiner

have been in charge of this work and they have given much time and energy to it. A committee of two
Koreans from each church was appointed to work with them and the committee has taken great interest in

the work. There are now five [kindergarten] schools in the city. The preparation of material for these

schools and the weekly meeting with the teachers and the weekly visitation of the schools has taken much
time. Realizing the necessity of having trained teachers for this work, two young women have been sent

to Ewha Hakdang in Seoul to take the kindergarten course. One is supported by special funds received
from America and the other is supported by the Fourth Church [of Pyongyang]. The station is asking for

a kindergartner to be appointed by the Board to take charge of this important work and also to teach
kindergarten methods in the Girls’ Academy.
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The only report we have to offer is “nothing doing”. We have spent another year without a

physician of our own but have had to be dependent on the Methodist hospitals. Our thanks are due them

for the service they have so freely rendered us during the year. The way seems to be opening for our

appointed doctor to come to us and we trust that the way may not be longer blocked.

The limitation put on our space forbids us to mention many things relative to the work of the

various members of the station that should be mentioned. We would like to give a summary report of the

work that Dr. Baird has been doing. His principal assignment has been to literary work and with his

assistants he has been busy at work turning out books for the benefit of the church. But he has also given

much time to teaching in the seminary, Bible classes, college, Sunday School teachers weekly class,

preaching in the local churches, and supervision of the colporteurs of the station. He gave five weeks to

teaching in the Chairyung Bible Institute.

Each and every one who is willing to work can find and does find more opportunities and calls

on his services than can be responded to. Other members of the station have done more or less of literary

work but the record cannot be made here.

We record with regret the resignation from the Mission of two of our families - the Welbons and

Gillises, both of which families left last summer. Dr. Blair returned from furlough in the fall. Dr.

Moffett and Miss Best left for furlough in April. We were most happy to welcome to the station our new
missionaries. Rev. and Mrs. Floyd E. Hamilton who arrived in January. They are busily at work at the

language and have already made for themselves an important place in the affections and work of the

station.

We started out with mingled feelings of pain and pleasure. The review of the year’s work thus so

hurriedly made has been so full of pleasure that we have almost forgotten the pain. Be it so. The
prospects ahead of us are as bright as the promises of God. We close the year with thanksgivings and

gratitude to that great Head of the church, that Shepherd of the sheep who knoweth his sheep by name
and leadeth them beside the still waters and into the green pastures.

Respectfully submitted in behalf of the Station,

Charles F. Bemheisel

(original presumably in the archives of the Presbyterian Historical Society, Philadelphia, PA. Carbon
copy in the Samuel Hugh Moffett collection of Samuel Austin Moffett papers)
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EXTRACTS FROM THE MINUTES OF THE CHOSEN COMMISSION

Preliminary Remarks - by Mission Representatives:

The action of the General Assembly in appointing this Commission was taken because of the overtures

of several Presbyterians to the Assembly. For seven years the questions at issue have been a matter of difference

between the Board and the Mission and we have tried to avoid the necessity of an appeal to the Assembly or to

the Church.

We have felt in the past that a clearer definition of the relations of the Board and the Missions is necessary and it

is our conviction that the erection of the proposed Mission Board would make still more imperative a clear

definition of these relations and the giving of larger and more definite control to the Mission in Field matters.

We recommend that our delegates to the Post-War Conference be requested to present more fully to the Board the

questions involved in the above suggestions.

We had contemplated in 1915 placing the matter by direct appeal before the General Assembly but as Dr. Speer

in Korea at the time strongly deprecated this and represented that it would greatly injure the Board, we refi'ained.

It now comes before you not by an appeal from the Mission to the Assembly but because the Executive

Commission, having disclaimed jurisdiction in the petition of 53 members of the Mission, a number of

Presbyterians overtured the Assembly on the subject.

We are here, therefore, as some of the members of the mission who signed the petition to the Executive

Commission as given in the document that [the] petition [is] not the official action of the Mission but [is] based

upon official actions and now signed individually by one less than two-thirds of the members of the Mission.

We have not undertaken this lightly nor from preference but only from a deep sense of duty and responsibility to

our Lord and Master, to the Church whose Missionaries we are and to the work in Korea which we believe to be

jeopardized. We believe the Board has made a colossal blunder, that the whole life work of our fifty missionaries

and the character of the Korean Church is at stake and that we cannot be true to our Commission and remain

silent. We believe it is due the Church that representation of its supreme judiciary which was not connected with

the Board should know the facts.

It is with heavy hearts that we have borne the strain of the past years of controversy and it is in no spirit of

personal animosity toward the Secretaries of the Board that we undertake to explain to representatives of the

Assembly how and why we differ radically from some of the Secretaries and from the action of the Board.

This is necessary even though it indicates the shaking of our confidence in Secretaries or Board along some lines.

Particularly we ask that before you pass any judgment based upon what the Board calls “An Historical Outline of
the Korea Difficulties” and placed in your hands by the Board, you allow us an opportunity to deal with it section

by section that we may show wherein the statements are absolutely contrary to fact or glaringly inaccurate.

I can also state that less than one-fourth of the Mission constitute the minority which has favored or accepted the

Board’s position and through which the Board has inaugurated work contrary to the expressed wish of the
Mission.

It was not clear to me that if the missionary body voted a majority vote for either location that the joint committee
would decide against that. I thought this settled the question, that the vote of the missionary body settled the
question of where the college should be. (Dr. Moffett)
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I wish we could all get into our minds that this Commission is not a judicial commission sitting for the purpose of

deciding points of law. It is a Commission honestly trying to find out the wisest and best way of adjusting some

difficulties in the field of foreign missions and I hope that the purely legalistic side will be kept right down
through so that we can get the widest and most helpful results. (Chairman)

The root of the criticism is not that it is inconsistent with its own policies but that it is not ready to follow up a

policy representing really a further advance. That is warranted by the new conditions? (Chairman)

What I am trying to get at is this - as to whether the real ground of criticism against the Board is in its

administration of the ordinance or a criticism of the inadequacy of the policy established by the General

Assembly. (Chairman)

Do you think that administration consistent with the policy of the Assembly? (Chairman)

Do you think there is a distinction drawn between the Board and the missionaries there? (Chairman)

But whether it was a pastoral letter or not it was clearly an enunciation of the policy which the General Assembly

desired and expected to have adopted in connection with its educational work. (Dr. Brown)

Dr. Moffett stated a moment ago, if I correctly understood him, and if I did not he will correct me, that the Board

has been trying to overthrow that Pyongyang system and introduce another. (Dr. Brown)

The way that policy started was under the Reverend Underwood, who, long years ago, conceived the idea that

there ought to be a college in Seoul operated with a broader educational policy, one more in harmony with the

policy of the General Assembly and the policy of all the other missions throughout the world and it was he who
wanted a college of that sort. (Dr. Brown)

It is always understood in a case of educational institutions all over the world that when there is a union

educational institution which is represented on the field by a field Board of Managers, the relations of the agency

at home are to that field Board of Managers in official matters affecting that institution and not with the separate

missions. Because where five or six missions are cooperating it is manifestly impractical to have them
reciprocate. So the Board of Trustees in the Shantung University in China deal with the field Board of Managers
in the Shantung Christian University and not with the separate Mission. The Board had an official request for

Mr. Rhodes but those circumstances are explained in this letter. (Dr. Brown)

“The Mission had not wanted to appeal to the Assembly.” That is true as I know from official correspondence. It

did not appeal this year formally for the matter to come before the Assembly. “The appeal this year formally for

the matter to come before the Assembly did not come from the Mission but from overtures from the Presbytery.”

That is technically true and really untrue because as a matter of fact not a single Presbytery acted on its own
initiative. The Presbyteries took that action simply and solely because of a propaganda conducted by two
members of the Mission who were at home on furlough and therefore it gives an altogether misleading idea to

give the impression that the Presbyteries took the initiative in this matter and adopted overtures which they would
not have adopted if they had not been asked to do so by two members of the Mission home on furlough. (Dr.

Brown)

Filled with the clear proof that the Board does not take its understanding of the situation on the field from its

organized body on the field. It does not accept those understandings. It comes to its conclusions and its

decisions from somewhere outside of that, not from the body of its missionaries on the field. (Dr. Adams)

I can only say without going into the discussion that I dissent from Dr. Adams’ statement and in the words of
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Webster in the British Parliament I wish to have my dissent understood as emphatically as the rules of the house

will permit. (Dr. Brown)

1 think in this way - 1 think if the Mission had been left alone when this matter had first come up and when the

majority would have had permission to stand without any action upon the Board - 1 think the matter would have

died out in time and would have been quieted down. But the Board took the side of the minority of the Mission

and in that way it is very evident to me that indirectly pressure was brought to bear upon the majority of the

Mission and has been all through these years. (Mr. Hoffman)

It is simply the attitude of the Mission toward the Board or the attitude of the Mission to simply stand on

ceremony that has been in the way or sentiment? I just get that inference from your statement just now. It hasn’t

been as much a matter of principle as it has been deliberately standing within the original action rather than being

influenced by advice from the Board or others. (Dr. Barber)

As far as I am concerned and a number of the other young members of the Mission have had the same experience,

we wanted to do what the Board wanted us to do although we felt the principle was too great. I was on the point

more than once of voting in favor of the Seoul College in order to carry out the Seoul College but the only thing

in the way was the principle at stake. The stand we have taken on religious liberty - (Dr. Soltau)

There were a number of principles at stake; the matter of the rule of the majority is one principle. The stand

which the Mission had taken before the Korean Church on the matter of the place of education in the Church.

(Dr. Soltau)

The fact that all the students must be Christians? (Dr. Soltau)

That first sentence - “Education of non-Christians is not our commission.” Our mission is evangelization and not

education. (Dr. Soltau)

But isn’t the crux of the question this: that the Mission takes the point of view that all questions of missionary

policy - and those questions are all included in it - are the exclusive responsibility of the Mission and the Board
can only advise in that matter but cannot go any further? Isn’t that the crux of the thing? Isn’t that the position

you take, that the Board has no right to do anything more than act in an advisory capacity, that the Mission itself

must really determine all questions of policy and that the Board is really usurping the rights and the

responsibilities of the Mission in undertaking to do anything more than express an opinion to the missionaries. Is

that your position? (Chairman)

That might be an extreme statement perhaps, but it would necessarily have to be qualified. That the Board should
not have the right to impose upon the Mission; or if you wish to make it right, the great majority of the Mission, a

policy contrary to the convictions of the Mission unless the Board received the direct authority to do so from the

General Assembly. That would be our position I am quite sure. (Dr. Moffett)

One of the things that is made the task of this Commission is to discover precisely what those powers are and to

attempt some kind of an interpretation and definition of the relations between the Board and the mission. That is

what I want to get your point of view on first. (Chairman)

I don’t see that the two things are parallel. The Mission is not the Presbytery. (Chairman)

In this organization, with the Assembly organizing the Board, and the Board organizing the Mission, and then
having the right of review, doesn’t it mean that the Assembly holds the Board ultimately responsible for the
whole work? (Dr. Lee)
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If the Mission makes a mistake in any way that arouses the criticism of the Church at home in your judgment who

would be the person held responsible to the Church at home? (Chairman)

I would say that the Board can restrain the Mission. (Dr. Adams)

Wouldn’t the Board be held responsible for the action of the Mission? (Chairman)

Yes, because that is the power of restraint. (Dr. Adams)

It is not true that a part of the claim urged this morning is that the Board has been trying to restrain the Mission

and the Mission is protesting before this General Assembly because the Board has been trying to restrain the

Mission? And may I say that the impression plainly impressed on my mind during my fifteen years

correspondence is that the fundamental position of the majority of the Mission is not Presbyterian. (Dr. Brown)

The Board is under criticism by the Mission and as I understand it we finally came to the point where it is

admitted that the point of criticism was not that the Board departed from the accepted policy of the church as it

has been practiced through years in the Mission field generally, but that the criticism is that under the special

circumstances existing in Pyengyang that have not established a new kind of a college, that the circumstances

there warranted. (Chairman)

That is right and that the establishment of that college on a different principle is subversive of the work which has

been established in Korea and changes the character of the work. That is, if there was no college in Korea, ifwe
had conditions as in other fields, doubtless there would be no question raised. But we have a college which has

developed under the peculiar conditions which exist whieh conserves the character of the church as it has been

developed and the Board interjects into that a college of an entirely different stamp which will change the

character of the work, be subversive of what has been established and inimical to the continuation of the college

which will maintain the character of the work which has been established. Now I say there is no room for such an

institution in Korea. (Dr. Moffett)

It is yourjudgment that a college that is in entire harmony with the general missionary policy, missionary

educational policy of the church and the Board, that there is no place for such a college in Korea even though the

Pyengyang institution is fully sustained and allowed to develop along the line that the Mission may desire to seek.

You feel - you used the word destructive with the idea that that would destroy the whole force of the Pyengyang
work. (Dr. Lee)

It would tend to destroy, not the whole force, and therefore, I do not think there is a place for it. (Dr. Moffett)

I can say that that has been one of the great factors that has been back of the missionary position, that the

missionary body there has been convinced that the establishment of the Seoul Institution on a different basis

would tend to change the character of the Korean Church throughout Korea and that that is the reason that they

have stood so strenuously for the position of the Pyengyang College and against the hojin [Japanese word for

Juridical Person or Corporation]. (Dr. Moffett)

That is the whole history of the development of the Korean Church and its character and the contest which has
been going on in the country for years between the majority of the Mission and the small minority who have
advocated different principles of work. (Dr. Moffett)

What are they? Has the College failed in maintaining its Christian character, its evangelistic character? (Dr.

Lee)
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I can say this, that the student body of the Pyengyang College has been the direct agent in something over six

thousand conversions in its evangelistic efforts. (Dr. Adams)

The whole issue is that you feel that that is not the Christian object - to permeate society with Christian

principles. (Dr. Lee)

That is a very marked issue, gentlemen. That is fundamental. We do not stand for that principle. (Dr. Moffett)

Do you feel that the Church at home, the Presbyterian Church that we belong to here and our General Assembly,

that the Church at home with all its history and all its great work, would stand seriously by such a position? (Dr.

Lee)

I hope the Presbyterian Church in America does not stand by the position that the object of Christian education is

the permeation of society with Christian ideals. (Dr. Moffett)

Do you consider the object of the missionary work the creation of a Christian society, a Christian state? (Dr.

Lee)

1 feel if there is no clearly defined policy of the Mission on this let us have it stated then. The Mission has taken

a persistent stand. We have listened here for a day and a half to all this detailed work. We have not gotten down
to a real valid explanation of the thing unless it is in this matter of the fundamental conception of the work. I

believe that we are here, to my mind, at the crux of the whole situation and ifwe want to spend a day discussing

this, this is the point we ought to know about. If the Mission does stand for this let us know it. If that is at

variance with the whole policy of the Presbyterian Church then let that be stated. If the Mission is asking now to

conduct its work entirely on a line apart from the Presbyterian Church, let us know that. Let us find out just the

motive and the purpose back of it all. (Dr. Lee)

The Principles of the Presbyterian Church are inconsistent with the aims of the Mission. (The Chairman)

Do the General Assembly and the Home Church believe that the time has come to modify or in any degree

change the present policy of the General Assembly to supervise and conduct the work of foreign missions through

a board for that purpose by the General Assembly and directly amenable to the General Assembly? If so, what
should those modifications be? Are the Home Church and the General Assembly prepared to accept the

alternative of releasing the Board of a part of the responsibility to which the General Assembly and the Church
now hold the Board? And if that power is to be transferred or some part of it, should it be transferred to the

Mission, or should it be transferred to the presbytery on the Mission field? (Dr. Brown)

The Board does not claim to be infallible. It is composed of human beings and is at any time liable to make a

mistake; and it cordially recognizes the right of any mission to appeal a particular decision. But I think we would
be interested in having a ruling of the Chairman of the Commission on the subject as to whether the particular

question before us now is whether the powers of the Board should be changed and abridged and those powers that

are liberated transferred either to the Mission or the Church; or whether the question is as to whether the Board in

these particular concrete cases in Korea exercised its power wisely and justly. (Dr. Brown)

I can simply say for myself as the one who conducts the Board’s official correspondence with the Mission that if

the Commission will speak in an authoritative way one way or another, it will be very desirable. This matter has
been under discussion on the field to my personal knowledge for twenty-five years. It has been a discussion
between the majority of the Mission and this Board for eight years. We can sunply go on discussing it forever.

(Dr. Brown)

It seems to me the function of the Board is to do two things; is to let the majority decide nearly all matters, as it

does, because in the great majority of instances the majority decision will be right. (Dr. Avison)
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But the Board has another function, and that is to see that the majority which sometimes makes mistakes, is not

allowed to carry those mistakes into execution. (Dr. Avison)

The position you have taken all the time is that the Board had nothing to do with the location? (The Chairman)

It is claimed that the taking of the Bible out of the curriculum was in itself an ungodly act. I didn’t feel that way.

I haven’t read anywhere in the Bible that in order to carry on Mission work you must have a school. Nor are

there any directions within the Bible that ifyou do have a school, as to the type of school, nor is there any

direction as to which particular hour in the day you shall teach the Bible to those whom you are teaching. (Dr.

Avison)

In Mission work we found it convenient to have schools. Those schools were primarily intended, when the

schools were established, for the teaching of arithmetic and those other subjects were primarily intended to

develop the intellectuality of the students whom we had. (Dr. Avison)

I think we can clear it up this way: that the petition is one thing. Then when the overtures came to the General

Assembly from the presbyteries, they introduced another question, and the Assembly appointed this Commission

and gave it two things to deal with. One was the substance of that petition which was placed upon the Post War
Conference program and it is being discussed there. (Dr. Moffett)

Not one of those presbyteries knew anything whatever about the situation in Korea except as they got it from Dr.

Whiting and Dr. Adams; possibly other members of the majority, I do not know. And, therefore, to give the

impression here that presbyteries have been so much disturbed by this situation that they have voluntarily taken

the initiative and have overtured the General Assembly it seems to me is really disingenuous. (Dr. Brown)

Do you think this matter would have come before the Assembly if this matter hadn’t been projected from the

field? You speak of the overtures. (Dr. Lee)

I don’t think the presbyteries would have taken action at all. (Dr. Moffett)

Do you think that the pressure came on the presbyteries and they took action on them with this book in their

hands? (Dr. Lee)

I can only say that if addresses before presbyteries, if a volume of letters, do not constitute propaganda, I would
be glad to know what constitutes propaganda. (Dr. Brown)

You have doubtless recognized the fact that the whole controversy pivots on the one question, did the Board err

when, in order to secure union in higher education, voted in opposition to the judgment of the majority of the

Mission to locate the college at Seoul? (Dr. Alexander)

I deeply appreciate the patience and carefulness with which the members of the Commission have listened during

the many hours of the session and I can imagine the profound concern with which the members of the

Commission must have discovered the unhappy conditions that exist., I could have wished that more pleasant and
inspiring aspects of missionary work might have come before such friendly pastors and elders. I should be
extremely sorry if the Commission were to regard the conditions in Korea as in any way typical of the conditions

that exist in the twenty-seven Missions or between the twenty-six other Missions and the Board. (Dr. Brown)

There are nine Missions in my Department, including Korea; no such conditions exist in any of the other eight

Missions, and I say with grief that 1 have had more anxiety, more distress of mind over Korea than I ever had over
the other eight put together. Indeed, I do not know of any one of the other twenty-six missions where such long
continued irritations and frictions have prevailed. Of course, there are differences ofjudgment in the annual
meetings of all the Missions and between Missions and between stations in the Missions, occasionally between a
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Mission and the Board, but those differences ofjudgment are ordinarily settled in an amicable way. They do not

lead to irritations. This is the first time in my experience of twenty-five years that missionaries have complained

to the General Assembly against the course of the Board. (Dr. Brown)

You can imagine, Mr. Chairman, that it has not been very pleasant for those of us who have labored and prayed

for this Mission for many years to listen to the charges that have been made, charges which have been based

apparently on the assumption that the Board is the enemy of the Korean Mission and the work being done there,

charges some of which have impressed us as wholly imaginary; others as having some basis in fact but

exaggerated out of all proportion to their relative importance. (Dr. Brown)

I also assume that you will hardly take seriously statements to the effect that the representatives of the minority in

the Mission, men like the sainted Dr. Underwood and Dr. Sharpe, men like the living Dr. Avison and Dr. Gale

and Dr. Hirst and Mr. Rhodes, men of that sort, who have given their lives to the cause of Christ in Korea and

who in devotion and self-sacrifice, unflinching loyalty to the cause of Christ, are the peers of any missionaries in

the world, 1 can hardly believe it possible that you think that those men are adopting and insisting upon policies

which to quote one of the statements of the complainants, “Put the whole life of the Mission and the character of

the Korean Church at stake.” (Dr. Brown)

“The present leaders of the majority were the real cause of all the difficulty. They, without a protest, united in

sending arguments to the joint committee in New York to prove that Pyengyang was the location for the college

in preference to Seoul and yet they today deny the validity of the whole thing and say that it meant nothing. Had
the decision of the joint committee been in favor of Pyengyang I can see the same group of gentlemen heralding

its praise. Their attitude from the first was this, ‘if the joint committee decides in our favor well and good; if not,

we will find a technical point to invalidate the question.’” (Dr. Brown)

1 fully agree with Dr. Adams and Dr. Moffett when they say that the majority should rule. I agree with that most

cordially. But I ask, a majority of what? They say majority of the Mission. I am obliged to say majority of the

Board, subject only to an appeal to the General Assembly. I understand that that is what the General Assembly in

the supervision and conduct of the work, to use the phrase of the General Assembly of 1 847. They say that a

majority of the Mission should prevail. (Dr. Brown)

To say that the majority of the Mission should prevail impresses me as pure Congregationalism. That is the

ultimate supremacy of the local union. We are Presbyterians. To say that the majority should prevail would split

our Presbyterian world-wide work into twenty-seven different pieces, as many as there are Missions. It would
place the minority in any Mission at the absolute mercy of the majority and again I say you have been witness of
the plight of the minority in the Korean situation. Some of the ablest missionaries of the Presbyterian Church
would have been driven out of Korea before this if it had not been that there was a Board. (Dr. Brown)

I think too the effect of that upon donors would be absolutely disastrous. The Board could not assume the

responsibility for the expenditure of funds which is now done. (Dr. Brown)

I fully agree also with Dr. Moffett and Dr. Adams when they say that the Mission, the majority of the Mission
should have power in field matters. I thoroughly and cordially agree in that. But suppose opinions differ as to

what field matters are, whose opinion is to prevail? What are field matters in the memorandum which has been
placed in your hands? The matters which in the judgment of the majority of the Mission were field matters were
listed and you will note what was said on the subject, there perhaps I may just refresh your memory at that point,

as to the question of what field matters are and showing how exceedingly difficult it is to determine just what is a

field matter. (Dr. Brown)

The statement has been made that the Board inaugurated the work in Seoul contrary to the wish of the Mission.
We dissent from this. The Mission itself, by an overwhelming majority, united with other Missions in voting for
one union college in Korea. The difficulty arose over the location of that college and the situation that grew out
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Granting for the sake of argument that the exception were justified, has the minority and has the home Church no

right to the type of educational work and Mission work that is in harmony with the General Assembly and the

home Church and all the other Missions, or has a majority in a local Mission absolute power to overrule not only

the minority but the Board? (Dr. Brown)

Dr. Adams and Dr. Moffett say and admit that the Board has been within the powers committed to it by the

General Assembly, and I, of course, agree again with them. They raised the question whether the time has come

in view of the development of conditions, to modify that power. Then three questions follow, which will

doubtless have the careful consideration of the Commission. (Dr. Brown)

“Do the Assembly and the home churches desire to modify that policy?” (Dr. Brown)

If so, are the Assembly and home Church prepared to release the Board from some of the responsibilities which it

is now carrying for the Assembly and for the donors to the Missions? I understand that Dr. Adams holds that this

is not involved. I think that it is. I certainly as one of the administrators of this enterprise would not feel the

same sense of responsibility for the expenditure of work and the conduct of Mission policies and methods if the

General Assembly shall see fit to modify that principle. (Dr. Brown)

And C - “If the present policy is sound and should be continued, did the Board exercise its powers under that

policy wisely and justly in this instance?” (Dr. Brown)

The final fact that it seems to me has been made clear for years and that surely is now clear, and especially after

you have read the letter of Dr. Gale which I trust you will re-read, is that the Commission is dealing not merely

with questions of policy and methods but of personalities, of temperament. Suppose that both parties were right,

the majority and the minority. Suppose they were both right in principle. Can’t they live together in harmony
and as Christian brethren? Isn’t it possible for a majority and minority in the Mission, or in the Senate, or in a

Presbytery, or between the Mission and the Board, to differ in judgment without such consequences as have

ensued in this case? Why, questions of far greater importance to the Kingdom of God, or of as great an

importance as this, are constantly under the discussion of our executive council and in the Board, and in our

Presbytery and they are adjusted between Christian brethren without all the trouble that has arisen. We are

dealing with a state of mind, with a psychological condition, which finds it practically impossible to act when it is

getting an unfavorable decision. Personally, I am more deeply distressed by it than I would very well indicate. I

have tried to mediate but you have seen how my letters have been regarded. (Dr. Brown)

That may be. I would not wish to divide with that. And yet, as I understand the Church - and I am traveling in

the Church a great deal, I do not believe that the Presbyterian Church today would ask us to sacrifice that work
and go out of a union effort in the line of education. Certainly the last Assembly with its tremendous emphasis

on church union stands with unit or union in connection with educational enterprises and furthermore has taken

the position that we are willing to make even considerable sacrifices in order that that may be done. (Dr.

Stevenson)

I really think if anything has been put over on the Board it has been while the Board has had its eyes wide open
and I speak of that detail because if I were standing outside the Board I think I would exactly know what the

process had been. You can be very sure, gentlemen, that this action, that whatever the Board has done, has been
the action of the Board. It has been guided, of course, by its Executive Officers in such matters, if it could not be
guided by them it would, of course, dispense with them. They are elected every year. It has a chance to dispose
of them every year and it could easily dispense with any one of them if it had come to feel that it could not trust

their judgment. But I think it has gone back to the Executive Council in every case to the Korea Committee that

they might go into it more fully. (Dr. McAfee)
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I have been trying ever since we began these conferences not to try to find out where our Korean brethren are

wrong, but where I might be wrong or where we all might be wrong. To get back to just the real origin of this

jungle into which we have worked ourselves these last eight or ten years, I dismiss at once from my mind the

thought of any moral obliquity, any wrong-mindedness on anybody’s work. I am sure there wasn’t any conscious

wrong-mindedness and I don’t see what the value is of Christ and our trust in the Spirit ofGod ifwe can’t believe

that He kept us all from unconscious wrong-mindedness. (Dr. Speer)

First, there are some documents and investigations which I think this Commission will need to consult if it is to

do its work thoroughly. You are dealing with one of the most difficult and intricate and far-reaching problems of

church statesmanship that men have ever been called upon to deal with, and there is an enormous background of

material that you can’t take time to work into but a few lines of which at least either by the work of the Chairman

or by delegation of responsibility to the Commission you ought to deal with. (Dr. Speer)

First of all, there ought to be some study of the background of the place of Missions and the administration of

Missions in our church. Dr. Adams has made some study of the years 1 836 and ’37. 1 have made a study for

thirty years of the backgrounds, from 1812 down to the present day. I think it would be desirable for someone to

go back and go into the writings of Elisha P. Swift and Walter Lowrie, and John C. Lowrie and Ashville [Ashbel]

Green. We will furnish you with the books, which lay out clearly before us what our Church was about when it

established our foreign missionary work and just how it intended to carry that work on. (Dr. Speer)

In the second place there should be a study of the development of missionary policy in our Church. Two men
have explained practically the whole of the development of missionary policy in our Church - John C. Lowrie and

Dr. Allen Wood - and we can put in your hands the judgments of those men. Their documents, the papers that

they drew, accepted by the Board and by the Church with regard to the principles of missionary administration,

and relationship of the Assembly’s control of the Board and of the Board’s relationship to the Mission. (Dr.

Speer)

In the third place, there should be a careful study ofmany reports. The few which we can pick out we will put in

your hands. The studies of these problems of the relation of education to missions, of the relation of education to

evangelism, of the ideal and aim and legitimate method and proportion of method in the missionary enterprise.

(Dr. Speer)

Secondly, just a mere passing word with regard to one of the arguments to which Dr. Moffett spoke in his paper

with regard to the attitude which the Board was believed to have taken breaking down the Mission’s firmness of

position on this question of the Bible in the schools. He spoke ofmy disastrous visit to Korea. I thought it was a

rather rich and ample adjective - but let that go. It may be explanatory ofmuch other language also. We don’t

want to lift the mere detail out of its perspective. (Dr. Speer)

As to the effects of that visit, I will submit a letter from Dr. Underwood written some months afterwards. I don’t

think there could have been any disaster because the situation remained practically unchanged. It may have been
disastrous in that it didn’t redeem the whole situation. But Dr. Moffett knows better than any man that that was
beyond any man’s power to do. The only damage that was done was to me, and I knew that there would be that

damage before I went there. (Dr. Speer)

I didn’t want to go to Korea. No mortal man could have gone there and come out unscathed. It wasn’t a question

of what he said and what he did; it was a question of what he didn’t say and didn’t do. (Dr. Speer)

As I look back, we walked on the edge of a precipice. I think ifwe would have done anything else than what we
did. Dr. Moffett might have used the word “disastrous”. It damaged me. It hurt some fnendships that were
among the dearest possessions of all the years. I never would have gone to Korea if I could have avoided it. But
it was one’s duty to go and you could only go and do your best and take the consequences. (Dr. Speer)
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What I spoke of as the source of all this difficulty was the cause of this failure to appreciate the store that the

Mission set for the maintenance of the college at Pyengyang. It was thought here that the main thing was one

college, and that, therefore, when it was decided that that college was to be in Seoul, it followed naturally that the

Pyengyang College would adjust itself to the higher grade of the Seoul College. And that expressed itself in the

first actions of the Board. 1 don’t remember just what they proposed, but it was some low development, a middle

school for the Pyengyang college, and the higher advancement for Seoul. (Dr. Speer)

I think the difficulty arose as I say. Now, as to whether the Board was wrong or Dr. Brown was wrong in these

letters that pressed on the Mission, or that they felt were pressing on them that they should join also in the Seoul

College - may be they were right. (Dr. Speer)

But we must try it, and 1 think may be we were wrong here in New York to the extent that any pressure has gone

out to the Missions to lead them to share in the Seoul College. I don’t think that is a very great wrong. I don’t

think that alone, standing by itself, would trouble anyone. If that was a mistake, let us all recognize there was a

mistake. (Dr. Speer)

The first of these is the question that has come up again, and again, and we are to consider it more fully tomorrow
- - the question of the relation of the Missions and the Board. 1 don’t want to anticipate the discussion tomorrow,

but there is something to that that may be better to say today so that they won’t need to come up then. That is a

far larger question than we are defining it. It isn’t a question of the Mission and the Board. Anybody who thinks

about that will know that it is a far deeper question than that. (Dr. Speer)

There is the question of the majority and the minority of the Mission, which is a more difficult question than this

one. There is the most difficult one of all, the relation of any corporate association to personal liberty. That is

the hardest problem we have to deal with. How are you going to relate the freedom of the individual to the

obligations and associations of corporate life and activity? That is our real problem, and I am afraid that is too

big for us to settle. But I believe we can make a further step toward its solution. (Dr. Speer)

That step will not be an antagonistic step. It doesn’t have to grow out of a controversy between some of us and

others of us. There is only one principle that has dominated the development of the Board from the beginning,

and if you want to take time I can give you the documents and prove it without peradventure - only one principle,

and that is the principle of decentralization, of transferring as large a measure ofpower from the Board in New
York to the Missions on the field. That principle has controlled from the very begirming. I don’t say that there

haven’t been little whirling eddies now and then that seem to turn backwards. I don’t say that in a particular case

someone may not feel that the principle has not been given an adequate development. But I do say that it can be

demonstrated that from the year 1837 down until now that has been the steady principle of advance. (Dr. Speer)

Three years ago when it looked as though what the Korean Mission was asking for was full autonomy, I prepared

a brief for the Board trying to show why fully autonomous Missions would be self-destructive; but

recommending at the end that because I didn’t believe the Korean Mission should be given absolute autonomy
learning it by experience, the Korean Mission should be given absolute autonomy with no other limitation

whatsoever except that it wasn’t to involve the Board or the other Missions in financial responsibility; it might
embarrass them. (Dr. Speer)

I couldn’t get anybody to accept that view, and the Korean Mission has now rejected it. They don’t want
autonomy. They realize that autonomous Missions are impossibilities. They will be self-destructive. (Dr.

Speer)

We believe that in framing policies on the field and in all other matters that are primarily field matters, the very
largest degree possible of self-government should be allowed to the missionaries, to the regularly constituted

Mission body. And put into words, this is the definite policy of the Board, and the General Assembly has
recognized this principle and has directed that it should be followed out in its missionary work as it appears in the
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action of 1917, as follows, quoting that: “Amend the manual of the Board having to do with the powers of the

Missions and their functions by adding this section of the petition of these friends in Korea to that paragraph.”

(Dr. Speer)

I don’t believe that we can attain that result by specifying the particulars in which autonomies exist here or there.

The Korean Missions tried that in 1915 and they tried it as conscientiously and capably as any group can, and

they realized the immaturity and inadequacy of the list. And, as Dr. Avison was pointing out, and anyone could

point out, it is impracticable in many of those lists to locate full autonomy either at home or on the field. (Dr.

Speer)

First of all, I think we should take a step in advance in writing into the manual a more emphatic statement of this

transfer of administrative control from the home to the foreign field. That is one of the great issues before you.

(Dr. Speer)

The second one is the question of the extent to which we will adjust ourselves to political limitations without

giving up our missionary activity. That is the question that lies behind this issue of the last years with regard to

the exclusion by the Japanese under their regulations of the religious teaching from the schools. (Dr. Speer)

That question isn’t confined just to that one matter. It is a question of what amount of political hindrance will we
regard as necessitating abandoning our work or any part of our work. Happily, the Korean Mission itself changed

its position on this matter and adopted the views, which again I think bring us entirely together. (Dr. Speer)

I think the Committee was right in saying: “If we can’t get all that we want, we won’t shut up our schools

absolutely and give up any possibility of educating our children with Christian teachers who will teach even the

secular subjects that they are allowed to teach. We will still keep them up.” (Dr. Speer)

And I suggest the last of the great principles issued before this Commission. That is, whether we are to move
forward on a principle of exclusion or a principle of inclusion, on principle of comprehension or on a principle of

allowing only our own principles and view and conviction. (Dr. Speer)

In one sense, gentlemen, it doesn’t matter very much how you decide it, because time and truth are going to

decide it and they will decide it only one way. Time and truth will never endure the principle of exclusion in

Christian fellowship or Christian service or missionary activity in any field even, or one denomination. It doesn’t

matter what the Korean Mission may do, not what this Commission may decide. The Board will obey this

Commission. But this Commission can’t keep the principle of comprehension and inclusion out of any field in

the world. Dr. Moffett may wish that it could. I may wish that it could. But it can’t be done, and I don’t think

that we ought to wish that it could when we are as one as we are here. (Dr. Speer)

If you will remember the early minutes of the Mission, you will find they existed when Dr. Underwood, Dr.

Heron and Dr. Allen were in the Mission. They existed when Dr. Underwood, Dr. Heron and Mr. Gifford were in

the Mission, before I ever reached Korea, these dissensions were in the Korean Mission. (Dr. Moffett)

What was the subject of all the dissension in that early time? There wasn’t any college question at that time, was
there? (The Chairman)

I think it was the inability of the people to work in harmony. (Dr. Moffett)

It is a matter of personality altogether and temperament apart, altogether? (The Chairman)

That dissension has come to be now a question of difference on vital principles. (Dr. Moffett)

In my preliminary statement I made the first day, I referred to that, and read my covering letter to the Executive
Commission, in which I said: “We hope you will be able to take this up with the Board so as to arrange for a full
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discussion at the Post-War Conference and not have to take it to the General Assembly.” But the Executive

Committee said they had no jurisdiction. But it was in the minds of the Executive Committee and the

missionaries on the field that ifwe couldn’t get it, that then it should come through the Presbyteries. (Dr.

Moffett)

So that when Dr. Adams and Dr. Whiting spoke to members of presbyteries, they were not going contrary to the

thought and purpose of the men on the field, although it had been hoped that that wouldn’t be done this year, and

that we could avoid the necessity of it. (Dr. Moffett)

My own feeling was, ifwe couldn’t get the Board to grant a discussion of the question, that we would eventually

have to go to the General Assembly. I have tried for years for that. (Dr. Moffett)

Would this Conference have any authority or power to ask or tell the Board to withdraw from the Seoul College?

They wouldn’t have any authority of that kind. (Dr. Hay)

1 have been listening to a great many statements that seem to repeat each other about this position being strong,

this position and this position between those two; but I confess that for the life ofme yet, I haven’t seen or heard

a distinct and clear explanation of what it is that is objected to, that is un-Christian, and that does not fit into this

Seoul College. (Chairman)

Are we not taking a whole lot of things for granted that have never been demonstrated? After what Dr. Speer said

this afternoon, apparently, in the minds ofmany there is no vital difference between the college in Pyengyang and

the college in Seoul. There is a slight difference of emphasis. If there is some other difference, I wish one of you

people would put it in such a definite form that we can get hold of it. (Chairman)

What is it? Is it a matter of theology, or a matter of what? If the whole Korean Church is lined up, it must be

definite enough to put it in very definite form. We will be glad to hear about that. (The Chairman)

Before that, while I had my own definite opinions, just as Dr. Brown had - and in our official correspondence

with each other we had taken the same position: that a majority of the missionaries on the field ought to settle the

question; that wherever the institution was placed, it couldn’t possibly be a success unless the majority of the

missionaries were behind it and backed it up. So that that should be determinative and that has proved true. And
then when finally the vote was taken, that settled me with regard to the necessity of the location, that the large

majority of the missionaries has decided. (Dr. Adams)

That has been spoken of a number of times both by questions from members of the Commission this evening and
by rather discrediting statements by others in regard to it. I would like to explain the matter to the Commission. I

have here a copy of the letter that was sent to the Presbyteries. The way it came about was this: In the Spring,

when the action of the Board had been taken subsequent to the action of the Executive Commission of the

General Assembly declining to take the matter up and saying that the proper way was to take it to the General
Assembly since they carried no authority, the Board took action on it and sent this action to the Mission and to

the members of the Mission here. Dr. Whiting was in Iowa. He received a copy of the letter. He had been
interested and had been excited on the matter and the next I knew I had a letter from him saying that he was on
his way back to his Presbytery in southern California to take the matter up to his Presbytery. That action of the

Board was of a character and worded in such a way that the situation couldn’t be carried any further and he was
going to take it to his presbytery and get it over to the General Assembly. (Dr. Adams)

Do you mean to deny that the Executive Committee of the Mission or the Mission, either or both, did not send a
communication to the Executive Commission to be a representation from the field and which did carry with it

severe criticisms and arraignment of the Board? (Dr. Brown)

The Executive Commission understood it to be an appeal for it made precisely the same reply that it made this
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Is the Commission left to assume that a letter of the overtures came from missionary representatives in the

Presbyteries? (Dr. Barber)

I don’t know. That is not true because the Chairman of the Foreign Missions Committee ofmy Presbytery to

whom I sent this shortly after they had a meeting of the chairmen of the Foreign Missions Coimnittees of his

Synod and he brought the matter up in his Synod and there were other overtures from Presbyteries of that Synod

but I don’t know about that. (Dr. Adams)

They all received their inspiration by your work. (Dr. Lee)

Dr. Halsey has just received a letter from Dr. Whiting in which he admits this very specifically. Dr. Halsey has

handed the letter to me. (Dr. Brown)

I can only state that the first intimation I had that the matter was in the hands of the Executive Commission was a

telegram from my colleague, Dr. Speer, who told me that the report was there and just after that my first copy

arrived from Dr. Adams. (Dr. Brown)

I do not want to pursue this inquiry much, yet I want to settle in my own mind this. I received a copy of this two

weeks prior to the meeting of the General Assembly and I just remarked to Mrs. Barr, “I presume that is being

sent out to a large number of the Commissioners.” Was it sent to a very large number of the Commissioners, do

you know about that? (Dr. Barr)

I would say this, that we are as much Presbyters of the Presbyterian Church as any man at home. We have been

loaned to the general work of the Church by our Presbyteries, they can call us home at any time they wish to. The

general work is under the general agent of the Church and as my Presbyters told me that our trouble was our own
fault and we wouldn’t bring it to our Presbyteries, that was the proper ecclesiastic way to do it. As long as we
were not willing to do that, because they knew why, because we felt it would injure the work of the Foreign

Missions of the Church to bring it to the Presbyteries, we would have to stand it. But if it was brought to the

Presbyteries then they would take it up and the keeping open of that road was the way in which such things would

not happen. I say we are Presbyters of the Church and can take things to our own Presbyteries. (Dr. Adams)

But we do believe that the exercise of this has come to such a point that Presbyteries cannot submit to it in the

church’s work. Modernism is not in this land alone, nor does it propagate itself here alone, and conditions of the

Church in general have developed to where if some degree of the protection which Presbyterian principles of

administration provide are not allowed to the field, modernism in objective as well as doctrine will be poured out

through the land to the destruction of the faith of the Church.

The desire of the Mission in principle is that the dominating position given the Seoul College should be restrained

and reduced, and that the Pyengyang College, standing for the evangelical missionary principles of the Church,

should be released from bondage and passed to the front. (Dr. Adams)

Do I understand you to say that Seoul does not stand for the evangelical judgment of the Church? (Dr. Lee)

That is my judgment. I would not say that it does not stand for it, but I would say that the outflow from it is not

that. (Dr. Adams)

I am only trying to bring out that if it wouldn’t be better rather than just abandon the institution to the

management of some that you may feel you cannot trust, whether it wouldn’t be better to go in and manage it and
give it the protection of your strong evangelical feeling and your evangelistic sense, so as to keep that in line with
your ideas. (Dr. Lee)
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If that is true, doesn’t it seem to be well worth consideration? Even if you cannot get all that you want, if you can

approximate to what you want in the way of a thorough-going Christian institution there, isn’t it better than

letting the thing go at loose ends and letting it be in the hands of the Japanese government authorities? (The

Chairman)

If you want my judgment on the subject, I would say that it was the final decision of the Educational Senate,

which worked out this way: that the Seoul institution should be a Methodist institution, and the Pyengyang

institution a Presbyterian institution.

There were reasons for that in the country between the missions and the different policies of the missions, and the

situation of the missions and the spirit and doctrinal positions of the missions. I think, perhaps, you don’t realize

one of the difficulties that is growing up in union institutions where denominations of different lines - they may

be both evangelical - but denominations of different lines of polity and position, attempt to et together. (Dr.

Adams)

Weren’t they of different lines and polity and disposition before you went into the union before? (The

Chairman)

Are we getting at the crux of the thing now - that the real feeling that the majority of the Missions have is that we
are attempting an impossible thing in attempting a union with the Methodists under any conditions? (The

Chairman)

I think that is the belief of a large number. (Dr. Adams)

Then no matter how it was, it won’t work. (The Chairman)

Let me say that there is an increasing weight on that line that has developed within the last two or three years. It

is this: that the Methodist Church has been distinctly going over to modernism. I have always held for unionism

so far as denominationalism goes. (Dr. Adams)

With reference to the other matter of modernism as it affects you over there, I think it is so easy for us to find

outstanding instances of what we know would be destructive if carried on, and then, perhaps, to impute an

extreme position of that kind to those who may be associated in one way or another with such exponents. (Dr.

Barr)

I can only say for this new point that has been brought up for the last, that anybody who knows men like those

who are in the minority of the Mission and supporting Seoul College as I know them, and anybody who knows
my associates in the Board and in the membership of the Board who can imagine that they are trying to force an

unevangelical system of theology into Seoul, you can understand - 1 needn’t say the rest. It is simply astounding

that anybody should raise that question. (Dr. Brown)

(from Report of the Chosen Commission, constituted by the 1920 General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church
in the U.S.A. for dialogue between members of the Board of Foreign Missions of the Presbyterian Church in the

U.S.A., and certain members of its Korea [Chosen] Mission. These extracts from the Minutes of that meeting are

among the microfilm records of the Bd. of Foreign Missions, Presbyterian Historical Society, Philadelphia, Series

II, Reel #6, Record Group 140-4-28)
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I did not know in time, nor have I had opportunity since knowing that I was to introduce this

topic, to prepare such a statement as I should like to present.

I have had no opportunity to prepare anything in the way of an historical outline of the

experience of the Church and of its interpretations with the results of the efforts put forth as to what are

the objectives of mission work.

The objectives of the Apostolic Church, of the Church of the Middle Ages, of the Church of the

Reformation, and of the modem Church in its various branches would afford a background for the

presentation of the question which would be helpful, but it has been impossible to prepare that. I should

like to have selected from the writings of eminent theologians, preachers. Church leaders. Board

secretaries, and from the writings of some of the great missionaries some of their statements that I might

present in words better chosen than mine what I believe are the objectives, the purpose and aim of

missionary effort, and I am disappointed that it has been impossible for me to secure access to this

information since I knew that I was to speak here today.

I am therefore limited to expressing as best I can in my own words the convictions which I have

reached from my study of God’s Word and from 30 years’ experience in the mission work in Korea.

What is the purpose of missionary effort?

What is it we aim to do on the Mission Field?

What is the object we are seeking to accomplish?

In order to answer these questions we must first of all ask:

Who commissioned us and sent us to the mission field?

With what Commission were we sent and where do we find that Commission?

It is fundamental that we recognize first of all that God Himself has called us by His Spirit and

sent us forth as His Messengers, that Christ our Lord and Saviour has sent us even as the Father sent

Him, and that we are Ambassadors of the Lord Jesus Christ.

Just as the Spirit of God through the Church sent forth Barnabas and Saul, so the Spirit of God
through the Church has sent us forth.

We have received our Commission from God, not from men.

We find our Commission in the Word of God given by the Master Himself and interpreted in the

lives and writings of His Disciples filled with the Holy Ghost and inspired of the Holy Ghost.
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“All power is given unto Me in heaven and in earth. Go ye therefore and teach all nations,

baptizing them in the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Ghost, teaching them to observe

all things, whatsoever I have commanded you, and lo I am with you alway, even unto the end of the

world.” Matt: 28: 18-20.

“Thus it is written and thus it behooved Christ to suffer and to rise from the dead the third day

and that repentance and remission of sins should be preached in His name among all nations, beginning

at Jerusalem. And ye are witnesses of these things.” Luke 24:47

“It is not for you to know the times or the seasons which the Father hath put in His own power. But ye

shall receive power after that the Holy Ghost is come upon you, and ye shall be witnesses unto Me both

in Jerusalem and in all Judea, and in Samaria and unto the uttermost parts of the earth.” Acts. 1 :7-8.

Our Commission therefore is (1) to witness unto Christ, to preach unto all people the Gospel of

repentance and remission of sins in His name - God’s message of salvation through Christ to a world lost

in Sin. (2) It is to baptize and so establish the Church of Christ of those who, called of the Spirit of God,

receive this message and yield themselves to Christ as Saviour and Lord. (3) It is to teach them all things

whatsoever Christ hath commanded - the revelation of God in Christ - and to instruct, train, and develop

this Church, the pillar and ground of the truth, and then this Church to so continue to witness and preach

and establish and teach from generation to generation until the consummation of the age.

Let me state it in a few more sentences elaborating the above. It is to give such a full and

continuous presentation of the Gospel as will give to men a knowledge of the essential facts and truths as

recorded in God’s word, that they may be able to come to an understanding of the meaning and the

claims of God’s plan of salvation in Christ and so, acted upon by His Spirit, be enabled to accept Jesus

Christ as a personal Saviour and Lord in Whom they have reconciliation to God and fellowship with God
and to Whom they yield their lives in service. This presentation of the Gospel is to be the spiritual

message of God to men. Let me quote my own article, written in a somewhat different connection, but

expressing better than I can now rewrite it, what I mean by the presentation of the Gospel.

One of the basal principles or convictions which underlie evangelization is “the conviction that

the spiritual advantages of Christianity are pre-eminently the advantages, the value of the Gospel

Message, and therefore the placing of the spiritual advantages in the forefront and the basing of all

appeals upon these. There are many secondary advantages, the results of Christianity, and the temporal

blessings which accrue to the Christian are often very great indeed and stand out with great prominence.

These are the advantages which appeal to and receive the commendation of the statesman, the reformer,

the politician, the merchant, the man of the world; but in the proclamation of the Gospel, when the

material, financial, intellectual or political advantages of the spread of Christianity are placed in the

forefront, then the appeal is to the natural man, to the lower motives, and this appeal to any other motives

than the highest, based upon man’s spiritual needs, is a discarding of the most powerful agency placed in

our hands, is a dropping of the use of the supernatural, and indicates a lack of faith in the spiritual and in

the power of the Spirit of God to affect by spiritual truth in its appeal to mans spiritual needs his

acceptance of the Gospel. The spirit of God does not bless lack of faith, but does honor and bless an

unquestioning faith and reliance upon spiritual means to affect spiritual ends. With an implicit faith in

the power of the appeal to man’s spiritual needs - the keeping in the background of all the secondary
advantages of political influence, of worldly advancement, of educational opportunities, anything which
appeals most strongly to man’s selfish nature, and the placing in the forefront always and everywhere the

joy of reconciliation and communion with God, the relief from sin and its punishment, the assurance of
the love of God and of the pardon of sin, the hope of eternal life, the comfort and peace of the believer
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from the indwelling of the Holy Spirit, the sympathy and help of Christ in all the trials and sorrows and

struggles of life, the eventual triumph ofjustice and righteousness and the establishment of God’s

kingdom in righteousness and glory - these great uplifting truths which are the preeminent and real and

eternal blessings of Christianity - the keeping of these in the forefront and appealing to men to believe in

Christ because of the inherent eternal need of man as a spiritual being for these blessings of fellowship

with God through Jesus Christ - this is to make use of that which the Spirit of God delights to honor and

which becomes the power of God unto salvation, giving as the result in the hearts and minds of men a

faith which rests upon no mere temporary or temporal advantage but rests solidly upon the eternal

verities of spiritual truth. With a conviction bom of an experience of the inestimable worth of these

spiritual blessings we can hold forth to these people the spiritual joys and blessings of Christianity as far

outweighing in importance and value any material prosperity, and can bring them to the same

appreciation of the value of spiritual blessing, so that with Paul they will count all but loss in order to win

Christ and will count as their greatest, most priceless treasure their fellowship with Christ, to retain

which they will willingly endure persecution, the loss of all worldly gain or possessions, yea, even life

itself, and will count it all joy to suffer and to endure persecution for His sake.”

According to one’s convictions as to the relative value of the advantages to be derived from

Christianity, will be the policy he will pursue in presenting Christianity to the people, and for

evangelization. I do not think we can exaggerate the importance of this - a conviction that the spiritual

advantages are preeminently the advantages to be placed in the forefront and upon which the appeals to

men are to be based. In order to do this, certain distinctions must be clearly made and constantly kept in

mind. Reformation is not redemption. Salvation from sin, not mere moral reformation, is the essence of

the Gospel message. Civilization is not Christianity. Our Commission is to introduce spiritual

Christianity, not Western civilization. Education is not regeneration. We are not called upon to provide

a secular education for the heathen, but are commissioned to preach the Gospel to the heathen and to

establish the Church of Jesus Christ. We might educate the heathen, and yet fail to establish the Church

or evangelize the nation, but we cannot establish the Church without having as a natural and necessary

outgrowth of the Church a Christian education for its own people, a powerful factor of the Church in the

evangelization of the nation.

I quote Mr. Speer as follows: “Let us not confuse evangelization with the accessory and

necessary results of evangelization which flow from it. Evangelization plants among communities of

men forces that create new social combinations. Missions are powerful to transform the face of society,

because they ignore the face of society and deal with it at the heart.”

The objective should be not only soul saving but soul developing, so that there shall be produced

such outstanding Christian characters as shall be able to interpret by their lives and teaching, Christ and

His message so as to instruct and inspire and maintain His Church; men who shall reach heights of

spiritual attainment equal to and even surpassing those of the missionary himself or even surpassing in

their spiritual insight and appreciation of spiritual truth, if God so grant it, that of the great spiritual

leaders of the Church in past ages or in the Church in the home lands. The objective in the establishing

of the Church is not only to establish, but to instruct, nurture, and develop a church in and by and through

the Word of God, as the body of Christ, so that it shall become a church so imbued with an appreciation

of the great spiritual truths that it shall in turn become the agency for the evangelization of the nation - so

imbued with an enthusiastic evangelistic spirit permeating the whole Church that through the voluntary

efforts of its people rather than through paid employees, from a conviction bom of the Spirit of God and
of a personal experience that the spiritual benefits of Christianity far transeend any other, from a sense of
gratitude to God for His mercy and grace and love in Christ Who has redeemed them from sin, it

becomes a self-propagating church impelled by the love of God begetting in them a love to tell others the
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glad tidings of salvation from sin.

The objective is to establish a church which from a sense that it has freely received will freely

give as God hath prospered it, so that it becomes a self-supporting church - providing for its expenses,

for its pastors, and for its own institutions, a church not dependent upon others but independent, so that it

has the strength of character of self-reliance, of self-respect, which accompanies independence and which

begets a healthy spirit of initiative.

The objective is to establish a church which shall so gain experience during its formative period

and be so carefully and thoroughly instructed and nurtured that it may be entrusted with self-government

and be able to stand forth as the pillar and ground of the truth and be true to the trust given it, and so

maintain the truth and be true to the Commission of Christ in transmitting to future generations the same

gospel in all its fullness and purity, a church which will reach the place, and the sooner it reaches it the

better, where it can not only be entrusted with self-government but can dispense with the missionary and

the help of the Boards, and become itself a church equal to bearing the burdens, solving the problems,

and fulfilling the task of the Commission on its ovm field for the evangelization of that field.

This Church, imbued with the spirit of the Commission as was the Home Church in sending out

its missionaries, can then undertake the evangelization of the whole people within its territory and

supersede the Mission as the body entrusted of God with the completion of the work of evangelization.

Evangelization, however, under this Commission must include as an integral part of it the

development and education of trained helpers, evangelists, and ministers, and the education of the

children of the Church that in all walks of life they may be fitted to lead as Christian men in the

application of the Spirit of Christ to the life of men and of witnessing by lives of service to the

regenerating, transforming power of the message of God. When such a Church as I have outlined above,

of sufficient size adequately to undertake the evangelization of its own field and with a body of trained,

educated pastors and leaders, able to interpret the message of God in Christ His Son and in His Word,

has been secured, then the objective of mission work will have been attained in that field.

In closing I want to quote these words of Dr. F.F. Ellinwood: “I have spoken of individual

training, but each Mission should at an early day make provision for a more systematic and thorough

ministerial education. . . I urge this as a means to the ultimate end of evangelization. 1 am more and

more persuaded, as the years go by, that the educational work on our mission fields should be directed

mainly to this specific end, that the great spiritual aim, namely, of the conversion of men, should

uniformly and always take the lead.”

Again he says: “The Great Commission of our Lord pointed directly and in plain terms to the co-

temporary work of evangelization as the great errand of the Church. The disciples were not taught to

spend their time in preliminary operations looking to evangelization by others after their work was done.

The word was, ‘Go and teach all nations’ . . . The command of Christ was primarily to those of His own
age, and He gave them a large task to perform, surely. That command reiterates itself with each new
generation, and the Mission or Board or Church at large is culpably remiss if willingly it occupies itself

only with preliminary work instead of hastening to the rescue of the millions who know not the Gospel
and with whom it will soon be too late.”

(from Report of the Post-War Conference of the Board of Foreign Missions of the Presbyterian Church in

the U.S.A., Princeton, N.J., June 19-27, 1920 - - photo copy in the Samuel Hugh Moffett collection of
Samuel Austin Moffett papers)



Pyengyang, Korea July 3, 1920 Alice M. Butts

Dear Miss Best:- [Miss Margaret Best is on furlough in America]

This is July 3^'* so they are having a picnic up the river but I could not go because ofmy Sunday School

Teachers’ Class, but Miss Doriss has the flag out flying in fine style.

Institute and Aimual Meeting are over so now we are not in such a big rush. The Tiptons, Roberts’ and

Lampes & Miss Stevens, Bergman and Samuel are here for over Sunday expecting to take the boat for Sorai on

Monday morning. We have Miss Stevens here and the Roberts’ for meals, as they are staying over in their rooms.

I expect to go to Wonsan about the middle of the month for two or three weeks.

Annual Meeting went off fine. We had Dr. Doscher of the Louisville, Tenn. [Kentucky] Theological

Seminary with us whose talks were very helpful and Mr. Trumbull of the Sunday School Times who gave several

talks on the victorious life which were very practical and good. So we felt that we had a spiritual treat this time

as well. The sad part of it was the death of Lloyd Hunt of dysentery. He had just graduated from the grammar

school into high school this Spring when his little life was cut short. Mrs. Hunt staid with him in the [Severance]

hospital [in Seoul], but Mr. Hunt attended most of the meetings. On Thursday they saw he could not live and

both of them were with him all through the night expecting him to go at any time. Katherine McCune staid out in

the hall and did what she could. He lived however until about 8:00 the next morning. They were very anxious to

bring him here in P.Y. where the first Mrs. Hunt is buried but they had considerable trouble with the authorities

because he died of dysentery. Finally they allowed him to go on the freight train. So we got busy and made the

coffin and had the funeral early Saturday morning at the nurse’s home (Miss Esteb is a dear and so is Miss

Battles) and the family accompanied by a few fnends went up on the 10 o’clock train and Dr. Baird took the body

up on the freight train. Mr. McMurtrie went up ahead [from Seoul] to make arrangements here [in Pyengyang].

It did not reach Pyengyang until late at night, but as the next day was Sunday they had a midnight burial service

in our little cemetery where he was laid away till the resurrection mom. It was a beautiful moonlight night so it

was really better than going out in the blazing hot sun. The family feels pretty bad, but they took it beautifully.

God’s grace is sufficient.

You will be surprised at some of the changes among the single women. Both Miss [Margo Lee] Lewis

and Miss [M. Lillian] Dean want to leave the Girls School here in Seoul [they want to be assigned to other work].

(Miss Snook says that is the history of that school. They are never able to hold any one.) So Miss Dean was sent

to Chung Ju to take Miss [Faye] Edgerton’s place, and the new woman coming out this summer is to go into the

school. Miss Lewis will remain until her place can be supplied. Miss [Hilda] Helstrom asked the Mission to

remove her from Syen Chun, so she goes to Kang Kei. It seems this is the 2"‘* time she made this request, but was
persuaded the other time to go back. This time she was changed and Miss Edgerton was sent to Syen Chun to

take her place. Severance Hospital gets the new nurse to take the place of Miss [Ella] Reiner and Dr. Avison’s

son [Douglas B., M.D. and his wife, Kathleen I. Rawson Avison] is sent to Kang Kei which releases the Biggers

for Pyeng Yang. Perhaps you have heard that Dr. [E. Douglas] Follwell [Methodist] has resigned, so Dr. [John D.

] Digger’s coming here is very opportune. The only thing we hear of Dr. Follwell is that he is going into

independent practice at Fusan like Dr. [Charles] Irvin. Whether this is frue I do not know but he certainly needs

our prayers. Mr. and Mrs. [Dexter and Lenore] Lutz come out new for the agricultural department in Pyengyang.

I hope they do not pronounce their name like mine!

!

I don’t know whether you have heard of the epidemic of strikes we have had in our schools or not. It

began in Chosen Christian College, then here in our Academy and then in Syen Chun Academy. The demands
and general appearance of them all were so much alike that everyone thinks there was a

“
reason”. In each case it

was gotten up by a group of boys of the questionable element in the school, and the good boys intimidated into

obedience to their demands. It happened each time when a very prominent official party from the mother-country
was here, so they saw our schools in a very bad light and the comments in the papers about Mission Schools are

far from complimentary.

At the next meeting of Presbytery here in P.Y. they [Korean members of Presbytery] asked that they be
permitted to be on the Board of Control in the same way as we are, with equal powers, etc. They seemed to think
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that we had plenty of cash and all that was needed was to turn on the spigot and it would just flow out and

everything else they wanted in the school would come just as easy if they could just turn it on. So we had a

number of Station meetings to decide what answer to give. It was decided first to tell them how we got money

and were not allowed to write home as we pleased, etc. Then we made a proposition which was endorsed as a

good solution at Aimual Meeting - that we would be glad to turn over our Academy work to them when they felt

they could take it up. And also we would ask the Mission and Board permission to give them Sleeman [?] Hill

for a site for their buildings, and also assist with the appropriations we are now using until such time as they are

able to carry the whole of it. This puts the responsibility of deficit, etc. on them and they can turn the spigot on

their own church just as hard as they please.

This request from Koreans is not altogether because of dissatisfaction because of our Academy, but at

present there is a great desire to study and the schools are full up. Our Academy had about 430 in it this year and

College 80 and Miss Snook’s school full to the brim. This is not only true of our schools but in the city as well,

and our boys school there [in the city] is so crowded they cannot get along and when these boys graduate our

Academy is not large enough to take care of them, so that is also the reason why they want to get on our Board of

Control and make the Academy bigger if possible.

We answered by opening the door for them to get just as big an Academy as they are able to get and we

put into it the same amount each year as we are now, but of course we would have the same Academy building to

ourselves for the College. We did not think it wise to give the building, but let them put up their own. This

happened just before Annual Meeting, and when down in Seoul, we began to hear of big doings in P.Y. We had

known that Kim Ik Too moksa [pastor] was going to hold meetings here but nothing had been said about money-

raising. But after a while letters began to come telling about the large sums of money given for schools. Those

who did not give money gave fields, watches, rings, all kinds ofjewelry and even hair and switches [braids of

hair] to the amount of about ¥ 60,000. They say about 700 switches were given. Mrs. Thomas and Miss English

were at the meeting when the switches were given. They say it was a wonderful meeting and a sight worth

seeing. Rich and poor took off their sugans [the white cloth Northern women in Korea wore wrapped around

their heads], pulled down their hair and gave their switches, and did up what was left in a little knot in the neck

like Seoul women, using a lead pencil for want of a pin to hold it. They seemed to think that parting with their

hair they must also part with their sugans, too. They certainly look funny. The younger women do not look so

bad but the older women like lame Pak-ssi, and ^1 have sacrificed good looks, too. Some of the very young

women who have hair enough left, twist the braid around the head similar to the way the school girls do.

I am finishing this letter Monday morning. I took my lunch to Sunday School yesterday and staid [sic]

to the p.m. service. It did look strange to see nearly half of the women, old and young, without sugans. We all

feel sorry to see them go, but to have about half go in a week’s time dooms the other half So you had better be

prepared to see them gone when you come back.

I also met a deaf& dumb woman who they said had been cured at this time [at the meetings held by
pastor Kim Ik Tu] . She certainly seemed to have no difficulty in hearing and speaking when I talked with her.

She was 73 years old and had been in this condition for 12 years. A deaf& dumb boy of the elder at Mrs.

Bemheisel’s church has been cured and is now learning the names of things and how to talk. I also met a woman
who had been cured of some kind of a trembling disease which she had had for years. They say there were about

300 cures in all. Things are certainly moving these days - and how wonderful it is to be permitted to see it.

Please write when you can. I presume you have heard Dr. Whiting has resigned. Mr. Welbon wants to

come back, but the Mission did not think it wise to ask for him unless his wife came too. We had the Roberts
family and Miss Stevens with us for over Sunday on their way to Sorai. Hope you are well and enjoying your
furlough.

Lovingly,

Alice M. Butts

(from the Samuel Hugh Moffett collection of Samuel Austin Moffett papers)



Pyengyang, Korea July 12, 1920 Lucia Fish Moffett

[incomplete letter written to her husband, Samuel Austin Moffett while he was in U.S.A. with his two

oldest sons and settling James at the Mt. Hermon School. He was also doing much itinerating and

speaking in churches and conferences all over the country]

Dr. Bigger will be here about July 15 and take over the “Union medical work”. We are all

shocked at Dr. Whiting’s resignation but as it so closely follows your visit, I hope there is more wisdom

in it than appears as yet.

The Roberts’ are transferred here. They were at church yesterday with the Tiptons, Lampes,

Miss [Blanche] Stevens & Miss [Jane] Samuel on the way to Sorai [Beach]. There is cholera at Nampo
so we wait with some anxiety to hear whether they were held up. We go next week with the Reiners and

take Un-do. He came back looking desperately seedy and asked to go with us, has also asked for ¥20 of

his two month’s salary to leave with the family. If he stands up under the temptation down there, perhaps

there is something in him, but if necessary we will send him home and get along some other way. I did

not know until after promising him what sort of company he was apt to find.

The thing I hate most to tell you is about our trees. Everyone - - Dr. Sharp, Dr. Swallen, Dr.

Baird - - says it is a trouble of long standing just become acute. [Mr.] McMurtrie says many of the trees

about here, his among them, have the same trouble. Dr. Baird has been working on his ever since he

came back from furlough - was shocked to see how they looked when he first came - and you will be, too.

One week there were leaves in abundance and apparent health - next time I looked the apple tree by the

asparagus bed, a Jonathan, isn’t it? was a twisted dead thing and the Senator in the comer by Won-ssi’s

house almost as bad. We have cut off about half of the branches of each, scraped the dead bark and

applied white lead. Those are the worst two trees but almost all are affected to some extent and the yard

is full of trees with wrongly cut branches which will in time kill the trees. One chestnut is dead and

several of them need treatment. I feel dreadfully inadequate. It is probably because this is the second

very dry season that so much damage is becoming apparent at once. It is not our place only that suffers.

Perhaps it would be well to ask a man from the Experiment station to come but unless you or someone
here urge me to I am not apt to do it.

The roses were unusually lovely but for such a short time. All died of drought - the flowers not

the vines - before the end of June. It was 99 in the shade July 2"'*
. Now rainy season seems to be

beginning. One thing hard on the apple trees, we let the borers get a good start. Chu’s son who brings

the milk now, found them and warned us. He said even then they had kept them out of the trees at the

farm. It was while his father was in prison.

No purchase for the old cow yet. It develops that Mr. Reiner thinks of buying her if he likes the

looks of the heifer. I will wait till the Biggers and Lutzes come as he won’t want to sell her to himself, of
course, if there is another possibility. While we are in Sorai we will sell the milk to the dairy unless Chu
finds better purchasers for us.

Do you remember those two good stoves and all the junk we got together? Finally a man came
and offered fifty sen! There had been a lot of paper but the servants asked for most of that, only a little

that went easily under one arm was left. For that he paid thirty sen and left the rest. The stuff in that

unlocked quang [storage shed] is worth fully ¥50. Do bring at least three Yale padlocks when you come.
We can’t find the one for your itinerating box either.

And bring a sleeping porch. Both the babies and I felt so much better waking earlier and fresher.
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while over on the Reiner’s sleeping porch. And, above all, bring a bath room. This doesn’t sound

growly, does it? I just expect you are feeling a bit the same yourself - and yet homesick for a Korean

roof and rafters with some real mud plaster.

Tell Charles Miss English [one of his teachers at the Pyengyang Foreign School] enjoyed his

letter very much. She and Miss [Helen] Anderson are to have a trip in China so we shall not have her

with us at Sorai.

Miss [Lillian] Dean, did you hear, is to go to Chung Ju - a few in Seoul station managed it while

the rest were asleep, they say. Miss Snook has yielded the first place on the list [of appropriations] to

Miss [Blanche] Stevens [of Syen Chun] who has absolutely no foreign help now and a big school. Mrs.

Lutz is a trained kindergartner. She will be a help to Carey [Reynolds] if Carey comes, and does not

obviate the need for her.

A Dr. Chamberlain called and asked me to enclose his card to you because on a former visit you

had been a never-to-be-forgotten inspiration to him.

In speaking of Lloyd [a son who died], Mr. Hunt mentioned the time on the river as one which

seemed to be a turning point and to set him on the upward path. Both father and mother are very brave.

If they go up the river before the Blairs do, perhaps Dr. and Mrs. Baird will go, too. B. looks as if he

were doing pretty badly again.

Did I tell you about finally getting my first month’s salary? They refused the S.A. per L.F.M.

check drawn from my checkbook but June 1 8 when the deposit was due, we found your checkbook and

now you are a lost man, the game is too easy.

Now for the babies -

Sam: “Are Potamuses animals? Do they live in Pyengyang? What is it that eats leaves off the trees - -

that has little legs in front and big legs behind?

I’d like to go to Australia some day. What do they do to people?” During “Loch Lomand” on

the Victrola he was quiet till Scotland was mentioned, then began to jump & caper - “Oh, Scotland, it

said Scotland!”

This morning I questioned whether papa’s boy and a Moffett would do something or other. He
thought he would, apparently, till a happy thought struck him; “Do Scotchmen play the bagpipe all the

time?”

Games have changed. Animals, not people are being impersonated. Tonight Howard was
worrying a flag on the floor and S. informed me he was Ginger but was good to kitties. The flag was the

cat. Again H. announces “I Katobang, come cow” and poor S. is dragged about at the end of a string.

Once S. sat down and I heard H. say in an injured tone, “Cows no sit down. She des - - also walk.” H. is

getting more and more charming and affectionate. Is that like his father? They have said much more
interesting things but unless set down at once, they vanish. Once S. was puzzled - knew he had heard his

malady called headache but “Is a headache in your head? But mine isn’t”. Just then I heard a suspicious

noise. Was it hiccoughs he had? Yes, that was it - with considerable relief.

(from the Samuel Hugh Moffett collection of Samuel Austin Moffett papers)



Pyeng Yang, Chosen July 13, 1920 Velma L. Snook

Dear Dr. Moffett:

-

I am sending you a copy of Mr. Reiner’s letter to Dr. Brown for fear he did not get one off to you

as he intended. You will see from it what our plans are for the present. The Mission passed both items

and put the Recitation building first as the preferred list without any discussion or objection, even in the

committees. The amount for the Recitation building is Yan 75,000 and for the Emergency building is

Yen 12,000. We closed the Spring term with 160 pupils in attendance and all summer long, so far, the

applications for admittance this fall are coming in. Just yesterday I received two applications for five

girls each. If we could receive them I think without doubt we would have a school of over 200. But the

only thing I can tell them now is to wait until we know about out building. Besides these two requests

for buildings our requests for the school are Yen 10,000 for apparatus and equipment. Yen 1,400 for gate

house and walls and grading, addition to dormitory, 30,000 yen. The Station put these requests in the

following order on their list.

No. 1 Woman’s Academy

No. 2

No. 4

No. 5

No. 15
“

Recitation Building Yen 75,000

Apparatus and Equipment 10,000

Gate house, walls and grading 1 ,400

Domestic Science & Industrial (Emergency) 12,000

Addition to Dormitory 30,000

We did not put the emergency building first on the list because we did not want anything to

interfere with the getting of the main building.

The Station took unanimous action asking Olivette Swallen to come back as a regularly

appointed missionary to take charge of the dormitories, teach Domestic Science, Home economics, etc. in

our school. Miss [Helen Wilson] Anderson thinks now that she wants to keep the Self-Help Department,

and as Olivette did not care to return for that and we need her very much for the other, I hope you will

see her and urge upon her the great need and the great opportunity there is now. The changes taking

place are so great and the girls and young women need so much help and guidance right now and it has to

be given so carefully and tactfully that I wish I could have Olivette here this next fall but I suppose there

is no use to think of that as she will probably not yet have finished her course. We had to give up first

place on the list of requests for educational workers or fight Syen Chyen so I told the committee that if

they were willing to give us the privilege of having the worker ifwe could get one appointed for Pyeng

Yang I would give up first place on the list. They consented, so now it is up to you and Miss Best to get

a worker and get her a support for Pyeng Yang. Tie all the strings to her that you can and then we can

hold on to her. Miss [Jean] Delmarter was appointed to Seoul and Miss [M. Lillian] Dean was appointed

to Chungju as an Evangelistic worker. Mr. and Mrs. [Dexter and Lenore] Lutz were appointed to Pyeng
Yang. If Seoul had not put Miss Dean out of the educational work we might have had a chance for Miss

Delmarter. If we get Olivette our next worker should be one who can take the music. The Educational

committee [members] of the Mission were quite in favor of short term teachers (3 years) who would
come out to teach English, Calisthenics, Music or such things as could be done without much study of

Korean. They would furnish young life for the school [and be] English teachers without the older

missionaries having to give their time for such work, and maybe develope into good regular missionaries.

If we could have the force of workers in the school as we need and as I would like to see, it

would be as follows:
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Principal

Head of Self-help Department Miss [Helen Wilson] Anderson

Dormitories and Home Economics Olivette Swallen

Music and English ?

Kindergarten Carey Reynolds

If Carey does not want the Kindergarten work I wonder if she would not like to come for the music and

English.

Sincerely,

Velma L. Snook

(from the Samuel Hugh Moffett collection of Samuel Austin Moffett papers)



Pyengyang, Korea July 14, 1920 Lucia Fish Moffett

[very brief note written to her husband, Dr. Samuel Austin Moffett, who is in the U.S.A. traveling,

speaking and settling his oldest son, James, in the Mt. Hermon, Massachusetts school. Second son,

Charles, is with him]

Hello, Sambo -

[I] am writing to you, too, while we enjoy our cholera innoculations and wonder whether we go

to Sorai tomorrow or don’t. Nampo [Chinnampo, the port city down the Taetong River from Pyengyang]

is probably still open and Un-do, with luggage has gone down that way. Mrs. Mowry and I with the 4

children go via Sariwon when Mr. Phillips telegraphs us to come. He has taken the Whittemores. Mr.

McMurtrie and Reiners left today. Looks like big rain. Think the cow is sold for 300. Heifer a beauty.

Goodbye now.

Lots of love,

[unsigned, but from Lucia]

(from the Samuel Hugh Moffett collection of Samuel Austin Moffett papers)



Pyengyang, Korea July 16, 1920 Eva Florence Plummer Phillips

[Mrs. Charles L. Phillips]

[Station letter to the ladies in America after Annual Meeting]

It is my turn so here goes for all the Station gossip I can collect. Usual July weather - - the

weeping willow looks more weepy than ever, as we seem to have entered upon that sweet, sticky time

called “rainy season”. The rain, however, makes the gardens look well. We have plenty to eat and some

to can from the fruits in the gardens. Bemheisels had cherries to sell and some of us profited thereby for

our cellar stores. Strawberries and raspberries a success in P.Y. this year, also the spud [potato] crop.

The whole station compound has a very green, prosperous look today. We have as usual very much to be

thankful for, and especially for the fact that the benevolent powers that be don’t allow the price of coal to

be more or less than ¥ 25.90 per ton!

I will begin over on the city wall at the Girls Academy. The ladies are both well. Miss Snook

goes to Sorai for August and Miss Anderson goes to Karuizawa. This year the latter passed her 3"* year

language written, but not the oral. The school is asking for the domestic science teacher who will be able

to take care of the self-help department. Miss A. would then be able to take over regular teaching and the

music. Since Union was given up new buildings are needed worse than ever.

Caroline A. Ladd dormitories or flats: Engels [Australian Presbyterian missionary family] have

the south part. They have gone to Fusanchin for the summer, to return in September. Roberts’ have been

living in the north section and will have to stay there this year. Now that they are permanently

transferred to P.Y. they are going to need a new house. It is second on the preferred list. Can’t some of

you help boost it? We are glad that we are going to have the Robertses. They have just gone to Sorai to

hold down the little shack they bought of Mr. Thwing.

Holdcrofts still reside in their lovely home. Mr. H. has gone to Sorai with servants and Mr.

MacMurtrie to build their new mansion by the sea, out of the old Lee river boat house, plus the Gillis

cow bam, and two barrels of cement. It promises to be some castle! Mrs. Holdcroft will follow to Sorai

when a telegram comes saying the puzzle has been put together. The Holdcrofts are the mission

delegates to the S.S. convention in Tokyo this fall. Misses Edgerton and Bergman are with Mrs.

Holdcroft until August when they go to Kamizawa to remain until after the S.S. convention. Miss

Edgerton has been assigned to Syenchun. We hoped she could stay here. She also passed language

exams, 2"“* year, oral and written.

At the Swallen house are the young folks, the Hamiltons. They are going to stay home all

summer and enjoy the place. The new missionaries, Mr. and Mrs. Lutz will reside with them this winter.

Mr. Lutz comes to take charge of the farm department of the shops. We hope to welcome them in

October.

Blair house, an empty place most all the year, begins to blossom again. Next Saturday Mrs. Blair

returns and will soon be dispensing hospitality again in that home. We are all glad and most of all that

man who has looked so lonesome all the past year. The Blairs will go up the Tai Tong river in their boat

house this summer.

Hills are home from Seoul and brought with them baby David James, a fine big specimen of
Hillhood. Little Mary Elizabeth was sick with dysentery while in Seoul but is all right now. We are glad

that news has come that the Hills are now regular members of the mission, and permanently assigned to

P.Y.
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Bemheisels seem to be the most lively of all this hot weather. The man, who by the way has a

brand new D.D., is spending two weeks in the country visiting his churches before they leave for Sorai -

1

don’t mean the churches are going on a vacation, but the Bemheisels. Mrs. B. is having charge of a

kindergarten normal just now. Charles and Helen are both well and growing to be big children.

The Mowrys are all well. They have gone to Sorai where they have lately built a nice little

cottage. Mr. Mowry still continues in the Academy as the principal. He had about 35 students last

month when the school closed for vacation.

Miss Dorris goes up the river on a house boat and will take as her guests Miss Dean of Seoul and

Mrs. Thomas. Miss Butts spends the summer at Wonsan. The latter is in charge of the B.I. until Miss

Best returns house is to contain the family of our real new doctor. Biggers are to come from

KangKei and union with the Methodists has become a reality this year. We are asking for a new house

for Dr. Bigger, and have it first on the list.

This leaves Mr. McMurtrie without a house. He has enjoyed keeping house this year in the Gillis

house, but where he will go now we cannot say. The poor man has need of a real house of all his own.

The Dormitory. Mrs. Thomas is quite well now. We hate to think that this is the last year of her

contract. We hope she will decide to stay longer with us. This is also Miss English’s last year to teach in

the school [PYFS]. The request has gone to the Board that she be appointed a regular missionary. We
have a new high school teacher who arrived with Mrs. Blair. She is Miss Etta Boyer from Missouri.

You can imagine how saddened we all were over the death of Lloyd Hunt, during annual

meeting, June 26“'. He took dysentery in Chairyung and was taken to Seoul for treatment. His case did

not respond to the usual treatments and his parents had to watch him gradually slip away from them.

Here in P.Y. we have the memory of his bright and happy face on the day of graduation from grammar
school a couple of weeks before his death. The Hunts were very brave. The authorities allowed them to

bring the body here for burial. They buried him at midnight on Saturday, the day they came from Seoul.

There were not many of us there, as most all were in Seoul [at the Annual Mission Meeting]. Mrs.

Bemheisel said it was really a very lovely service and not at all gruesome as it might seem at that time of

night. We shall all miss Lloyd. He was thirteen and was to enter High School this fall.

The Reiners still hold forth in the red brick house. Mrs. Reiner was in Syenchun for several

weeks during the early summer for a rest. She seems to be better now. They have all gone to that

Pyongyang annex - Sorai Beach.

The Bairds remain home this summer as the stork is expected to fly over their home in

September.

Mrs. Moffett and the children have gone with the crowd to Sorai, mostly on account of little

Sammy, as he has not been very well. The Mission property committee put a new house on the docket
for the Moffetts, even tho the request had not come from our station. They all think that the Moffetts
deserve and need a new house. We think this is fine, and hope that before long there will be a real nice
house put up in place of the old one in the Moffett compound. The old house has many associations

connected with it that the doctor hates to see it come down, but he really needs a new house.

Now I have come all around the compound. The Phillips family is well. Mr. P. took the Henry
Ford and drove to Sorai three times, moving the Reiners, Mowrys, Moffetts, Whittemores, and the
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suitcases. There was a cholera quarantine in Chinnampo, hence the drive overland. Now Sir Henry is

locked up in the bam, and the Phillipses are to join the party on the river. There are to be three boats in

the party, and two cows following on the bank.

Methodists are all right. The Moores are in Sorai, so are the Misses Robbins and Dillingham.

Dr. Folwell has resigned and goes to Fusan to take up the old Irvin medical work. We would rather

attend his funeral than see him go away under the present circumstances.

Now if there is any more gossip it is because I have been busy and have not been able to hear it.

We all join in sending love and best wishes. We miss you all - - we sure do.

Yours lovingly,

(Mrs. C.L.) E. Florence Phillips

(from the microfilm records of the P.C.U.S.A. Board of Foreign Missions, Presbyterian Historical

Society, Philadelphia, PA, Series II, Reel #6, Record Group 140-4-28)



Pyengyang, Korea July 19, 1920 Lucia Fish Moffett

[very brief note written to her husband, Dr. Samuel Austin Moffett, who is in the U.S.A. traveling,

speaking and settling his oldest son, James, in the Mt. Hermon, Massachusetts school. Second son,

Charles, is with him]

Hello, Sambo -

[I] am writing to you, too, while we enjoy our cholera innoculations and wonder whether we go

to Sorai tomorrow or don’t. Nampo [Chinnampo, the port city down the Taetong River from Pyengyang]

is probably still open and Un-do, with luggage has gone down that way. Mrs. Mowry and I with the 4

children go via Sariwon when Mr. Phillips telegraphs us to come. He has taken the Whittemores. Mr.

McMurtrie and Reiners left today. Looks like big rain. Think the cow is sold for 300. Heifer a beauty.

Goodbye now.

Lots of love.

[unsigned, but from Lucia]

(from the Samuel Hugh Moffett collection of Samuel Austin Moffett papers)



Madison, Indiana July 23, 1920 Samuel A. Moffett

Rev. Charles E. Patton, D.D.

Acting Secretary for Rev. A.J. Brown, D.D.

156 Fifth Avenue

New York, New York

My Dear Dr. Patton:

Your [letter] of the 19“' received concerning the inquiries from Mr. Dexter N. Lutz. I reply in

substance as 1 replied to Mr. Lutz who wrote me also on the subject.

First:- 1 would strongly advise him to finish his work and to secure the degree which will be of

very great value to him in the eyes of the Japanese and give him a much better standing and influence.

Second: - As for date of sailing I think he should plan to be in Korea early in March at the latest.

Of course the sooner he arrives the sooner he will begin to acquire the language but there is no special

condition which would make it imperative for him to go at an inconvenient time in order to gain a couple

of months. Arrival in mid-winter might be a little trying on account of the cold and the fact that they will

probably have to settle in temporary quarters pending the securing of a permanent house for them.

If it is at all possible I wish he might spend a month or so at Hampton Institute in Virginia

between the time he secures his degree and his sailing for Korea. A month there would give him an

acquaintance with the practical side of work which would supplement his studies to very great advantage.

Would it not be possible for the Board to arrange for this?

Wishing you every blessing and great pleasure in the work which has come to you in the Board

rooms and with kindest regards -

Very Sincerely,

Samuel A. Moffett

P.S. May I also acknowledge with thanks your letter of July IS"" concerning travel expenses and

expenses at General Assembly.

S.A.M.

(photo-copy in the Samuel Hugh Moffett collection of Samuel Austin Moffett papers. Original in the

Presbyterian Historical Society archives, Philadelphia, PA)



Chai Ryung, Korea September 5, 1920 Elizabeth Sharp

[daughter of Presbyterian missionaries, Charles Edwin Sharp, D.D. and Eliza Miller Howell Sharp]

Dear Jamie, -

I received your letter a few days ago from Miss English and Miss Boyer who had just come here

from Sorai [Beach vacation spot on Yellow Sea]. I sure was glad to hear from you. (Isn’t my pen a

dandy? This is its maiden letter.)

I know you will want to know how I liked Miss Boyer. She is smaller than I am and I have a

hard time remembering that she is older! She knows how to tease all right, having been brought up with

six brothers. She uses slang once in a while and talks some of her “kid-brother”. Her hair is so black it

shines and her voice and manner are a little like Miss Gertrude Swallen’s. The other day we went to a

mass meeting of over three thousand people assembled to hear Kim Ik-Tu [a well-known Korean pastor]

We had low benches and there was a crowd all around us, so though the whole thing was out of doors,

the air was rather bad and poor. Miss Boyer, just out from America, nearly suffocated under the weight

of Korean smells. She held her nose in a constant tilt toward the stars except when she tried to stare the

children behind her out of countenance. They were feeling of her hair and patting her back and nearly

pushing us off the bench. I was so used to the whole thing, being bom to it, that I could afford to laugh at

her. Every once in a while, all the time we were there, she would break out in a sudden, disgusted

“sniff’!! It was so comical.

School begins the day after day after tomorrow as I know all too well. We are in the throes of

packing already. I am to have Geometry and English under Miss Boyer and French ! and Cicero and

Horace under Miss English. I see before me a nice interesting time cramming. Also, I may have music

from Mrs. Lutz (poy-al-ge-so) [which means, “we shall see”] and Bible and Drawing from Mrs. Baird -

but there, I can be comforted in the thought that you will probably have quite as hard a time as I.

There is a regular boom on for the Dorm and P.Y.F.S. [Pyongyang Foreign School]. Livingstone

[Erdman] is going to be a Dormite because Miss Maas had to return to America, and there is a “little

Wilson boy” [son of Dr. & Mrs. R.M. Wilson, S.P.] coming and two Harrison children [children of Rev.

William Butler Harrison, S.P.] and a boy from the Australian Mission and others whose names I can’t

remember along with Henry and Margaret, us three Sharpies, and Nell, Nan, and Anna Catherine. I will

write again later when I’ll know more.

A week or so ago we went to a mountain forty li from here [one li is about Va of a mile] where
there is a monastery. By “we” I mean Daddy, Jamie, Charles and myself To get there, we went half way
to Sariwon and took the tiny donkey engine to the mines northeast of us. Our car was like a very small

street car with straps for late comers to hang on by. (we didn’t need those.) After an hour’s ride, we
picked our way through various clay mining embankments, sliding down some places to the improvement
of our clothes and at last came to the brink of a wide river in a beautiful green valley. You know the

riddle about the boat being a way and the bridge being a way? Well, in this case there was no such way
out of the difficulty. We had to wade, and wade we did - all four of us. Daddy offered to “ubba” me, but
he didn t ask twice. The water was not knee deep but quite swift and the bed of the river was formed of
pebbles big and little, ever so pretty to look at but quite hard on bare feet. The first stage of the river was
lots of fun but the last - we had to grit our teeth and keep on going. After the river episode, we had to

walk quite a way, till we came to the foot of our mountain. The monastery is just a short way up
comparatively and people crossing the range of mountains through this pass generally stop here. There
are numbers of trees and a great deal of underbrush. The columns of rock tower above the place like

mediaeval castles. The place where we went bathing was a series of little pools set in rounded basins of
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rock with moss and fem covered rock towering on each side while the water coming from far up the

mountain goes tumbling through the channel to the foot. Charlie was just reading “Loma Doone” and

wanted to call it the “Wizard’s Pass”, but I thought “The Bowery” was more appropriate both for the

lovely little comers of fem hung rock but also for its extreme wetness! Daddy took two pictures of us

three in the largest pool.

1 got a certain kind of fem there that climbs in the crevices of rock and forms a mass of roots and

moss with delicate little leaves covering it. This and a lot of moss I stuffed into a flour sack and a

hambag to bring home and now 1 have eight femballs made from the roots and moss all tied together with

string. They are so pretty.

Once we went climbing to the top of the pass. The closer you seemed to get, the farther off the

top was. The path was rather vague and at one place I started investigating another trail which I was sure

was the right one while the others followed the path they thought right. Well, I was wrong, and soon

found myself in a labyrinth of underbmsh. Even the sky was shut out and the shouts of the others seemed

to come from the wrong direction. The result was that after about an hour’s valiant stmggling on my
part. Daddy had to strike out for my voice and guide me back to the trail which of course though

disastrous to my dignity was the only thing to be done.

The whole country has been greatly worked up over the passing through of the Congressional

Party. It is so amusing to read the different Japanese comments on the “Comic Page” of the Advertizer.

One advises the Congressional Party not to let the American missionaries and the Chinese pull the wool

over their eyes. Another uses all the bad words in their vocabulary in describing this further evidence of

American militarism and imperialism. Another holds forth that now Japan will be vindicated in the eyes

of the world. The Japanese rushed the Party as fast as possible through the country. Of course, they tried

to scare them into taking another route to Japan by presenting lurid pictures of cholera in Korea. This

having failed, they did the meanest thing they possibly could do. They spread the report through their

newspapers that the police uncovered a big plot to bomb the Congressional Party so as to get their

attention and involve Japan in diplomatic difficulties with America. The argument itself proclaims it to

be of Japanese manufacture, it is so absurd, and besides, the Provisional Government has declared the

accusation to be absolutely false . Yet even the Advertizer seems to have been fooled.

But anyhow, the Congressional Party went through Korea, and the Japs “personally conducted”

them and threw a cordon of police around them that loyal Japanese breasts might protect the beloved

American visitors from the ferocious designs of the Koreans - and also those of the American
missionaries! They say that all Korea was divided into sections and each section was to produce a signed

petition to get to the Congressional Party. I heard that there were eighteen hundred names to the Chai

Ryung petition.

At a lot of the stations, long freight trains were run between the Special Train and the platform

and no Koreans were allowed through the gates. At Syen Chun, this was done and not even the

missionaries allowed on the platform, but somehow, they managed to peek between the freight cars so

that the Congressional party could catch on to the fact that they were not to be allowed even to see their

own countrymen. Mr. McCune at the time was at some country station and hearing that the

Congressional party was coming in on the next train, planted himself on the platform. Well, the police

were so mad, just furious. A Korean policeman (who had been a Syen Chun Academy boy) advised and
pleaded with him to leave as there was no telling what the infuriated Japs would do. Mr. McCune told

him to tell them that he would not go away. If they forced him, he would go up to the village church and
tell the Koreans that the Congressional Party was coming in twenty minutes and then the Japs would
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have a whole crowd of Koreans on their hands instead of one missionary. Well, then they decided he’d

better stay, but, mind you, they stood on all sides of him, so when the Congressional Party went through,

they beheld a woe-be-gone man looking mournfully at them from a group of policemen and when they

arrived at Seoul, spread the report that an American had been arrested! I imagine the fun Mr. McCune
had!

I heard that at one place the Japs weren’t going to stop the train, but a lot of women went and lay

down on the track in heaps. On one side, their relatives “Igo’d” [wailed] and wept while on the other

side, a crowd swept the heavens with their “Manseis” [“Long live Korea’’] and waved Korean flags. The

train had to stop, of course, and the Congressional Party had a good view of the heroic Korean spirit. At

least thirty of the women were afterward beaten up and jailed.

At one place the Koreans managed to get a petition to the train but the senators said that they had

only been allowed to go through Korea on their promise not to accept anything . Well, up started one

woman and said, “I made no such promise”. She took the paper and folded it inside her dress. The Japs

politely asked her to hand it over and she as politely refused to. Hurray for a true American woman who
had spunk enough to teach a high and mighty Jap a good lesson!

In Seoul, the Koreans had arranged an entertainment in the Y.M.C.A. for the Congressional Party

but the police cancelled it at the last moment. However, Congressman Herschman went to the Y.M.C.A.

where a large crowd of Koreans had gathered and was asked to address the meeting. He did so and when

the Koreans cheered, the police came rushing in and arrested the whole houseful wholesale and tried to

force Mr. Grieg and Mr. Herschman and the other Americans away. But Mr. Herschman saw a

policeman kick a man in the stomach and refused to leave the building till every Korean was liberated

and had gone. You bet the Japs were mad. But they had to give in.

All of these stories are just as I heard them from other people.

We have had a lot of rain this summer and the crops are abundant. Some things on the market

are cheaper than we have ever known them to be.

In Charles’ letter, I told of the wonderful experiences Kim Ik-Tu is having. Thousands flock to

hear him and he has healed many. He says that half only of the number who come to have him pray for

them, are healed.

Mother is telling me it’s time to go to bed so I can arise early tomorrow to pack, so I’ll stop my
letter.

Be sure to tell me where and what you are studying and your address.

Sincerely yours,

Elizabeth Sharp

(from the Samuel Hugh Moffett collection of Samuel Austin Moffett papers)



September, 1920 Samuel A. Moffett

KOREAN CHRISTIANS IN ADVERSITY
By Rev. Samuel A. Moffett, D.D. Pyeng Yang, Korea

The phenomenally rapid spread and development of Christianity in Korea might easily suggest a

“mushroom” growth that was neither solid nor permanent. Mass movements are always liable to

suspicion, a suspicion, by the way which is no monopoly of the people in the home lands. Indeed, it is

this suspicion that has made missionaries exercise the greatest caution in regard to the baptizing of

professing believers. We need not be ashamed of the product of our thirty-five years’ work of Christian

Missions in Korea, in quality any more than in numbers.

The Korean Church has always been composed of Bible-reading and praying Christians, but the

real test of allegiance and fidelity is shown only by the amount one will suffer and sacrifice for a person

or cause, and the difficulties one will overcome to practice a principle or belief.

Among the political prisoners now confined in various places in Korea are many Christians.

Although some of these Christians are officers of the church, ranking all the way from ordained pastors

down to a leader of a small group, yet there are enough other Christians among them to justify the

statement that they constitute a fairly representative body of Christians as they are found in the thirteen

provinces of the peninsula. These imprisoned men, far from denying their Lord, seem rather to have their

spiritual lives deepened and their zeal quickened with every trial and difficulty borne. They have sung

and prayed in prison, individually or in groups, silently or audibly, with or without hymn-books and

Bibles according to the will of the officers in charge of the particular prisons. Prayer, however

conducted, is a great comfort and strength to the men. The “Communion of Saints” is a reality to these

men in prison; the spiritual communion in prayer, with Christ uniting them in spiritual bonds with all

Christians in Korea and throughout the world.

In some of the prisons regular organized Bible-study classes are conducted having a leader (often

a pastor or elder well fitted to instruct), an outlined course of study, and a scheduled time for study and

prayer. Though the men cannot assemble for this class, they learn much and derive much good from

knowing that they are doing the same thing at the same time. How do they get information to each other?

How did the prisoners in the Leavenworth prison communicate with one another before the strike? There

seems to be a way where there is a will.

In one prison, by permission of the Japanese officers, over one hundred men have Bible study

and prayer each day under the leadership of a pastor. In another prison, some two hundred prisoners

have prayer together, even the non-Christians joining reverently with the others at the hour of daily

prayer. Reports of conversions are frequent.

Perhaps the most remarkable periods of worship are the inaudible praise services held in prisons

where any other kind are impossible. A hymn is selected and all sing in unison, but not a sound goes
forth, only the ear of the Lord hears the praise as it ascends from reverent hearts in the prison cells.

The significance of this praying of the Christians is not alone in the fact that they pray - the way
they pray is of still greater importance. Theirs is no mere “saying of prayers.” It is real wrestling with
God; importunate pleading that works effectually in God’s universe. It is reported that when the men are

holding silent prayer, on several occasions the intercessors have been so far carried away by their zeal

and earnestness as actually to forget where they were and the necessity for praying silently, and burst

forth into audible petition and praise. They were not long in discovering their mistake, but the fact that
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they can forget, when the consequences are likely to be anything but pleasant, shows how these men

really commune in heavenly places in the spirit, if not in the flesh. The personal testimony of one of

these men describes his experience during devotion in one of the prisons where groups were permitted to

have audible prayer: “They seem as if they had been with God. The prayer of one of them during an

early morning hour took us into the very presence of God and kept us there. All day long we experienced

no hunger for food of any sort, save that which was furnished us through prayer.”

When one hears and knows of the sacrifice these men have to make for the privilege of prayer

and fellowship with God, he is ashamed of his own religious “case in Zion.” He no longer asks whether

others are Christians, but wonders whether if he were in prison, he too like Paul and Silas would be

singing psalms unto God at the dreary midnight hour. He also wonders whether the day of God’s

earthquakes is past forever.

(from the September, 1920 issue of the Missionary Review ofthe World)



Pyengyang, Korea September 11, 1920 Anna S. Doriss

My dear Dr. Moffett and Miss Best,

I must send you a letter as the opportunity for sending a letter out through the “Express” has

come.

I will send a copy to Rev. Floyd W. Tompkins, D.D. of the Holy Trinity Church (Episcopal) of

Philadelphia, who has been most interested in the spiritual circumstances of our people from the first of

the trouble in 1919. If you. Dr. Moffett, should have occasion to be in Philadelphia please do not fail to

get a few minutes at least with him, if you can. Perhaps you have met already during the Assembly.

The time is short for writing, and you know the interruptions, and a little more so. Kim-ssi II

hun, aunt ofKim In Huan of the brass band fame, is at present at the little East Gate prison or station

house. Why detained there I do not know. I was to try to see her this afternoon, but the movie man came

and as these pictures are for the Convention we (I) did not go. They found her out at a small place, Te re

kol, (?) not far away preaching for the Women’s Society and ordered her to stop preaching . And she did

not. She has been beaten repeatedly both there and here. Whether this offense is a new one or hanging

over from Tuk Chun when they failed to find her after the bell ringing incident which you remember.

Then our Kim Pyung-Un, Mrs. Gillis’ former Bible woman followed her wealthy son-in-law to

Chun Hua and she was put up too. They brought her back and accompanied by five policemen asked

permission first (but I was not at home) and searched her room. There was nothing on hand, of course, it

had been all prepared for the visit. Kim-ssi had sent word back to do this. Perhaps if her son-in-law has

some severe trouble he and his sinning brother (Chay Myung-Chun’s brother-in-law) will repent. Kim-
ssi was here a while and they took her back to Chun Hua.

A father of a student brought word yesterday from Sak Chu that when one is under suspicion or

guilty of a crime (in the eyes of the police) they are going to quietly dispose of the man. A member of

the Christians was so discovered and taken out to a riverside and to the man’s surprise was being tied.

He inquired the reason for this when the tying was insufficient for some reason, he made his escape by
plunging into the river and escaped, and so sent word back to the community, warning them. Sak Chu
was where the lovely new church was burned and the money was not all paid in yet. They now have

upwards of three hundred worshipping there again. One of the West Circuit Helpers said to me the other

day, “It is strange, every church that has undergone persecution new people are coming in. But other

churches are dead.”

I heard from Mr. Mowry this morning this tale. A father and student were on their way in

yesterday, I suppose it was, and they were stopped at the river by several policemen. All the usual

questions were asked. The father was left at the river bank and son was taken for thorough searching and
cross-questioning. After some time they took him to the river and tried to make him own that he was a

member of the Young Men’s Association of Korea. But denying this, he was being forced to tell the

names of others that belonged. The torture was - - they took him out into the water and held his head
under water until almost suffocated - and again and again as each time he was freed and would struggle

for breath. He arrived to tell the tale!

Perhaps Dr. Digger’s tale has reached you. His fine young Assistant was arrested together with
several others in Kang Kai for “reading an Independent newspaper”. About four the next morning
Doctor was called down to resuscitate Dr. Kim. They had about drowned him out of water, but he got
the treatment all the same. They had poured water down his nostrils again and again, besides the
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accustomed beatings until he was not responding to the usual prison restoratives. The villain in charge

was worried (he probably was not such a bad villain) but he was worried and sent for Dr. Bigger. He is

recovering. The said villain received a good scolding, being a Japanese he would not lose his job. Dr.

Bigger learned that it was entirely against the wishes of the prison Master that he was called.

Nakamura has been transferred to Syun Chun! Good enough they have him moving, I am sorry

for them, especially as the College boys about fifteen in all are up there in his grip. A bomb was put off

(so police say) there was no sound, and the inquisitive Americans next day went to see but they only saw

a little break in the stairway inside.

Beating has been done away with as a punishment but it put on extra in the preliminary

examinations. I saw a member of Central Church who had been beaten four or five days previously. The

Koreans are not telling on the other. They are much bolder, and they have surely got Mr. Japanese on the

run. This man had had the usual irons applied to tie the arms back and he was surely a sight down his

arms. The flesh was tom where the irons had bound him. He was accused of having harboured a woman
political refugee. Also Yi Sai Kwun un (?) of Central was taken at the same time. She is middle age

quite stout and heavy in build. She also was beaten twice for same offense, perhaps not handled quite as

rough as the man - - but during one examination, perhaps more, she was stripped of every garment. Both

of these people were in my room the day after their release. I was out in the country at a class the last of

August returning on the thirty first.

JAPAN THINKS SHE OWN THE KOREANS! - - Who will disabuse her mind of that fact?

Why I am particularly writing this to you is that the prevailing sentiment is that the persecutions

seem to be more particularly on account of the faith of the Christians.

The Japanese are getting desperate that is true. Some shooting has been done. We believe that

some of the dynamite laid under the stops of places and “discovered by the police in time” is put there by
themselves.

The Koreans all know that the Japanese are scared. A man was being searched one thing after

another came out of his pocket, suddenly reaching his hand to his back in the belt was a rather queer

looking long thing, he pulled this out and as suddenly faced the policeman who fnghtened fell back a

pace throwing up his hands. I heard another similar case down at Nong soo Kol Class. Can you not hear

the Koreans laugh as they hear it?

Kil Chin Kyung will probably be in U.S.A. soon. The avenues of escape are just about all closed

up, but they are moving still, though very slowly. It is one large prison for them.

It was funny about the Congressmen. The very wise Japanese made a bigger time over the

American Congressmen by their secrecy than otherwise. I went to the country on that day and took some
extra Bartlett pears to treat them - but lo! empty cars. They were met later but no opportunity was
afforded. One member wished to drop out, but he was discovered in time and hustled back on the train.

Word had been sent to them in advance and one no doubt was planning to slip off. There has been more
newspaper talk than if they had not been so mysterious. Imagine our best, the entertaining Pastors and
Elders who were shut up in the vilest part of the police station for that very hot week so that they could
not arrange any reception. About twenty people to a kan! It seriously affected the Pastors.

One hundred and thirty-five new students in the Academy. Pretty good for the second term! -
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some topknots among them. Miss Snook has to give up the Specials, and turning away besides. This has

made the appeal all the stronger for us to have a day school even if for only a few. It can be done, and we

are waiting the decision of the Education committee. The work department is turning away worthy cases.

The whole plant is getting along finely. The sooner the Station sets me aside for this work the sooner

will the extra worker be secured.

The chestnut burs are cracking open but warm weather prevails. All Korean crops are a success.

Dr. Bigger and family are in town for good - - at last. So many foreign children are in the school

dormitory that Miss English and Miss Boyer have to move out. There is such a different atmosphere

somehow. Is it a calm before another storm or is it - - “after ye have done the will of God ye shall inherit

the promises”?

This is not an assigned letter, but I have tried to think of some news. Everyone seems well. I

sent some Seoul Presses to Miss Best, trust they reach you. You had better hurry or all will be so

changed you will not recognize the place or people.

My best wishes for a very beneficial furlough.

I remain,

Anna S. Doriss

[this may be found in the Samuel Moffett Korea collection (“Independence Movement” material),

archives, Princeton Theological Seminary, Princeton, New Jersey]

(from the Samuel Hugh Moffett collection of Samuel Austin Moffett papers)



Someplace in northeast U.S.A. September 14, 1920 [?] Samuel Austin Moffett

Dear Jamie:

I thought I might see you a minute as you were on the way to class but I was a little late in getting

up to Hall. I have had two delightful days with you and am so thankful for them. They have

helped me very much and I go off feeling so sure ofmy boy. I know you will do well and will enjoy it

after you once settle down to a regular pace for your work. These days have made me proud ofmy boy

and it did me good just to see the way you carry yourself in everything. Don’t forget that I am interested

in every detail of your life here - study and work and play - and your letters will help to take away my
homesick feeling. We have been such chums all these years that I shall miss you more than I can say.

Mrs. Hatch last night again said she hoped you would call and that you would feel free to call

often or just to drop in. Go to her please anytime you want to talk to someone about any difficulties. I

like them both and will be glad to have you get into the habit of dropping in there now and then just for a

little chat and a touch ofhome life. Am sure you will be glad if you do. Just lots of love, my boy, from

Father

Don’t get discouraged even if the Latin is tough for a while. You will soon get the victory over it. You
know where to look for strength and help.

(from the Samuel Hugh Moffett collection of Samuel Austin Moffett papers)



New York City

Hotel Seville, 5* Ave. & 29'*' St.

September 14, 1920 Samuel Austin Moffett

Dear Jamie:

Came through a beautiful country and along Long Island Sound arriving here at 2:30 and going

straight to Uncle Tom’s office where I found he was in Washington D.C. but expected back tomorrow.

He had left mail for me at this hotel so I came up here - got my mail and a room and am now ready to go

for a little walk before supper.

A letter from Uncle Azel [Lucia Fish Moffett’s brother] says he cannot leave his school just now

so I will go on some day this week to Sidney, New York without him [Sidney, NY is where both Alice

Fish Moffett and Lucia Fish Moffett’s fathers and their siblings were bom].

A letter from Grandma [Martha Warner Fish] is here also but none from Korea and I am
homesick. My, but I was homesick after I left you this morning - and when I talked to Mrs. Hatch about

you I wanted to
“
bawl”. She is ever so nice and really wants you to call and to drop in on her frequently,

so I hope you do so and make your first call soon.

Say goodbye to your room mate for me. I went up to the room to see him but he was out also.

Hope you got my note I left on door knob.

Drop me a line here when you get this if there is anything special and it will reach me Thursday I

think. Shall probably be here until Friday morning.

I should not be surprised if you and I spend several days here Christmas holidays. New York is a

great place and there is lots to see.

I shall be eager to get your letters. I want to know all the things that go wrong as well as those

that go all right.

Just lots of love.

Father

(from the Samuel Hugh Moffett collection of Samuel Austin Moffett papers)



New York City

Hotel Seville, S* Ave. & 29* St.

September 17, 1920 Samuel Austin Moffett

Dear Jamie:

I was glad to get your letter and to know all the things you told me. Go ahead on your exercises

for physical development and to get that shoulder raised properly.

You will come out all right in your Latin if you just stick to it and tackle it each day in time.

Don’t leave that for the last when you are all tired out.

Have had a good time with Uncle Tom here and am leaving today for Sidney, Delaware County,

New York, where I will spend Sunday - then go on to Pittsburg and thence via Wooster to see the

Swallens probably, [then on] to Madison, getting there before the 26th.

Uncle Tom is making you a present of a Navajo blanket rug for your room and will send to you by

parcel post. That will be fine, for they are so nice and are hard to get these days except for big money. He
may claim it again after your Mt. Hermon days are over, for these Navajo rugs last forever. All it needs

now is a good sweeping and he says to sweep it across the blanket, not lengthways. Be sure to write him a

letter of thanks after you receive it.

Note please that his address is: Home Mission Room, Presbyterian Building, 156 Fifth Avenue,

New York, and anytime you need to write or telegraph him in an emergency you can reach him and he

will do anything he can for you.

Be sure to write his address in that Address Book you were to have on hand.

Write me at Madison next Sunday. I will write you again as soon as I reach home.

Great excitement here over the explosion on wall street yesterday. I was not very far from there

soon after and saw the ambulances going everywhere.

Got a good black suit here for $37.50. Your $50 suit is a splendid one and I hope you take good
care of it.

Regards to your roommate, to Joseph and John and to Mr. & Mrs. Hatch.

Lovingly,

Father

(from the Samuel Hugh Moffett collection of Samuel Austin Moffett papers)



Madison, Indiana September 24, 1920 Samuel Austin Moffett

Dear Jamie:

I had a good time in Pittsburg and secured some money for the College & Academies in Pyengyang -

not much but enough to help out a very great deal. There I had a peculiar accident also. I wanted to catch a

street car and it stopped on the opposite side of the street from which I expected and as I rushed across to catch

it, all of a sudden something struck me so hard right in the calf of the left leg and I didn’t know what had

happened. I got onto the sidewalk and rubbed my leg and it did not hurt much just then so I boarded a car and

went out a long distance to make a call. When I got off I could hardly walk and the leg kept getting more and

more sore. What happened was that an auto had picked up a stone and had thrown it with great swiftness from

the wheel and it had struck me. Fortunately it hit the muscle and not the bone. So I have been lame ever since

Tuesday afternoon and have been hobbling along - not in pain at all but unable to walk fast and unable to swing

that leg below the knee.

I stopped off at Bradford, Ohio with Cousin Carrie McKee and had a good time there and met lots of

unknown relatives. Yesterday I came on to Indianapolis and having 3 hours there, went out to call on Mary

Moffat Kantz, Dr. Moffat’s daughter [Dr. Moffat was Susie Moffett Moffat’s husband], and there, to my
surprise, learned that she had gone to Ft. Wayne because Dr. Moffat had died in Madison last Monday and the

funeral was in Ft. Wayne yesterday. Of course Aunt Susie and Lenore and Uncle Howard had gone too. They

had tried to reach me with a telegram in New York but Uncle Tom did not know how to find me either so I

knew nothing of it until yesterday - after the funeral was over. It seems that last Saturday he was taken sick and

on Sunday the doctor was called but no one anticipated any serious illness until early Monday morning. Aunt

Susie was up several times during the night caring for him but about 6 o’clock Monday they saw he was failing.

The doctor was telephoned to and came up but he passed away quietly very soon after. [Your] Cousin Will

[their son] had been here for a week from Chicago and wasn’t it fine that he could be with them the last week of

his father’s life. Dr. Moffat passed away just as he would have had it - on the hilltop overlooking the Ohio,

where he had spent his boyhood days and which he loved so much. His was a useful life indeed and we can all

be thankful for his long years of service. Uncle Howard will come back tonight and I suppose Aunt Susie will

be back tomorrow. Charles and Elizabeth and C met me last night at N. Madison. Charles is enjoying his

school and doing well.

They had him up yesterday to make a talk on Korea - and the little rascal talked for an hour and now
they want him to talk again. In the slang of today, he sure is a talker.

Your letter I received last night - glad to get it. Am forwarding one to you from San Rafael.

Love from us all.

Father

(from the Samuel Hugh Moffett collection of Samuel Austin Moffett papers)



Madison, Indiana September 27, 1920 Samuel Austin Moffett

Dear Jamie:

I was glad to hear from you again when 1 got home and my, how I do miss you. Charles does too, most

tremendously, and he was mighty glad to see me. He is in school and apparently getting on very well.

Did I write you ofmy accident in Pittsburg which will lay me up with a lame leg for the next two

weeks - - the doctor telling me I must not walk for some ten days? Crossing the street to catch a street car 1 was

suddenly struck a violent blow on the calf ofmy left leg by a stone thrown from the wheel of an auto. 1 did not

think it would amount to much except to make the muscles very sore but it is not any better yet and the doctor

says I must not use it - so I will stay here for the next two weeks.

1 had a good visit in Pittsburg and got some money for our Educational work in Pyengyang - - enough

to help us out quite a good deal but as yet not the great sums we need.

Letters from Mother tell of their experience at Sorai [beach] and the way Sammy and Howard are

taking to the water. “B” [may be Charles Bemheisel] and Howard Williams [son of Methodist missionary

Franklin E.C. Williams, of Kongju and Seoul] had a collision in diving backwards off the tripod and both had

their heads cut. “B” had to have 3 stitches taken in his cut.

The Holdcrofts have built their house. The Blairs are on our houseboat up the river. The Phillips’ are

on Dr. Baird’s and Miss Doriss on hers. Dr. Blair says the river beats Sorai and they are having fine swimming.

I have misplaced your letter asking about evolution, etc. but think I remember what you asked. Moses

doubtless could have learned a great [part] of what he wrote - from records written or handed down by tradition

from Adam through Noah but he or someone must have had revealed to him by God Himself, either directly or

in a vision, some of the things which could only be known by a revelation. No man saw the creation. Then
again Moses was directed ofGod - “inspired of God” we say, in the writing of the books of the Pentateuch so

that what he wrote even though derived from documents or from tradition was written correctly.

When you come to evolution - you must make a distinction between “materialistic evolution” which

says all things evolved of themselves from some original germ or germs and “theistic evolution” which allows

God to have created all things but in the process of development to have provided for the evolution of some
forms from which he created. This latter may be true and still not eliminate God, not contradict Scripture, but

as yet even for such evolution the proof has not been furnished. It is only a theory. However, many people

believe “theistic evolution” and one need not be disturbed by that.

Am glad you wnte me as you do. Keep it up and I will always be glad to comment in any way or to

answer any questions I can.

Am thinking of you today as you scrub the floors and probably take a swim in the pool this afternoon,

and I will look soon for your letter written yesterday or today. Have not sent your khaki trousers yet but will do
them up and send tomorrow.

Lots of love from all of us and especially from Charles and keep this envelope. It is one of the 3 cents

surcharged 2. Will send you a 2cent postal surcharged “1 cent” some of these days.

Father

(from the Samuel Hugh Moffett collection of Samuel Austin Moffett papers)



Madison, Indiana October 1, 1920 Samuel Austin Moffett

Jamie Boy:

The first of October and the fall weather is on us - the last two days being decidedly cold and frosty in

feeling. We have had a fire in the furnace and in the grate and it has felt good.

Will [son of his sister, Susan Moffett Moffat] left for Chicago yesterday. I am glad to have had a visit

with him. He looks fine in his army clothes and long leather leggings. He enjoyed a number of good rides on

Maude, and Charles has been taking some morning rides on Dixie before breakfast.

Yesterday the hydroplane was here and we watched it circling round taking up passengers.

Your letter of Sunday afternoon reached me Wednesday and I was glad to hear again. Did the Cicero

prove too hard after all, and is the taking up of B Caesar a permanent move for the term? I suppose you will

take Cicero next term again, will you not? Put in good hard work now on the grammar and construction. Lay

good foundations.

I have been reading President [Theodore] Roosevelt’s Letters to His Children and have just read this in

one to his son Kermit who was away at School. “Don’t worry about the lessons, old boy. I know you are

studying hard. Don’t get cast down. Sometimes in life, both at school and afterwards, fortune will go against

anyone, but if he just keeps pegging away and doesn’t lose his courage things always take a turn for the better

in the end.” Sounds pretty much like your own father, doesn’t it. It’s the steady pegging away and in courage

just keeping at it that counts.

Am glad you have met Atkinson. Keep a good look out this term and next term, or toward the end of

this, [and] if you are satisfied as to the crowd of boys, go into the Club of your choice if you have a chance.

What about your gym class? Do they give you pretty good suggestions? I will enclose the last letter from

Mother. You will enjoy it and can send it back when you write. Don’t forget that you are to send me a

financial statement each month - one will be the norm.

Have you called on Prof, and Mrs. Hatch yet? I don’t want you to fail to do that. They may be a great

help to you. What about the library? Are you dropping in there each day? What have you taken up for outside

reading? Just a little each day - even 1 5 minutes - will cause you to read several good books in a year. Charles

is beginning to read a little bit more. He lost his dinner two days ago. He was so eager to see the hydroplane

on the river that he did not come up at noon at all. [I] think he likes school here and so far has been having

review and little hard work.

[I] wonder ifyou have written to your grandmother. [I] think I sent you a letter from Dr. Day. It was
from San Rafael.

“Aunty Louise” - Miss Strang - wrote me recently and sent love to you. She always remembers you
and Charles in her prayers, she says. I am glad to have your mother’s friends remember you.

I eagerly look for your letters. I wonder if you are finding it cool now. If you need warmer socks, as

you will, find out what you can buy there and if not satisfactory let me know and I will send you some. I sent

your khaki trousers by parcel post a few days ago.

Lots of love from all of us and especially from

Father

Did you get the stamp?

(from the Samuel Hugh Moffett collection of Samuel Austin Moffett papers)



Madison, Indiana October 3, 1920 Charles Hull Moffett

Dear Jamie:-

I went down and saw the Hidroplaine a few days ago and when it struck the water the waves

splashed over and got the men all wet.

There are fifty children in my grade, two hundred in the hole school.

Will was hear for a few weeks and left three days ago.

It has been very cold here for the last week and very windy.

Lena’s sister is sick so Lena had to stay away so Mrs. Cordoy has been helping us. Mr. Walsers

man has been sick so Mrs. C. has been milking ther cow for them.

How many times have you been in swiming since you told me about it.

How do you like school and scrubbing when your bill comes in we will know whether you have

had to Carrie out dishes or not, because if you have I hope you don’t brake any.

I have been getting up at about six and then going on a ride before breakfast.

Ask me any questions you want to and I will try to answer then.

All except father and myself have gone to evening service.

Last Sunday was roily day and we had 150 pupls and $20.25 there were 56 in the primary class

and there were six new pupls in the primary class this Sunday.

I hope you are enjoying your school. I certainly am enjoying mine. I wish were together.

Good by

Charles M.

[12-year-old Charles vmting to his 15-year-old brother]

(from the Samuel Hugh Moffett collection of Samuel Austin Moffett papers)



Madison, Indiana October 4, 1 920 Samuel Austin Moffett

Jamie Boy:

Monday morning and all the children off to sehool again. They are to take dinner [the noon meal] today

at the Roe’s. Yesterday I stayed home all day on account ofmy lame leg which I am still nursing, although I hope

the end of this week will see me walking again as usual. I am not accustomed to hobbling around and cannot say 1

enjoy it.

Charles is reading a little more and little by little the Youth ’s Companion engages him. I wonder what

you plan in the way of reading outside of your studies. Always have one book on hand to pick up at odd times or

when you feel like it. You will be surprised how much reading you accomplish in this way and how much you

leam. I have enjoyed Roosevelt’s letters to his children which I am just finishing. His oldest boy, Ted, seems to

have had a pretty hard time of it at college and frequently got discouraged. Latin and Mathematics were evidently

hard for him but his father told him just to keep everlastingly at it and he would come out ahead. I am eager to

hear how your Latin goes now and am anxious to have you get a good solid foundation upon which you can build

with some satisfaction.

We have been having some very much cooler weather but yesterday and today turned warmer and are

beautiful days. We still have peaches - most beautiful ones and everything is green and fresh yet. In New York

state the maples were taking on their autumn tints and I saw some beautiful colors. I expect you are noticing them

all around you now.

I had a letter from Mr. McMurtrie on Saturday. He says when the American Congressional Party went

through Pyongyang the Jap soldiers with fixed bayonets guarded the station and not a Korean was allowed within

half a mile. A couple of days before, all the pastors and elders were put in prison and kept there for a few days.

Evidently all is not yet quiet in Korea.

Have you been over to Northfield again? If not I think you had better get permission and go over on some
Monday soon and make another little visit. You had better write in advanee however and know that it will be

convenient for them there.

I am hoping for another letter from Mother soon telling me of their safe arrival home from Sorai Beach.

Dr. Blair writes that the River beats Sorai. They have been on our boathouse up the river this summer, the

Phillips’ being on the Baird boat. I doubt ifwe ever have any experiences in summer vacations that will surpass

those river trips in real enjoyment.

I keep thinking of you every day just wondering how all is going with you. I feel sure you will be well

under way and that you will be enjoying the work and the school life and study and that more and more such will

be the case. Don’t forget to write to Grandma once a month and be sure to send a letter once a month to Korea.

Write Sammie and Howard. They will be glad to hear from you.

Charles has been gathering some of the persimmons which are now getting ripe and next Saturday he goes
in for gathering walnuts for the winter. I am still thinking over the Christmas vacation, wondering just what plans

to make.

Write me pretty fully of all your doings - are you looking out for the little things - - shoes cleaned, teeth

brushed, fingernails attended to and such things? Don’t neglect them.

Lots of love from all of us.

Lovingly,

Father

(from the Samuel Hugh Moffett collection of Samuel Austin Moffett papers)



Madison, Indiana Octobers, 1920 Samuel Austin Moffett

Jamie Boy:

Your letter of the SO* arrived yesterday and I am greatly interested in your problems and difficulties

and especially in your determination to work hard and get the victory. Do not think you are the first or only one

who has had trouble over Latin or over your English Composition.

When I read your letter to Aunt Susie she remarked - it is just like Will’s letters. He too had such a

hard time over his Latin and Greek. Then too she said that Miss Allen of Tudor Hall, Indianapolis, said that

90% of those who come from High Schools to the Preparatory Schools have trouble with their Latin.

It is a pity that that is true but it means that the foundation work in Latin in the High Schools is not well

done and that you will need to work on that now. I wish you would go to your Latin teacher, tell her just your

difficulty as you told me in your letter and tell her you want to work hard on that in which you are deficient and

ask her advice and help. Ask her if a little extra tutoring in Latin grammar and composition can be secured and

if she thinks that wise and can arrange for it and you can get the time for it - go ahead and pay what is necessary

for such tutoring for a while.

Reading Roosevelt’s letters to his children I find that his boys had the same difficulty over their Latin

in Preparatory School but they came out all right in time. So will you. As for your English, I appreciate the

difficulty you have and certainly sympathize with you in that for I had the same hard struggle. Keep at it though

- that is life all through - the meeting with hard things that require hard work and drudgery, but it is in tackling

just such things that we grow stronger and develop those traits which enable us to make good in after life.

Don’t get discouraged - just keep on doing the best you can faithfully and you will come out ahead. I expected

you would find some things pretty hard - for in such a school you find that you have to buckle down to it and do

not have just the same allowances made as when you were at home and in a school where teachers and pupils

were almost a part of your own family. However, old boy, that is just what we all need in life to place us on our

own foundations and you have it in you to overcome these difficulties. There will be times when you will feel

you are doing pretty poorly but you will just stick at it nevertheless and in time you will pull through and then

you will have the satisfaction of knowing that you did stick to it. It is the steady work that counts. Have a good
talk with your teacher - let her know you intend to work hard at it and ask her for advice.

Don’t worry either over the two hour period for work. That is another experience and discipline which

you will appreciate more afterwards than you do now.

I am interested in the sample lessons you sent me. I can see that a good deal of the way in which they

have you do your work is different from that you were accustomed to and it will probably take this first term for

you to leam how to work well in the new harness but it will rest more easily on you after this first term.

I am enclosing a letter which came for you from Korea. Keep on telling me all your experiences and
feelings. That is just what I want. You may be sure I am thinking ofyou all the time and daily praying for you.

Am glad you miss me and I should like to see you again now but it is best as it is and you will just get the

strength to stand it all and to go ahead in your work - cheerful and happy in spite ofmany difficulties and
disappointments.

With lots of love as always -

Lovingly,

Father

(from the Samuel Hugh Moffett collection of Samuel Austin Moffett papers)



Madison, Indiana October 8, 1920 Samuel Austin Moffett

Dear Jamie:

Was glad to hear from you again. It certainly was mighty nice for Aunt Tillie to send you the five

dollars. Use it to advantage for something you want especially. Who is she? Well, you don’t remember when

you were bom, but Aunt Tillie [at the time. Miss Casterson] - now Mrs. Algren - came out to Korea to be nurse

and helper for your mother and to help care for you. She had been at grandfather & grandmother [Fish’s] for

several years before that. When we were here several years ago she came to San Rafael and you saw her then.

She is a fine good woman and thought ever so much of father Fish and of your mother and of you. Write her a

nice letter of thanks and tell her something of yourself. You may remember her Cousin Mabel Christiansen who
was at grandma’s seven years ago.

We have been having a fine time here for the last two days. Uncle Tom came on from New York and

Uncle Will from Peoria, Illinois, so all six of us brothers and sister have had another re-union. Uncle Tom left

this morning and Uncle Will goes this afternoon but we have had a good time together. Uncle Tom says if any

of your school friends go to New York tell them to hunt him up and to tell him all about you.

You ask about Mr. Harrison’s views on Genesis and Moses’ account of creation. I have never seen any

necessity for trying to find any special interpretation of that account. The Hebrew word translated “day” means

a “period of time” and it is all right to think of that not necessarily as a day of 24 hours but it may have been a

period of years or thousands of years and yet if the Lord so willed he could have created things as recorded in

periods of 24 hours each - but I never have thought it necessary for us to decide that.

As for Moses having visions - certainly the fact and manner of creation had to be revealed - in visions

perhaps - just how God revealed it is not recorded but it is all right to think of it as possibly being by visions to

Moses. I see nothing contrary to Scripture in thinking that possibly God revealed it to Moses in a series of

visions each one covering one of the stages in creation. But - that is only one possible thought in connection

with it. Others may have other thoughts and all must say on such things - we can think this way or that as we
choose where the thoughts are not contrary to but simply outside of Scripture - but we need to go slow in saying

“It was so & so”.

The record of creation in Genesis is one of the most marvelous things in all writings. God alone knew
just how it was all done and He revealed to Moses what Moses recorded and not all that we should like to know
has been told but doubtless all that God thought best to have recorded for us. So long as it is not contrary to

Scripture, select any of the many ideas advanced as to just how it was done - which appeals to your own mind
but don’t be too cock-sure that it must have been done in just that way. I have often wondered just how God
revealed it to Moses and just how much Adam knew and how much he may have either recorded or narrated to

his children - which may have come down to Moses - but I know of no way of knowing that. The more you
study the more you will be impressed with the fact that the record in Genesis corresponds with other Scripture

and with all discoveries of science.

When you wnte next let me know if you received the parcel post package with your trousers.

I suppose Herbert Smith plans to get into Crossley Hall next term. I believe he is a nice fellow and you
may be wise in planning to get him for a room mate. Do what you think best. I hope you speak to your Latin

teacher just as freely as you wrote me and get her advice as to whether you should have a little special tutoring.

Tell her you want to get the foundations well laid.

With lots of love from us all

Lovingly,

Father

(from the Samuel Hugh Moffett collection of Samuel Austin Moffett papers)



Madison, Indiana October 9, 1920 Samuel Austin Moffett

Dear Jamie,

A letter from Mother today brought the enclosed stamps. Note what I have written on the packages.

Better take a day sometime this winter and paste in your books all the new stamps you now have.

Mother and the little ones were back in Pyengyang again. Ryen Ho had again been arrested, kept two

days and released. 0-ssi is amah for the Riggers and brings Ruth over and then looks after Ruth and both of

our youngsters - her former charges.

Sunday, October 10, 1920

Well, yesterday I stopped this in order to take an auto ride up Pleasant Ridge to Packers [?], that long

ride we took with Uncle Howard some time ago. This time a party of people from Indianapolis were with us -

3 autos in all. It was a dusty ride and nothing like as pleasant as the one we took. Uncle Howard had a

blowout coming home and we stopped about 15 minutes and put on a new tire.

Today I went to church twice - my leg is much better and soon will be well. We had two good

sermons from Dr. Logan. This afternoon Charles & I read some, ate apples and persimmons and spent a little

time over at Uncle Rob’s.

Am wondering just what you are doing. Have you called yet at Prof Hatch’s? If not, please do so

soon. You must not neglect that.

I wonder ifyou go on the cross country run. All right to do so if you don’t try to keep up when you

know you ought to stop - you must be careful not to over-strain your heart.

I am rather expecting to go to Chicago and Rock Island, Illinois this next two weeks but am not sure.

Am waiting for letters.

I have a letter from Mrs. Burnham. She would like greatly to hear from you. Wonder ifyou can’t

take time to write her a letter. I take it for granted you have written Grandma. I know you don’t want to

spend too much time writing letters but get them in if you can. You do not have to write long letters and it

will be a good thing for you to write and to keep up your acquaintance with those who are interested in you.

Let me know how the Latin goes and tell me the result ofyour conference with your teacher. Wlien

you write again look over my letters and see that you answer my questions, please. They will escape you

unless you read them over.

Charles read a pretty good story today in Forward. I think we will have to send it on to you to read.

What are you reading?

Everybody has gone to bed and I must go too - so only this short letter - and poorly written - this time.

Hope you can read it.

Love from us all -

As ever, lovingly.

Father

(from the Samuel Hugh Moffett collection of Samuel Austin Moffett papers)



Madison, Indiana October 15, 1920 Samuel Austin Moffett

Dear Jamie:

No letter from you this week and I am wondering just what kept you from writing last Sunday or

Monday. Please don’t let those days go by without sending me a few lines at least. I am always eager to hear.

Mrs. Burnham and Grandma both want to hear from you so you sill have plenty of letters to write.

I had expected to leave this week for Illinois but letters received have changed my plans and I go in

November. Am to be at Rock Island November 7’*'.

Have had good letters from Mother. They were all back home from Sorai and were enjoying the opening

of packages - the casserole, Howard’s paints, Sammy’s rompers from grandma and other birthday presents for

Howard. The Erdmans were to occupy our guest house and Marjorie had been quite sick, but was better. The

Foreign School was quite full - 26 in Primary Room and 6 in High School with more expected.

Charles has been doing well in school here - and finds it pretty easy I think. He got 98 in Geography test

and 100 in History recently. All his work so far has been review, I believe. He is well but has had a little trouble

with his eyes so is wearing his glasses again.

This afternoon all of us - Charles, Lenore [sister Susie’s daughter] and Elizabeth [brother Howard’s

daughter] included, are going to Hanover to see a football game between Hanover and Franklin Colleges. The

High School here is preparing for basketball games and we shall probably see several of them this winter.

1 have not heard from you yet as to whether you received the khaki trousers - also two batches of stamps

mother sent from Korea - nor have I had any report on your finances and you have not told me whether you ever

called on Prof & Mrs. Hatch. Am wondering if you entered the cross country run and how you are coming along

in your gymnasium work. Could I see you I would have a lot of questions to ask. Keep me posted on all your

doings and on all that interests you.

Do you know what I did with the “markers” for your clothes that I was going to keep? Did I leave them

in the little sewing box and leave that with you? Let me know, please. I can’t find any here and I wanted some to

sew on some heavier socks I got for you here the other day.

Wonder what you plan for Thanksgiving. I suppose you have only one day holiday. Perhaps you can go

over to the Sharrocks on that day. I don’t know where I will be then - possibly in Peoria or Chicago. I feel lost

without my letter from you - for it leaves me up in the air wondering just why you did not write. Of course, if

you get sick and can’t write you must get one of the boys to write me a postal letting me know. I always want to

know the exact facts and then I know what to do. If you ever get seriously sick I’ll expect to come on to you but I

want to know even when you are just a little sick temporarily.

Apples are fine here now. I like the King David and the Russet but have not found anything that quite

equals the Jonathan. Mother writes that she had a man catch borers at five sen apiece and he brought in 71 of

them. That was a good job. Chu-Sye-Bang brought in 3 boxes of grapes and one of plums so they have lots of

grape juice.

We have been enjoying Elizabeth’s box of chocolates she received as a prize for the best “you tell um”
sent in to the High School paper. Hers was “You tell um cricket - - katy did.”

Lots of love from us all

As ever Lovingly,

Father

(from the Samuel Hugh Moffett collection of Samuel Austin Moffett papers)



Pyengyang, Korea October 16, 1920 S.A. Moffett

The most recent news I have shows a disturbed situation politically and a resort to violence on

the part of a few Koreans. A bomb was thrown at the Police Station in Syenchun and afterwards Mr.

Whittemore’s house was searched in looking for the one who threw it. Apparently in the search a

policeman stuck a revolver in Mr. Whittemore’s face and, not liking that, Mr. W[hittemore] made

representations to the American Consul General.

On this matter, however, I have so few details and so little knowledge ofjust what took place and

in what connection, that pending more complete information I can draw no inferences and none of this

should be made public as coming from me.

I do not think Mr. Whittemore would want this published.

Another item is the arrest of a British subject, Mr. Shaw, who lives in Antung, Manchuria and

detention in prison in Seoul. He went over the line into Korea to meet his family coming from

Japan and was arrested. He has apparently actively assisted Koreans in troubles between Manchuria and

Shanghai.

I see the report of the S[unday] S[chool] Convention [in] Tokyo says that no Chinese and only

one or two Korean[s] attended and that the Chinese told the missionaries that if any [Chinese] attended

they not return to China. There is no question the feeling on the part of Chinese and Koreans

against the Japanese is not only intense but determined, and is made up absolutely independently of what

we foreigners may think or advise. The Japan Advertiser recently published [a] translation of articles in

the Kokumin Shir, (a reputable paper) violently attacking the missionaries in Korea by name - - mentions

Dr. Avison, Mr. Billings, [H.H.] Underwood, Koons, Cram, Schofield, Linton, Miss Bergman, Moffett,

Holdcroft, McCune, Miss Wagner, Wasson, and the former American Consul General Bergholz. The

article was by a former government official in Korea.

Yours sincerely,

Samuel A. Moffett

(extract from letter in the Samuel Hugh Moffett collection of Samuel Austin Moffett papers. Original in

File 21-41, Presbyterian Historical Society, Philadelphia, PA.)



San Rafael, California

614 Fifth Avenue

October 18, 1920 Martha Warner Fish

My dear dear Jamie: [addressed to her grandson. Master James McKee Moffett, 131 Crossley Hall, Mt.

Hermon, Northfield, Massachusetts]

Your letter I forwarded to cousin Emma [Paige] without taking the address so I trust to my
memory. Correct me if need be and you receive this.

A letter from your father, also one from your mother [meaning his step-mother, Lucia] came to me

today by the same mail. Quite a coincidence. I shall want to hear from you and of the little affairs which

make your life there. What is your diet there? Do you have meat and what about eggs? Is it allowable for

you to supply for yourself eggs if you should wish more? With an egg beater, it would be easy to have an

“egg-ice-cream” as you boys called the beater egg. I do desire earnestly that you should be well

nourished while growing and studying and the tendency is to use too much starchy food. Get what meat,

vegetables, fruit and eggs you can. Your father says you have milk well provided. Good food, fresh air

and exercise will help your brain work.

Do you remember the leaflets on the Japanese question which you took to show to your father?

Did he read them? This is a serious question for California especially. As Christians we surely desire their

salvation - yet - just how freely our people can with safety allow their abiding here is a question. Do you

see Mrs. Sharrocks or her family? The cold weather is approaching and I feel the ehange already. Our fall

rains have begun. You will have snow. When [your] father and brother [Charles] return to Korea you will

feel lonely surely, so drop a card to grandmother occasionally and we will feel that we are nearer than

when the broad Pacific Ocean was between us.

Mrs. [Woodbridge] Johnson from Korea came to see me, also Dr. [Rosetta] Hall, a [Methodist]

lady physician you remember doubtless.

A heart full of love, dear Jamie. Mrs. Day sends love.

Your loving grandmother,

Martha A. Fish

My sleeve blurred this writing but I will not re-write it if you will excuse it.

(from the Samuel Hugh Moffett collection of Samuel Austin Moffett papers)



Madison, Indiana October 19, 1920 Samuel Austin Moffett

Dear Jamie:

I received your belated letter and was glad to get it. Did you speak to Mr. Speer after his address to the

boys? I wish you would when he speaks. He is Secretary of the Board of Foreign Missions, you know, and was

in our home in Korea.

Did you unite as an associate member of the church or did you never write to Korea for a letter? I will

write to Dr. Baird for a letter for you. Did you go into any of the cross-country runs? I think you can stand some

of that if you don’t go at it too hard and if you stop if you find your heart won’t stand it.

Will hope to hear soon that you have had your eight perfect lessons in spelling and so have worked that

off. Am glad they look out for that too. It will teach you to watch your spelling.

Mr. Harrison [your Bible teacher’s] interpretation of the destruction of Sodom may be all right. We do

not certainly know. As you repeat what he said, there is nothing contrary to Scripture but only additional and

may or may not be true. We can think as we like about that. However, the miraculous element is there just the

same and the volcanic eruption - if that is what it was - was directed ofGod for the punishment of the place and

in accord with His word to Abraham and Lot. Learn to distinguish between what is contrary to and what is

additional to Scripture and also what leaves out God and miracles and interprets events only as the result of

natural cause, not directed by God and that which, while recognizing natural causes, also sees that God is making

use of them.

About your keys. I do hope you find them. Make every effort - and leam your lesson to be more careful

in advance. If you do not find them write me again and I will send on the one to our big trunk which I believe

opens yours also. And then you must have one made like it - No, I will have one made here and send on to you

as soon as I hear from you again that you can’t find it. Try to find a boy who has one that will fit your trunk - if

you need to get into it before [your] key is found or I send you one. Get up your accounts for me. I don’t want

you to fail to send them each month.

About shoes - yesterday I sent you by parcel post a new pair. They may be a trifle large but I think you
will find them all right. If really too large - keep them for me and buy yourself a new pair there or let me know
and I will send on a little smaller pair, but you must let me know how they are too large - whether too long or too

wide. I think however you will find them all right. Let me know about them. Get your others repaired at once

before they go too long. The oldest ones throw away but only if they can’t be repaired. If you can repair them do
so and keep them for rough work. Do you want your big heavy ones that are here - even though you have the

new pair? If so, I will send them on.

Go slow about your Club. Join only after you are sure the crowd of boys is the one you want. The
character of the boys is more important than the subjeet the Club deals with. Am wondering why your brain was
in such a whirl . Am glad you are busy. Are your studies keeping you at it pretty busily? How do they go by
this time?

My leg is much better and coming on all right, I think. It is all right not “alright” as you wrote. Have
good letters from Korea from Mother and others but will quote from them in next letter. We are having most
beautiful weather and all are well. Regards to Vergason, the Koreans, Smith and others.

Lovingly,

Father

(from the Samuel Hugh Moffett collection of Samuel Austin Moffett papers)



Pyeng Yang, Korea October 24, 1920 Lucia F. Moffett

[postcard sent to her husband, Samuel A. Moffett, to Madison, Indiana - - forwarded from there to his

oldest brother’s home at 301 Armstrong Avenue, Peoria, Illinois]

Dear Sam,

Your card from Sidney [New York has been] read. [The] boys [are] much excited over the books

which came today. Sam will listen indefinitely. Howard says “Don’t read, I don’t like it, ‘cause it makes

me tired.” Another Charles, I suppose.

We leave for Seoul Thursday and are busy making and dying winter clothes for the boys and

getting the pears put up. We have lots of pears. I am astonished. Are having lima beans, green com,

squash, etc.

Several guests are in town - Miss Slattery and Miss White. The former speaks at a luncheon at

Miss Doriss’s tomorrow. Mrs. H. went also to Kang Kai but can only stay two weeks. He of course

— stay longer. Am sending Advertiser, which came for you. Boys getting fat. Will weigh.

[Unsigned, but from]

[Lucia]

(from the Samuel Hugh Moffett collection of Samuel Austin Moffett papers)



Madison, Indiana October 26, 1920 Samuel Austin Moffett

Dear Jamie:

I was glad to get your letter yesterday with the answers to my questions in part at least. What a good

letter Elizabeth Sharp sent you. I will return it to you after a few days.

The shoes surprised you, did they? Well, take as good care of them as you can. I will want further word

before sending on your big ones. I tried to have a trunk key made here but no one had the proper blank - so Mary

from Indianapolis who was with us a few days - took the key and will try to have one made there and will send to

you. When you get it try it gently in the lock and several times if necessary. I think it will open it. You
remember my big trunk key opened yours and I am having a duplicate of that made. Now look out for your keys

and other things. You need to learn to be more careful and thoughtful about such things.

I was glad to know you had been to see the Sharrocks and Owens. What kind of a fellow is Mighter

whom you mention? What class is he in and in what Club? Now Jamie - please don’t wait longer before calling

on Prof and Mrs. Hatch. They offered so kindly to be friends - and you caimot afford to ignore that. Try hard

and persistently to get over your laziness . I hate to think it is really laziness but if it is then it is up to you to

conquer it - for laziness is absolutely inexcusable.

Now about your accounts. You must make them up just the best you can and send me a report. Then

start in anew and try next time to keep things straight. Don’t put this off. You must learn to do the things which

are to be done without having some one at hand to keep at you all the time about it. If you can get along without

a sweater until Christmas do so and we may be able to find just what you want about that time. As for a new
stamp book - 1 do not think you need one now. By the time you get 3000 stamps you may be justified in getting a

new book - but this one is a good one and will last you a good while yet. Put in a little time on stamps if you can

but not to the neglect of studies or reading or anything more important.

I shall be interested to know how you come out on Deportment and whether the two weeks pass safely

without another point against you.

Charles is doing well and he is as happy as can be just now over a bicycle I bought for him yesterday.

He has been wanting one very much and can go up and down, to and fro from school on it, so I got him a new
one and he is in high spirits over it. It cost $40 - a good one - more than I wanted to pay but it should last him
some years.

Last Sunday we all went to the Smyrna Church 6 miles from here where I spoke. It is a country church
where your Uncle Tom preached his first summer after entering the seminary.

I may go East as far as Buffalo this week for a short stay only and then next week I go to Illinois and
Iowa - expecting to be gone a month. Will visit your Uncle Will and Donald for a short time. Send your letters

regularly to me here. They will be sent to me.

I wonder if you ran yesterday in the Guide race. Tell me all about it. I certainly hope you don’t overdo
it - although as far as your strength allows I hope you enter into such things.

With love from us all - let me know if you receive key and if it works all right. How many markers
[name tags for items of clothing] have you?

Lovingly,

Father

(from the Samuel Hugh Moffett collection of Samuel Austin Moffett papers)



Madison, Indiana October 30, 1920 Samuel Austin Moffett

Jamie Boy:

I was glad to get your letter of the 24* and shall be glad to hear of your call upon Mr. & Mrs.

Hatch.

What do you think of the Cosmopolitan Club? Jessup is a good fellow isn’t he? Are the boys in

that Club the right sort? And is that the Club you were asked to join?

I knew the shoes I got for you were a little long but I thought you might need them so - if you are

still growing in your feet, wear your old ones all you can and keep these for special occasions and if you go

for long walks on Sunday change your shoes first. Do you still want me to send on your large heavy shoes

you left here? Get rubber heels on your new shoes if you think you need them.

I wish I could be with you to enjoy seeing the games and races you are interested in. Get as much

general exercise as you can this fall and winter and be ready to enter into some things next spring when

your muscles are in good trim.

I wonder if you are putting enough pieces in the laundry. Wear plenty of socks - changing them

frequently and be sure to have a clean handkerchief in your pocket always. Learn to use your

handkerchiefs so as to have one fresh clean one always and one partially soiled one for ordinary wear and

use when alone.

Am glad you feel that you are getting along pretty well now in your studies but I do hope you

buckle down to good hard study in plenty of time to be well prepared each day so that you get to doing

better than pretty well .

I am eager to hear whether the key Cousin Mary sent you from Indianapolis has opened your trunk.

Perhaps you found your key. Did you?

Charles did not get as good grades in school as he and I expected. I don’t know just why unless it

was because of inattention - his great fault. His deportment too fell below anything I ever expected and I

hope he is starting in time to do better.

Next week I start for Illinois and Iowa and will be gone five weeks I expect. I will not learn until

Thursday.

We have been having great weather here but for last two nights have had some frost and water

frozen here on the hill top. The day is clear and mild. Charles is delighted with his “bike” and rides a great

deal. He goes down on it in the morning - then comes up in auto at noon and again rides his “bike” up after

school in afternoon.

Tomorrow night I am to speak to the darkies in their church down town. They asked to have me.

What, if any, plans are there ahead for Thanksgiving? Will you have just the one day? I wonder if

you can spend that at Northfield? I was ever so glad to know you had been with the Sharrocks and Owens
again. I want you to have all the contact with home life and have time in ladies’ company that you can - for

dormitory life tends to make boys careless of their manners and of their appearance. Always cultivate

neatness and cleanliness and gentlemanly manners so that such things become a part of you. Are you
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watching your fingernails?

What do you want for Christmas? Better begin to jot down the things you find you need and send

me a list. You are likely to get some of the things if you do.

Did you write Mrs. Algren (Aunt Tillie) thanking her for the $5“®? You can use some of that for

buying a Christmas present for Charles when you think of something he wants and you can find it. What

about letters to Grandmother? Write once a month at least. I miss you dreadfully but we have learned long

ago that we must face such sacrifices and be happy nevertheless and be thankful for the many many good

things in our lives and for all the love of the home life.

Remember me to John the Persian and Daniels. 1 appreciate their greetings.

Lovingly,

Father

No letter this week from mother as yet.

(from the Samuel Hugh Moffett collection of Samuel Austin Moffett papers)



Madison, Indiana October 31,1 920 Charles Hull Moffett

Dear Jamie:-

I got my bicycle last Monday and have enjoyed it. I have been riding it to school. The name of it

is Westminster.’*

I been gathering walnuts for quit a while.

I am getting along ferally well in school. How are you getting along?

Last Sunday we went out to Samemia church where father preached on Korea. I wish you could

have been with us.

I hope to see Christmas. I have missed you greatly.

I have been going to a cerial movie every Saturday.

It has turned cold here just about three or four days ago. And ever scince it has been cold it has

been raining quite a lot, and has been windy all the time. I am going to write to Charles B[emheisel]

tomorrow and ask him about the pigeons.

We had to fix the cistern with the iron for the top and we had lots of fun in fixing it.

Friday night the Madison basketball team went up to Carrollton and played against the Carrollton

team and Madison was beaten 26 to 16. On the fourth ofNovember there is to be a big basketball parade

after which Madison will play Arrara the game is to be here. There are to 16 games in Madison and 17

game away from Madison.

Last night we all planed to go dovm town but just before we started Sam and Bruce [Uncle Rob &
Aunt Nellie’s boys] came running over all dressed up Sam was dressed in a red suit as a fat man and Bruce

was dressed in a spotted suit as a negro and they chased us all around and we ackted as though we were

scared, after which we went down town and saw many funny customs [It was Halloween]. When we came

home we played a few games of rook and then went to bed.

Will write again.

Good by with much love.

Lovingly,

Charles M.

(from the Samuel Hugh Moffett collection of Samuel Austin Moffett papers)



Madison, Indiana November 2, 1920 Samuel Austin Moffett

Dear Jamie:

Herewith Elizabeth Sharp’s letter which you sent me - also another batch of stamps which Mother

sent in her last letter. If you have these already and have traders and don’t want extra traders send some of

them back for Elizabeth [Jamie’s cousin] or for me to keep for Howard and Sammy. I also enclose a

partially written letter of yours which mother found and enclosed in her last letter. Does this mean that you

neglected mailing this letter to Mrs. Pond? If so, you ought to vwite another and enclose this one and

apologize for the neglect.

You need to attend more promptly and more carefully to such things. Have you written to

Guatemala in reply to those stamps sent you from there?

We have had rain and wind here but today is clear. This is election day and we all wonder how it

is coming out.

Mother writes they are getting apples from the farm - some very big ones this year. 600 apples so

far. I suppose this year they will get 2000 or more and then next year we should have just lots of them.

Chu also brought in some honey as he has bees now.

More arrests - more beatings all the time and yet many more students in the schools. The [Walter]

Erdmans are in our guest house.

Charles is not well this morning - has a sick headache so is staying home from school. I think he

will be all right by noon.

Much love as always.

Father

(from the Samuel Hugh Moffett collection of Samuel Austin Moffett papers)



Madison, Indiana November 3, 1920 Samuel Austin Moffett

Dear Jamie:

Another short note to tell you that your shoes are ready for mailing by parcel post. With them goes

four pair of socks - which you must sew your name on . Try these and see how you like them and let me
know after you have worn them a while. Also a handkerchief which has your name on it. You must not

use this dark one however for ordinary use in school. You must have white handkerchiefs.

Well - the election! [Warren G. Harding elected over Democratic rival, Cox] What a landslide!

Indiana goes Republican by 200,000 it seems. All the county people we are interested in are elected and

the Congressman. I am sure the “drys” control Congress and that is fine. [Drys were those in favor of

repeal of the 18* Amendment to the U.S. Constitution which prohibited the sale, or transportation of

intoxicating liquors and authorized Congress and the states to enact enforcement legislation] I think too this

means that Japan will not be allowed to ride all over China.

The Seoul Press received today shows there is still considerable disturbance in Korea.

Mother’s last letter says all are well - 600 apples from the farm - some honey also.

Uncle Rob and Aunt Nellie move down to town tomorrow. It is not cold yet but is changing some.

Am eager to hear about your trunk key

With love from us all.

Father

(from the Samuel Hugh Moffett collection of Samuel Austin Moffett papers)



Madison, Indiana November 5, 1920 Samuel Austin Moffett

[1 postcard mailed from Madison on November 5th]

Dear Jamie:-

Hello, Boy, what’s the matter that I have no letter this week? I am leaving today for Rock Island,

Illinois and for Iowa. I wish I knew about your trunk key before leaving. Send on your letters each week.

They will be forwarded to me. I don’t like to think that you are getting careless about your letter writing

and reports.

Charles and the girls are excited today over a “Pep Parade” and basketball game tonight between

High School and some other High School.

Love from us all.

Father

(from the Samuel Hugh Moffett collection of Samuel Austin Moffett papers)



Peoria, Illinois

301 W. Armstrong Avenue

November 27, 1920 Samuel Austin Moffett

Dear Jamie:

[I] have been glad to get your letter forwarded to me from Madison. I have been so on the move

and speaking so often that I have not been able to write you. Have had my Thanksgiving with Uncle Will

and his ten children - a great bunch of happy youngsters. Hope you have had a good Thanksgiving Day.

Now about Christmas - 1 will decide when I get back to Madison, but it seems to me it must be either that

you come on to Madison even if only for a few days or that I accept Uncle Tom’s kind invitation that you

and I spend Christmas holidays with him in New York City. I don’t want us to be separated from Charles

and perhaps I can take him to New York also.

Now what do you think? Would you rather come on to Madison or have me meet you in New York

for several days there with Uncle Tom? Let me know just how many days you are to have. What is the

earliest train you can leave Mt. Hermon and just at what day and hour you must get back there. Ask if it

will be possible for you to get away a day early or get back a day or two late if you come on to Madison

and then let me know in your next letter which should reach me at Madison about December 4-6. I shall

reach there then.

We must have our Christmas together for there are so many things we want to talk over. Before

you finish the term I want you to have a talk with Mr. Yaeger or whoever has charge of you and ask him

just what you can tell me about your work in school - your standing - and prospects. Tell him you want to

know just exactly how they think you have done - for you know that is our principle - always to face facts

fairly and squarely and to be frank in all our dealings. Then you and I can talk over things, knowing just

how you stand. Tell me more about [Myron] Hume, whom you plan to room with.

Will send you more of those socks. Get along some way without a new sweater or overcoat until

we meet at Christmas time. Then we will fix you up. That will be only about 3 weeks now. You ought to

write to Don [his Uncle Will’s son]. He has written you several times. Also send me your financial

accounts the best you can.

With lots of love.

Father

(from the Samuel Hugh Moffett collection of Samuel Austin Moffett papers)



Chicago, Illinois December 6, 1920

[postcard mailed from Chicago on Dec. 6, 1920]

Samuel Austin Moffett

Dear J.

Have had a strenuous week here speaking about twice a day. Today had a happy time in receiving

promise from Mrs. [Cyrus] McC[ormick, widow of the inventor of the reaper], of ten thousand [dollars]

more for the Seminary Building [in Pyengyang] - so we can build this Spring. I am happy over it, of

course.

I leave in a few hours for Madison and will write you from there. I rather think I will plan to spend

Christmas in New York City with you - guests of Uncle Tom. I will let you know soon.

A good letter from Mother. Will send to you soon. Keep up your letters to me at Madison.

Love,

Father

(from the Samuel Hugh Moffett collection of Samuel Austin Moffett papers)



Madison, Indiana December 14, 1920 Samuel Austin Moffett

Dear Jamie;

All aboard for New York for Christmas. We have decided, now that I have gotten home and have

your postal and can make definite plans. I shall expect you to go from Mt. Hermon to New York on the

1
7'*' or 1 8*, preferably the 1 8* I think, for I should rather you reached New York Saturday afternoon

instead of Friday night .

I now note that you can leave Mt. Hermon Saturday morning, change cars at Greenfield and again

at Springfield and reach New York early in the afternoon, going from Springfield & the New York, New
Haven and Hartford road which will land you in the Grand Central Station, New York.

I have written Uncle Tom and I expect you to write him and if necessary telegraph him so he will

surely know on what train you will arrive in New York and can meet you . Remember New York is the

biggest city in the world and you can’t easily find your own way about.

You will be with Uncle Tom over Sunday the 19* and Charles and I will join you as soon

thereafter as we can - leaving here on the 20* and probably stopping over a day at Buffalo on business.

Hope to reach New York on the 22"*' but it may be the 23’“*. You will have to leave New York for Mt.

Hermon on the 27* so we’ll have 5 or 6 days together in New York, and what a time we will have - and

how Charles will enjoy it.

Wear your best clothes of course and take along your best things in neckties, shoes, collars,

handkerchiefs, etc. Your suitcase of course will hold enough.

You have not written me about money matters, as I have frequently requested, so I have no way of

knowing how you are fixed financially but surely you have more than enough on hand to settle all accounts

and pay your way to New York and have some over. Do not start off with too small an amount of money.

Draw from the Treasurer all you think you should have - and tell him I wrote you to do so. Also do not

carry it all in one pocket.

Ask questions along the way of conductors, etc. so as to be sure you get on the right train and

especially in changing trains at Greenfield and Springfield. You can buy a ticket through from Mt. Hermon
to New York I think.

I will telegraph you tomorrow morning so that you will know in time to make your arrangements. I

have asked Uncle Tom to send you a night letter telling you where he will meet you. Be sure to keep his

address - that is, his hotel address - so you will know where to find him if he should not meet you at the

station.

My - but we shall be glad to see you and what a great time we will have. Charles is excited over

the prospect.

Lots of love from us all.

Father

Write me at once upon receiving this what your plans will be.

(from the Samuel Hugh Moffett collection of Samuel Austin Moffett papers)



Indianapolis, Indiana January 24, 1921 Samuel A. Moffett

Dear Jamie;

Had a good day here yesterday speaking in First Church and Meridian Heights Church

and am just now at cousin Mary’s. Leave this afternoon for Madison to spend my birthday (Jan.

25‘‘') there tomorrow.

This morning I got a suit of clothes for you and have had it sent by parcel post. It should

reach you on Wednesday I think, and I should like you to answer at once upon its receipt for I

should like to know it has reached you before I start for California on Friday. The suit cost $30

and I wish you would compare it with the one we bought in Louisville and tell me how you think

it compares in quality, etc. I should like to have gotten a different color - this is just about the

same as the one you have but as this conformed exactly to the measurements I had taken I felt

pretty sure it would fit and it seemed a first rate suit. They said it was guaranteed - a Hart,

Schaffher & Marks suit. It may be a little long in trouser legs in which case you can take up an

inch for a cuff and make it just right. Let me know how it fits and how you like it. Keep

whichever one of the two you think best for your best suit and use the other for a school suit. It

may be this will be as good a one as the other you have already worn for a while.

I leave for California on Friday, spend Sunday in Kansas City and go on to San Rafael

before the next Sunday. After your next letter, send all mail to me at San Rafael - 614 Fifth

Avenue - until the end of February. I guess you’ll have to count this suit a sort of a birthday

present sent a little in advance.

Charles has passed into 7a and did better the latter part of the term, getting one 1, three 2,

three 3 and three 4 grades. He got 2 in deportment this time. It has been steady improvement but

he ought to and can do better still. I am not satisfied to have him get as low as 4 in anything.

Writing, Grammar and Language were his poorest grades.

Last Friday night in Madison we saw a really fine basketball game between Madison
High and No. Vernon High. The final score was 30 to 28 in Madison’s favor - but the score

alternated in favor first of one, then of the other for about a dozen times. It was exciting and the

last two minutes when score was 28 to 27 Madison succeeded in throwing two baskets in

succession and won out. We enjoyed the game very much.

Hope you write to Cousin Emma thanking her for the Christmas present she sent you. I

expect to return from California early in March probably. Hope you have a real good term, keep
well, study and work steadily and enjoy study, work and play - all of them.

Lots of love from

Father

(from the Samuel Hugh Moffett collection of Samuel Austin Moffett papers)


